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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
8 RAYNE, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company, ) 
DOESl-~ ) 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
____________________________ ) 
) 
PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company, ) 
) 
Counterclaimant, ) 
vs. 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an 
Idaho Limited Liability Company, and 
LIQUID REALTY, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Counterdefendants. ) 
) 
Case No. CV 09-5395 & 
CV09-11396 
ORDER ON MOTION FOR 
CLARIFICATION/MOTION IN 
LIMINE AND ON REQUEST FOR 
AN A WARD OF COSTS AND 
ATTORNEY FEES 
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) 
) 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an ) 
Idaho Corporation, and TIM AND ) 
JULIE SHELHORN, Husband and Wife, ) 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual,) 
and ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON & ) 
ASSOCIATES, PLLC, an Idaho ) 
Professional Limited Liability Company, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Procedural History 
On July 14, 2010, this court issued its ORDER ON MOTION TO AMEND and ORDER 
ON BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC'S AUGUST 6, 2009 MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT. After this court granted Big Bite's motion for summary judgment, the court 
received on July 21, 2010 a MOTION TO DISMISS BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC.'S AND 
TIM AND JULIE SCHELHORN'S COMPLAINT in which the Big Bite parties seek dismissal 
of their complaint filed in CV-2009-11396-C. 
On July 28,2010, Wandering Trails filed a MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION/MOTION 
IN LIMINE as well as a MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION to Big Bite's Motion to Dismiss. 
Also filed on July 28, 2010 was Big Bite's MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND 
COSTS along with supporting memorandum. On August 10,2010, Angstman filed its MOTION 
TO DISALLOW BIG BITE'S REQUESTED FEES AND COSTS, along with supporting 
memorandum and the AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW CHRISTENSEN. 
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On July 29, 2010 the ORDER DENYING DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER ON MOTION TO DISQUALIFY COUNSEL ENTERED 
MAY 25, 2010 and the JUDGMENT DISMISSING DEFENDANT BIG BITE EXCAVATION 
INC. were filed. Also filed that date was Wandering Trails' AMENDED COMPLAINT AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL. Piper Ranch's ANSWER was filed on August 5, 2010. 
On October 4, 2010, the court heard oral argument on the MOTION FOR 
CLARIFICATION/MOTION IN LIMINE and MOTION TO DISALLOW BIG BITE'S 
REQUESTED FEES AND COSTS. Big Bite's AMENDED MEMORANDUM OF 
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS AND AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY was filed on October 12, 
2010. Wandering Trails filed a MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE on October 19,2010. 
This court issued its ORDER GRANTING BIG BITE'S MOTION TO DISMISS AND 
DENYING ANGSTMAN'S MOTION TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
on October 20,2010, and the JUDGMENT was filed on November 2, 2010. 
Wandering Trails' Motion for Clarification/Motion in Limine 
This motion arises out of rulings this court made in granting summary judgment to Big 
Bite and disallowing Wandering Trails' alter ego claim against Big Bite. Wandering Trails seeks 
to assert an additional claim against Big Bite that is an alter ego claim alleging that Piper Ranch 
is an alter ego of Big Bite. Wandering Trails is not attempting to pierce the corporate veil of Big 
Bite, rather it wants to pierce the corporate veil of Piper Ranch in order to get to Big Bite should 
a judgment for damages be entered against Piper Ranch. Wandering Trails argues that Big Bite 
performed work for Piper Ranch for which there was no contract between Big Bite and Piper 
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Ranch and that Big Bite has paid some of Piper Ranch's obligations. Thus, Big Bite has used 
Piper Ranch as an alter ego. 
In the alternative, Wandering Trails seeks leave, through a motion in limine, to use the 
evidence ofthe interconnectedness between Piper Ranch and Big Bite to prove their case against 
the Schelhoms in the claim that the Schelhorns use Piper Ranch as an alter ego. 
There are two common elements necessary for an alter ego claim, (1) a unity of interest 
and ownership to a degree that the separate personalities of the corporation and individual no 
longer exist and (2) if the acts are treated as acts of the corporation an inequitable result would 
follow. Vanderford Co., Inc. v. Knudson, 144 Idaho 547, 165 P.3d 261, 271 (2007). There are 
several considerations in determining whether the corporate veil should be pierced. For example, 
the court may look at whether the sole shareholder acted as president of the corporation; there 
was a lack of corporate formalities, such as directors' meetings; the shareholders failed to submit 
corporate contract and inventory revisions to the board of directors; and business transactions 
were completed without approval by any director or officer of the corporation. However, this is 
not an exhaustive list because the specific facts of case will determine whether a corporate entity 
may be disregarded. Hutchison v. Anderson, 130 Idaho 936, 950 P.2d 1275 (Ct. App.1997). 
Generally when a party attempts to pierce a corporate veil or have an alter ego declared to be 
liable it is when the party is trying to get beyond the liability limits of the corporate entity to the 
individual behind the corporation. 
Here, the court has allowed Wandering Trails to assert a claim against the Schelhorns as 
the alter ego of Piper Ranch. The court found that there was sufficient evidence in the record to 
support a valid claim against the Schelhorns. Wandering Trails also seeks to have Big Bite 
declared an alter ego of Piper Ranch for the reasons expressed above. 
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As determined by this court's prior rulings, Big Bite is not a party to this action because it 
was not a party to the contract between Piper Ranch and Wandering Trails. However, 
Wandering Trails attempts to keep Big Bite as a party to the action by asserting that if Piper 
Ranch's corporate veil is pierced then Big Bite will be standing behind the curtain and may be 
held liable for any damages assessed against Piper Ranch. 
Wandering Trails argument fails with the first element because it has failed to show a 
unity of interest or ownership between Piper Ranch and Big Bite. The two entities are not 
members, managers, or shareholders of the other entity. That is, Big Bite is not a member of 
Piper Ranch, nor is Piper Ranch a shareholder in Big Bite. The only common denominator 
between the two entities is the Schelhorns and the court has already determined that the 
Schelhorns are proper parties for the alter ego claim against Piper Ranch. Thus, the court 
confirms that Wandering Trails may not assert a claim against Big Bite as the alter ego of Piper 
Ranch. 
To the extent that the motion for clarification was an attempt to have this court reconsider 
its decision on the Motion to Amend, the matter is clarified and the court is not reconsidering its 
prior ruling. 
To the extent that Wandering Trails may be able to use the evidence of the 
interconnectedness of Piper Ranch, the Schelhorns, and Big Bite to prove its alter ego theory 
against the Schelhorns, the court notes that counsel for the Schelhorns and Piper Ranch indicated 
that he would not object to the use of such evidence for this purpose. Thus, the motion in limine 
is granted to the extent that any evidence sought to be admitted at trial must comport with the 
Idaho Rules of Evidence, especially I.R.E. 401, 402, 403, as they relate to relevant evidence. 
The court asks the parties to clarify their respective positions on this evidence prior to the trial in 
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the interest of judicial economy. 
Big Bite's Request for Costs and Fees 
Following the granting of Big Bite's Motion for Summary Judgment and the decision not 
to allow Wandering Trails to assert additionai claims against Big Bite, Big Bite filed a 
Memorandum of Attorney Fees and Costs, along with a later filed Amended Memorandum of 
Attorney Fees and Costs and Affidavit of Attorney filed on October 12, 2010. This court will 
rely on the amended memorandum in its decision on the costs and fees request. 
The court is guided by Idaho Code section 12-120(3) and 12-121 as well as Idaho Rule of 
Civil Procedure 54( d) and 54( e) in considering Big Bite's request for an award of costs and 
attorney fees. In analyzing that request, the court must initially determine whether it has the 
authority to make the award of costs and attorney fees requested; that is whether the court has the 
authority to award costs and/or attorney fees pursuant to statute, rule, or contract. If so, the court 
must next determine whether the party seeking the award has met other threshold requirements 
for seeking an award of costs and attorney fees. Finally, the court must, through an exercise of 
reasoned discretion, determine the amount of costs and attorneys fees to be awarded. 
THE COURT HAS AUTHORITY TO AWARD COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES IN 
TIDSMATTER 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure (IRCP), Rule 54( d)(1 )(A) provides that "Except when 
otherwise limited by these rules, costs shall be allowed as a matter of right to the prevailing party 
or parties, unless otherwise ordered by the court." 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54( e )(I) provides that "In any civil action the court may 
award reasonable attorney fees, which at the discretion of the court may include paralegal fees, 
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to the prevailing party or parties as defined in Rule 54(d)(l)(B), when provided for by any statute 
or contract. Provided, attorney fees under section 12-121, Idaho Code, may be awarded by the 
court only when it finds from the facts presented to it, that the case was brought, pursued or 
defended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation; but attorney fees shall not be awarded 
pursuant to section 12-121, Idaho Code, on a default judgment." 
Idaho Code§ 12-121 provides that "In any civil action, the judge may award reasonable 
attorney's fees to the prevailing party or parties, provided that this section shall not alter, repeal, 
or amend any statute which otherwise provides for the award of attorney's fees. The term 'party' 
or 'parties' is defined to include any person, partnership, corporation, association, private 
organization, the state ofldaho or political subdivision thereof." 
I. Big Bite is the prevailing party 
Big Bite is the prevailing party and is entitled to seek an award of costs and fees. Idaho 
Rule of Civil Procedure 54( d)(l )(B) provides that in determining the prevailing party, the court 
is to consider "the final judgment or result of the action in relation to the relief sought by the 
respective parties." IRCP 54(d)(1)(B). 
As indicated above, this court granted Big Bite's Motion for Summary Judgment in its 
entirety and the court has entered a Judgment dismissing all claims asserted against it. In 
addition, the court has denied further requests by Wandering Trails to retain Big Bite in the case 
as a party. Thus, Big Bite is the prevailing party pursuant to IRCP 54( d)(l )(B) on the motion for 
summary judgment dismissing all claims against Big Bite. 
II. Big Bite is entitled to make a request for an award of costs and attorney fees 
Having determined that Big Bite is the prevailing party on the issue presented to the 
court, the court must now address the issue of whether there exits the requisite additional basis 
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for its request for an award of costs and attorney fees. As discussed above, IRCP 54(d)(l)(B) 
allows for costs to be awarded to a prevailing party, and IRCP 54( e )(1) authorizes the court to 
award attorney fees to the prevailing party when provided for by any statute or contract. In this 
case, Big Bite seeks an award of attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code 12-120(3) and 12-121. 
IRCP 54(e)(5) provides that attorney fees shall be treated as costs and processed in the same 
manner as costs pursuant to IRCP 54(d)(5) with the provision that the memorandum of costs and 
fees must be supported by the attorney's affidavit. Big Bite timely filed the requisite 
memorandum of costs and fees supported by attorney affidavit. The court finds that that Big 
Bite has complied with the applicable rules on this issue. 
Wandering Trails and Liquid Realty argue the request for fees is premature as the overall 
case has not been finally resolved. However, the case is finally resolved with regard to Big 
Bite's alleged liability to the Plaintiff's. The claims against Big Bite have been fully dismissed 
and it is proper for Big Bite to address the cost and attorney fee issue at this time. 
Having determined that the court has the authority to award costs and attorney fees in this 
matter and that Big Bite has complied with all foundational requirements for seeking an award of 
costs and attorney fees, the court must now decide if Big Bite is entitled to an award of costs and 
fees pursuant to the statutes and rules cited and if so to make any discretionary determinations 
required of the court as to the amount of costs and attorney fees, if any, that will be awarded in 
the case. 
Idaho appellate courts have consistently held that a trial court's determination of costs 
and attorney fees is a matter left to the exercise of its sound discretion. Accordingly, the 
reviewing courts have also stated they will not disturb such awards on appeal, unless an abuse of 
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discretion exists in granting them. See, e.g., Davidson v. Beco Corp., 112 Idaho 560, 733 P.2d 
781 (Ct. App. 1986)(partially overruled on other grounds). 
A WARD OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES 
I. Costs Awarded 
IRCP 54( d) sets out two categories of costs that can be awarded to a prevailing party. 
Costs as a matter of right are detailed in IRCP 54( d)(l )(C). The rule provides that these costs 
shall be awarded unless the court finds, after proper objection, that it should exercise its 
discretion not to award such costs. Discretionary costs are those costs that are enumerated in 
IRCP 54(d)(l)(C) and may be awarded upon a showing that the costs were necessary and 
exceptional, reasonably incurred, and should be awarded in the interest of justice. A court must 
make express findings as to why each cost will be awarded or not. IRCP 54( d)(l )(D). 
Costs as a Matter of Right 
In this matter, Big Bite seeks the following costs as costs as a matter of right: 
Filing Fees $58.00 
Total $58.00 
Big Bite is awarded $58.00 in costs as a matter of right. 
Discretionary Costs 
The court recognizes that the award of discretionary costs is done so as an exercise in the 
court's discretion and the court makes the following findings on the requested discretionary 
costs. In this matter, Big Bite seeks the following costs as discretionary costs pursuant to IRCP 
54( d)(l )(D): 
Copy Charges $545.80 
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Postage Charges $17.35 
Deposition Transcription Fees. $1805.21 
Total Discretionary Fees $2,368.36 
Big Bite listed deposition transcription fees as discretionary costs in its rnemorandum 
although deposition transcription fees are generally considered costs as a matter of right under 
IRCP 54(d)(1)(C). Wandering Trails makes a general objection to all claimed discretionary costs 
because the costs are not necessary and exceptional as well as arguing that the deposition 
transcription fees were incurred well after the motion for summary judgment was filed. 
The court does not consider any of the discretionary costs requested by Big Bite as being 
both necessary and exceptional to the motion for summary judgment that is the basis of this cost 
and attorney fee claim. Big Bite has not sufficiently articulated any reason the court should 
consider the costs to be both necessary and exceptional. The court will not award Big Bite any 
of the discretionary costs requested. 
II. Attorney Fees Awarded 
a. Attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code 12-121 
While Big Bite may be entitled to an award of attorney fees against Wandering Trails as 
the prevailing party in this action, the court must first determine if fees will be awarded pursuant 
to Idaho Code 12-121. That code section provides that a court may award attorney fees to a 
prevailing party in an action. However, that code section has been interpreted by Idaho appellate 
courts to limit an award of fees to those cases where the court "is left with the abiding belief that 
the appeal was brought, pursued or defended frivolously, unreasonably and without foundation." 
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Rhoades v. State, 220 P.3d 1066, 1072-73 (2009), citing Balderson v. Balderson, 127 Idaho 48, 
54, 896 P.2d 956, 962 (1995). 
This court is not left with the abiding belief that Wandering Trails and Liquid Realty 
brought or pursued the claims asserted in its complaint against Big Bite frivolously, 
umeasonably and without foundation. The Scheihorns are the owners of both Piper Ranch and 
Big Bite. Big Bite is an entity that provides excavation/paving/construction type services. At 
the core of this proceeding is Wandering Trail's and Liquid Realty's allegation that Piper Ranch 
in exchange for certain consideration committed to provide money, construction or development 
services on a parcel of real property that Wandering Trails was developing into a subdivision. 
Given the intertwined and overlapping nature of the parties' identities, the nature of their 
negotiations and the nature of the work to be performed, the court is not left with an abiding 
belief that Wandering Trails and Liquid Realty acted frivolously, umeasonably or without 
foundation when it brought this action against Big Bite. Therefore, the court will not award 
attorney fees to Big Bite pursuant to Idaho Code 12-121. 
b. Attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code 12-120(3) 
Big Bite has also asserted a claim for an award of attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code 
12-120(3). Idaho Code 12-120(3) provides that: "In any civil action to recover on an open 
account, account stated, note, bill, negotiable instrument, guaranty, or contract relating to the 
purchase or sale of goods, wares, merchandise, or services and in any commercial transaction 
unless otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's 
fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and collected as costs. 
The term "commercial transaction" is defined to mean all transactions except transactions 
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for personal or household purposes. The term "party" is defined to mean any person, partnership, 
corporation, association, private organization, the state of Idaho or political subdivision thereof." 
This court has already determined that Big Bite was the prevailing party on the motion 
for summary judgment. Wandering Trails and Liquid Realty's complaint alleged that Big Bite 
had breached a contract to provide certain services (count 1 ), breached a covenant of good faith 
and fair dealing (count 2), was unjustly enriched (count 3), and was bound by promissory 
estoppel. The underlying assertion on all these claims was that Big Bite failed to provide 
services agreed to be performed. "[I]f a party asserts a claim that is based upon the existence of 
an alleged commercial transaction, attorney fees are awardable to a prevailing party who defends 
against such claim even if the alleged commercial transaction is found not to have existed." 
Miller v. St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Inc. 139 Idaho 825, 87 P.3d 934 Idaho (2004). 
The alleged breach of an agreement to perform services was an integral part of the 
Plaintiffs theory of recovery against Big Bite. Wandering Trails and Liquid Realty's claims fall 
within Idaho Code 12-120(3)'s applicability to contracts related to the sale or purchase of 
services. Big Bite's July 28, 2010 Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs included a request 
pursuant to Idaho Code 12-120(3). Therefore, in this case the court is compelled by the 
provisions of Idaho Code 12-120(3) to make an award ofreasonable attorney fees to Big Bite as 
the prevailing party on the motion for summary judgment. Property Mgmt. West, Inc. v. Hunt, 
126 Idaho 897, 900-01, 894 P.2d 130, 133-34 (1995). 
Having decided that Big Bite is entitled to an award of attorney fees pursuant to Idaho 
Code 12-120(3), the court must exercise its discretion in determining a reasonable amount cf 
attorney fees to be awarded. 
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The court recogmzes that the amount of attorney fees if any to be awarded is 
discretionary with the court and the court exercises its discretion in making the award set forth in 
this order. In exercising this discretion, the court must consider the factors set forth in the Idaho 
Rule of Civil Procedure, Rule 54(e)(3) in determining the appropriate award of fees. This rule 
sets forth various factors (although not exclusive factors) that the court shouid consider in 
awarding attorney fees. IRCP 54( e )(3) provides that: 
IRCP 54(e)(3) Amount of attorney fees. In the event the court 
grants attorney fees to a party or parties in a civil action it shall 
consider the following factors in determining the amount of such 
fees: 
(A) The time and labor required. 
(B) The novelty and difficulty of the questions. 
(C) The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and 
the experience and ability of the attorney in the particular field of 
law. 
(D) The prevailing charges for like work. 
(E) Whether the fee is fixed or contingent. 
(F) The time limitations imposed by the client or the 
circumstances of the case. 
(G) The amount involved and the results obtained. 
(H) The undesirability of the case. 
(I) The nature and length of the professional relationship with the 
client. 
(J) Awards in similar cases. 
(K) The reasonable cost of automated legal research (Computer 
Assisted Legal Research), if the court finds it was reasonably 
necessary in preparing a party's case. 
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(L) Any other factor which the court deems appropriate in the 
particular case. 
In his AMENDED MEMORANDUM OF ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS AND 
AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY, Big Bite's attorney seeks an award of attorney fees in the 
amount of $30,441.50 for representing Big Bite in this case. The claimed fees include time 
computations for attorneys Kevin E. Dinius, Michael J. Hanby II and paralegal Cindy Mackey. 
On October 19, 2010, Wandering Trails and Liquid Realty filed a MEMORANDUM IN 
RESPONSE TO BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC.'S AMENDED MEMORANDUM OF 
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS AND AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY. In this memorandum, 
Wandering Trails and Liquid Realty reiterated their position as set forth in the original MOTION 
TO DISALLOW BIG BITE'S REQUESTED FEES AND COSTS, MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISALLOW BIG BITES'S REQUESTED FEES AND COSTS 
and AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW T. CHRISTENSEN IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
DISALLOW BIG BITE'S REQUESTED FEES AND COSTS filed August 10,2010. 
In Matthew T. Christensen's August 10, 2010 affidavit, he breaks down and summarizes 
Big Bite's attorney fee request on the attached exhibits "A" and "B". Attorney Christensen's 
position on Big Bite's request for attorney fees set forth in the August 10, 2010 filings described 
above is persuasive to the court. The court will award Big Bite attorney fees of $4,396.25 as 
described on Exhibit "A" attached to Mathew T. Christiansen's August 10, 2010 affidavit plus 
$3,585.00 which represents one third of the amount set forth on Exhibit "B" attached to Mathew 
T. Christiansen's August 10, 2010 Affidavit for a total award of $7,981.25. The court has 
reviewed Big Bite's original memorandum and amended memorandum filed in support of its 
request for an award of attorney fees and costs. The court has also considered Big Bite's request 
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within the context of the factors described in IRCP 54( e)(3) and is exercising its discretion in 
making this award. The court concludes the fees awarded are reasonable and were reasonably 
incurred in Big Bite's defense of Wandering Trails and Liquid Realty's causes of action filed 
against Big Bite in the above entitled case. 
Any previous suggestion by this court that it was not inclined to make an award of 
attorney fees regarding Big Bite's defense of the Plaintiffs complaint was based on this court's 
perception that this action was not brought or pursued frivolously, unreasonably or without 
foundation. However, further research and review of the matter has convinced the court that an 
award of reasonable attorney fees in this matter to the prevailing party is mandated by Idaho 
Code 12-120(3). 
CONCLUSION AND ORDER 
The court has reviewed the record in this action, and has properly considered the 
applicable Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Idaho Code 12-121, Idaho Code 12-120(3) and 
applicable case authority and enters the order set forth above. Counsel for Big Bite is directed to 
submit a proposed judgment to the court pursuant to IRCP 54(a) and consistent with this 
memorandum decision and order within fourteen (14) days of this order. 
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CERTIFICATElltSERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on~ day ofN~2010, s/he served a true and correct 
copy of the original of the foregoing ORDER onihe following individuals in the manner 
described: 
• upon counsel for BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., PIPER RANCH, LLC, and 
Schelhorns 
Kevin E Dinius 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
• upon counsel for WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, LIQUID REALTY, INC., Thomas 
Angstman, and Angstman, Johnson and Associates, PLLC 
Mathew T. Christiansen 
3649 North Lakeharbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83713 
and/or when s/he deposited each a copy of the foregoing ORDER in the U.S. Mail with sufficient 
postage to individuals at the addresses listed above. 
WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the Court 
By: Dep~ 
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Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
CASE NO. CV09-5395C WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
JUDGMENT GRANTING BIG 
BITE EXCAVATION, INC. 
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
-vs-
PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho limited 
liability company, DOES 1-5, 
Defendant. 
_______________________________ ) 
THIS MATTER HAVING COME before this Court on October 4, 2010, and the Court having 
entered its findings and conclusions in its Order on Motion for Clarification/Motion in Limine 
and on Request for an Award of Costs and Attorney Fees entered December 2, 2010: 
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IT IS HEREBY ADJUDGED AND DECREED that Judgment be entered granting Big Bite 
Excavation, Inc. against Plaintiffs Wandering Trails, LLC and Liquid Realty, Inc., jointly and 
severally, in the amount of $8,039.25 in favor of Big Bite Excavation, Inc., plus statutory interest 
from and after the date of Judgment. j}- /'... /\~1 v ~­
fjV{ \ 
MADE AND ENTERED this -tLJ--tday ofDece7er, 
~~-
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the ~ day of ecember, 2010, a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by: 
Matthew T. Christensen 
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC 
3649 Lakeshore Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
f.:::r 
D 
D 
D 
l2r. 
D 
D 
D 
US Mail 
Overnight Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile -No. 853-0117 
US Mail 
Overnight Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile- No. 475-0101 
Depu~ 
cm/T:\Ciients\S\Schelhorn, Tim and Julie 24334\Piper Ranch .000\Non-Discovery\Judgment Granting Big Bite's Motion for Fees and Costs.docx 
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L ~ Q 
A.M.,----P.M. 
MAR 0 ~ 2011 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
) 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, and LIQUID ) 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, ) 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) 
) 
-vs- ) 
) 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company, TIM ) 
AND JULIE SCHELHORN, individuals, ) 
And DOES 1-5, ) 
) 
Defendants, ) 
Case No. CV-2009-5395-C 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER ON BIG BITE'S MOTION 
FORIRCP 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
Procedural History 
On November 2, 2010, this court entered a Judgment Dismissing Big Bite Excavation, 
Inc. and Tim and Julie Schelhom's Complaint and Denying Thomas J. Angstman and Angstman 
Johnson & Associates, PLLC's Motion to Dismiss/Motion for Summary Judgment. On 
December 3, 2010, this court entered its Order on Motion for Clarification/Motion in Limine and 
on Request for an Award of Costs and Attorney Fees. On December 30, 2010, the court entered 
a Judgment Granting Big Bite Excavation Inc. Attorney Fees and Costs. Big Bite was awarded 
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$8,039.25. On January 7, 2011, Big Bite filed an Affidavit of Interest Due and a Writ of 
Execution. On January 20, 2011, Wandering Trails filed a Motion to Quash Writ of Execution 
along with supporting memorandum and affidavit. On January 24, 2011, the court held a motion 
hearing and ordered that the pending sheriffs sale be stayed until the parties had an opportunity 
to address the issue of whether an IRCP 54(b) certificate should be issued for Big Bite's 
Judgment. On February 7, 2011, Big Bite filed its Brief in Support ofiRCP 54(b) Certification, 
and on February 8, 2011, Wandering Trails filed a Memorandum in Opposition. Oral argument 
was held on February 15, 2011. Michael Hanby appeared on behalf of Big Bite and Matthew 
Christensen appeared on behalf of Wandering Trails. 
Big Bite's Request for 54(b) Certification 
Big Bite asks this court to issue an IRCP 54(b) certification for the Judgment it has been 
awarded for attorney fees and costs. Big Bite asserts that there is no just reason to delay its 
ability to seek execution of its judgment. Wandering Trails opposes the issuance of the IRCP 
54(b) certification because Big Bite has not made a proper showing of hardship, injustice, or 
some other compelling reason to justify the certification. 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(b) provides the following: 
When more than one claim for relief is presented in an action, whether as a claim, 
counterclaim, cross-claim, or third party claim, or when multiple parties are 
involved, the court may direct the entry of a final judgment upon one or more but 
less than all of the claims or parties only upon an express determination that there 
is no just reason for delay and upon an express direction for the entry of the 
judgment. In the absence of such determination and direction, any order or other 
form of decision, however designated, which adjudicates less than all the claims 
or the rights and liabilities of less than all the parties shall not terminate the 
actions as to any of the claims or parties, and the order or other form of decision is 
subject to revision at any time before the entry of judgment adjudicating all the 
claims and the rights and liabilities of all the parties. If any parties to an action are 
entitled to judgments against each other such as on a claim and counterclaim, or 
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upon cross-claims, such judgments shall be offset against each other and a single 
judgment for the difference between the entitlements shall be entered in favor of 
the party entitled to the larger judgment. In the event the trial court determines 
that a judgment should be certified as final under this Rule 54(b ), the court shall 
execute a certificate which shall immediately follow the court's signature on the 
judgment and be in substantially the following form. 
IRCP 54(b)(1). 
The decision whether to grant an IRCP 54(b) certification is a matter of discretion for the 
trial court. PHH Mortg. Services Corp. v. Perreira, 146 Idaho 631,200 P.3d 1180 (2009). The 
issuance of an IRCP 54(b) certification is not to be done routinely or as a matter or course, rather 
it should be issued only when the party requesting the relief can show that it will suffer some 
hardship or injustice, or when it can provide some other compelling reason why the court should 
grant such relief. Kolln v. Saint Luke's Regional Medical Center, 130 Idaho 323, 940 P.2d 1142 
(1997). The request for a 54(b) certificate should not be issued simply to avoid delay. !d. One 
of the policies behind this rule is the desire to avoid piecemeal appeals in cases involving 
multiple parties and/or claims. See Milbank Mut. Ins. Co. v. Carrier Corp., 112 Idaho 27, 730 
P.2d 947 (1986). 
In its request for the 54(b) certification, Big Bite argues that there is no just reason for 
delay because Big Bite's Judgment is not subject to any type of offset and because Big Bite 
should not have been made a party to this action in the first place as indicated by this court's 
ruling on the motion for summary judgment. Wandering Trails argues that Big Bite has not 
raised any compelling issue to support its request, other than delay, and thus urges the court to 
deny the request. Wandering Trails argues that while Big Bite is no longer a party to the action, 
it is intimately involved with the remaining parties and that all the remaining issues should be 
resolved before any part of the action should be deemed to be final. 
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This case involves multiple claims and multiple parties. Granting a rule 54(b) 
certification on the judgment entered in favor of Big Bite will likely result in a piecemeal appeal 
of the various issues presented in this case. Resolution of the remaining claims between the 
remaining parties will be delayed pending the appeal of the court's judgments granted in favor of 
Big Bite. The court is not satisfied that Big Bite has sufficiently shown that it will suffer such 
hardship or injustice or that another compelling reason exists to justify entry of an IRCP 54(b) 
certification on the judgments entered in this case. The co-defendants Tim and Julie Schelhorn 
are the principle stockholders and officers of Big Bite Excavation, Inc. as well as the owners of 
Piper Ranch, LLC. One of the issues addressed in the summary judgment order was Plaintiffs' 
allegation that Big Bite Excavation, Inc. is an alter ego of Piper Ranch, LLC. The claims that are 
pending between the Plaintiffs' and the remaining co-defendants Tim and Julie Schelhorn and 
Piper Ranch, LLC are similar to the Plaintiffs' dismissed claims asserted against Big Bite. It 
does not make sense from a judicial efficiency standpoint to address the complicated issues 
presented in this case on a piecemeal appellant approach. Big Bite's request for a rule 54(b) 
certification on this court's judgments previously entered in favor of Big Bite in this case is 
denied. Big Bite's writ of execution on the cost and attorney fee judgment is stayed pending 
final resolution of the issues pending in this case. 
CONCLUSION AND ORDER 
For the reasons set forth above, Big Bite Excavation, Inc.'s Motion for IRCP 54(b) 
certification regarding the above referenced judgments is denied. The court recognizes this 
decision is a matter of discretion to be exercised by the court and the court has exercised its 
discretion in entering this order. 
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DISTRICT JUDGE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1-\ day of 0\ ~ , 2011, I caused to be 
served a true copy of the foregoing ORDER on the following individuals in the manner 
described: 
• Upon counsel for BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., PIPER RANCH, LLC, and THE 
SHELHORNS: 
Kevin Dinius 
5680 E. Franklin Road, Ste. 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
• Upon counsel for WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, LIQUID REALTY, INC., THOMAS 
ANGSTMAN, and ANGSTMAN JOHNSON AND ASSOCIATES, PLLC: 
Matthew Christensen 
3649 Lakeharbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
and/or when slhe deposited each a copy of the foregoing ORDER in the U.S. Mail with sufficient 
postage to individuals at the addresses listed above. 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the Court 
Deputy Clerk of the Court 
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ISB Nos. 5974,7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw. com 
mhanby@diniuslaw. com 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
K CANNON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
-vs-
BIG BITE EXCAVATION,INC., an Idaho 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; TIM and JULIE 
SCHELHORN, individuals; and, DOES 1-5, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
------------------------------
CASE NO. CV09-5395C 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COME NOW, Defendants Piper Ranch, LLC, Tim Schelhorn, and Julie Schelhorn, by 
and through their counsel of record, the law firm of Dinius & Associates, PLLC, pursuant to 
Rule 56( c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and hereby submit this Memorandum in 
Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. As demonstrated below, there are no 
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genuine issues of material fact relating to Plaintiffs' claims. Therefore, Defendants are entitled 
to a judgment as a matter oflaw on all claims. 
INTRODUCTION 
On or about May 26, 2009, Plaintiffs Wandering Tails, LLC and Liquid Realty, Inc. 
(hereinafter, "Plaintiffs"), filed their Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. On or about July 27, 
2010, Plaintiffs filed their Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. In their Amended 
Complaint, Plaintiffs assert claims for: 1) breach of contract; 2) breach of the covenant of good 
faith and fair dealing; 3) unjust enrichment; and, 4) promissory estoppel. Plaintiffs also assert a 
claim for piercing the corporate veil as to the Schelhorns and Big Bite Excavation, Inc. 1 
In granting the Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend, the Court specifically noted: "The trial in 
this matter is not scheduled until September 27, 2011 and there is sufficient time for the parties 
to conduct discovery and prepare for trial on the additional claims set forth in the amended 
complaint. The court does not find that the requested amendment would prejudice Piper Ranch 
or the Schelhorns by any undue delay." Order on Motion to Amend, p. 6. 
The Court entered the Order Re: Third Stipulation Regarding Scheduling on or about 
October 18, 2010. That Order required Plaintiffs and Defendants to serve any supplemental 
discovery by Friday March 4, 2011. Despite proper interrogatories regarding the issue of claimed 
damages, Plaintiffs have utterly failed to produce any evidence of damages. Because there is a 
complete lack of evidence, and the time for supplementation has come and gone, Defendants are 
entitled to summary judgment on all claims. 
1 The Piercing the Corporate Veil claim against Big Bite Excavation, Inc. appears to have been improperly added. 
In the Court's Order on Motion to Amend Complaint Filed March 3, 2010, the Court stated: "The court has on this 
date entered a separate order granting Big Bites [sic] Motion for Summary Judgment that will result in the dismissal 
of Wandering Trails' claims against Big Bite and therefore rendering moot any claims regarding piercing the Big 
Bite, Inc. corporate veil as contained in the proposed amended complaint." (emphasis added). 
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SUMMARY OF UNDISPUTED FACTS 
1. On or about September 28, 2010, Defendants served upon Plaintiff Liquid Realty 
Defendant's Third Set of Interrogatories and Second Set of Requests for Admission and 
Requests for Production of Documents. Affidavit of Michael J Hanby II ("Hanby Aff."), Ex. A. 
2. Included in that discovery was Defendants' Interrogatory No. 13 which stated: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Explain the nature and amount of damages that 
You seek in this action. In answering this interrogatory, please: 
A Identify you damages by category and explain how that category of damages 
ties to each Count in your Complaint; 
B. State the amount of money that You seek for each category of damages (and 
each Count in your Complaint); 
C. Explain in detail the methodology employed by You to calculate each item of 
damages that You seek; and 
D. State the basis for your belief that You are entitled to such amount of 
damages. 
!d., Ex. A 
3. On or about October 28, 2010, Plaintiff Liquid Realty responded to Interrogatory No. 13 
as follows: 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 13: LRI is currently in the process of 
identifying and quantifying the specific amounts of damages, including the exact 
amount and basis for each claim of damages. At such time as LRI has fully 
quantified each element of damages it claims, this Answer will be seasonably 
supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
!d., Ex. B, LRI's Answers and Responses to Defendants Third Set of Interrogatories and Second 
Set of Requests for Admission and Requests for Production of Documents. 
4. Plaintiff Liquid Realty did not supplement this response by the March 4, 2011 deadline. 
!d. 
5. On or about September 28, 2010, Defendants served upon Plaintiff Wandering Trails 
Defendant's Third Set of Interrogatories and Second Set of Requests for Admission and 
Requests for Production of Documents. !d., Ex. C. 
6. Included in that discovery was Defendants' Interrogatory No. 13 which stated: 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Explain the nature and amount of damages that 
You seek in this action. In answering this interrogatory, please: 
A. Identify you damages by category and explain how that category of damages 
ties to each Count in your Complaint; 
B. State the amount of money that You seek for each category of damages (and 
each Count in your Complaint); 
C. Explain in detail the methodology employed by You to calculate each item of 
damages that You seek; and 
D. State the basis for your belief that You are entitled to such amount of 
damages. 
Id.,Ex. C. 
7. On or about October 28, 2010, Plaintiff Wandering Trails responded to Interrogatory No. 
13 as follows: 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 13: WT is currently in the process of 
identifying and quantifying the specific amounts of damages, including the exact 
amount and basis for each claim of damages. At such time as WT has fully 
quantified each element of damages it claims, this Answer will be seasonably 
supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Id., Ex. D, Wandering Trails, LLC's Answers and Responses to Defendants Third Set of 
Interrogatories and Second Set of Requests for Admission and Requests for Production of 
Documents. 
8. Plaintiff Wandering Trails did not supplement this response by the March 4, 2011 
deadline. Id. 
9. Defendants also requested documents relating to alleged damages. Id., Ex. A; Ex. C. 
10. Moreover, according to the parties' Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning, Plaintiffs 
were to disclose expert witnesses by August 30, 2010. 
11. Neither Wandering Trails nor Liquid Realty has disclosed any expert witnesses. 
12. Further, the parties have agreed that summary judgment and other dispositive motions are 
to be filed no later than April 29, 2011. Order Re: Third Stipulation Regarding Scheduling. 
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ARGUMENT 
A. Standard of Review 
I.R.C.P. 56 (b) provides: 
A party against whom a claim, counterclaim, or cross-claim is asserted or 
a declaratory judgment is sought may, at any time, move with or without 
supporting affidavits for a summary judgment in that party's favor as to all or any 
part thereof. Provided, a motion for summary judgment must be filed at least 60 
days before the trial date, or filed within 7 days from the date of the order setting 
the case for trial, whichever is later, unless otherwise ordered by the court. 
Summary judgment is appropriate when there are no genuine issues of material fact relating to 
the liability of the moving party and the moving party is thus entitled to judgment as a matter of 
law. King v. Lang, 136 Idaho 905, 908-09, 42 P.3d 698, 701-02 (2002). In order to determine 
whether judgment should be entered as a matter of law, the court must examine the pleadings, 
depositions, affidavits, and admissions on file. Roberts v. Wyman, 135 Idaho 690, 694, 23 P.3d 
152, 156 (Ct. App. 2000). 
Generally, when considering a motion for summary judgment, the court '"liberally 
construes the record in a light most favorable to the party opposing the motion and draws all 
reasonable inferences and conclusions in that party's favor."' King, 136 at 909, 42 P.3d at 702 
(quoting Brooks v. Logan, 130 Idaho 574, 576, 944 P.2d 709, 711 (1997). A mere scintilla of 
evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts, however, is insufficient to withstand summary 
judgment; there must be sufficient evidence upon which a jury could reasonably return a verdict 
resisting the motion. Harpole v. State, 131 Idaho 437, 439, 958 P.2d 594, 596 (1998). 
Moreover, a party opposing summary judgment cannot demand a trial simply because of 
the "speculative possibility that a material issue of fact may appear at that time." Heath v. 
Honker's Mini-Mart, Inc., 134 Idaho 711, 714, 8 P.3d 1254, 1257 (Ct. App. 2000). Idaho Rule of 
Civil Procedure 56( e) is identical to its federal counterpart and, thus, federal law is instructive in 
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an analysis of whether summary judgment is appropriate in this matter. !d. at 713, 8 P.3d at 
1256. It is not the intent of F.R.C.P. 56, nor is it the intent of I.R.C.P. 56, "to preserve purely 
speculative issues of fact for trial." !d., 8 P.3d at 1256 (quoting Exxon Corp. v. Fed. Trade 
Comm 'n, 663 F.2d 120, 128 (D.C. Cir. 1980). 
Here, even drawing all reasonable inferences and conclusions in Plaintiffs' favor, there 
are no issues of material fact. Therefore, Defendants are entitled to summary judgment and a 
dismissal of claims brought by Plaintiffs. 
B. Defendants are Entitled to Summary Judgment Because Plaintiffs have failed to 
Prove Damages 
In order to defeat summary judgment, Plaintiffs Wandering Trails and Liquid Realty 
were obligated to introduce evidence of damages caused by the alleged breach of the agreement. 
See McPheteres v. Maile, 138 Idaho 391, 396, 64 P.3d 317, 322 (stating that a plaintiff must 
"provide evidence creating a genuine issue of material fact as to causation and damages to 
survive summary judgment"); Samuel v. Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz, Inc., 134 Idaho 84, 
88-9, 996 P.2d 303, 306-08 (affirming district court's grant of summary judgment based on 
plaintiffs failure to introduce proof of damages). 
In McPheteres, the Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the trial court's summary judgment 
decision in favor of the defendant where the plaintiff failed to introduce any evidence of 
damages caused by the allegedly improper act. 138 Idaho at 396, 64 P.3d at 322. The Court 
further affirmed the denial of a motion for reconsideration where the plaintiff offered an affidavit 
containing conclusory statements regarding damages that created only a "slight doubt" as to 
damages, which the court held "is insufficient to survive summary judgment." !d. In Samuel, 
the Idaho Supreme Court affirmed summary judgment in favor of the defendant where the 
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plaintiff failed to introduce proof of causation and damages in an attorney malpractice case. 134 
Idaho at 88-9, 996 P.2d at 307-08. 
In this case, Wandering Trails and Liquid Realty have failed to come forward with any 
evidence to show that they have suffered damages a result of the alleged breach of the 
agreement. Summary Judgment is required for that reason. See id. 
Moreover, the time has come and past for the supplementation of discovery responses. 
There is no question that Defendants fully and properly requested that Plaintiffs explain the 
nature and amount of damages sought: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Explain the nature and amount of damages that 
You seek in this action. In answering this interrogatory, please: 
A. Identify your damages by category and explain how that category of 
damages ties to each Count in your Complaint; 
B. State the amount of money that You seek for each category of damages 
(and each Count in your Complaint); · 
C. Explain in detail the methodology employed by You to calculate each item 
of damages that You seek; and 
D. State the basis for your belief that You are entitled to such amount of 
damages. 
See Hanby Aff., Ex. A; Ex. C. Plaintiffs did not raise an objection to those requests. Instead, 
Plaintiffs utterly failed to address or answer the interrogatories: 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 13: LRI is currently in the process of 
identifying and quantifying the specific amounts of damages, including the exact 
amount and basis for each claim of damages. At such time as LRI has fully 
quantified each element of damages it claims, this Answer will be seasonably 
supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Id., Ex. B; Ex. D. Moreover, Plaintiffs did not provide supplementation by March 4, 2011 as 
required by the Order Re: Third Stipulation Regarding Scheduling. If Plaintiffs were to attempt 
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to introduce any evidence at this late date, said evidence should be excluded pursuant to Idaho 
Rule of Civil Procedure 26(e)(4).2 
Lastly, Plaintiffs cannot rely on statements of alleged damages in their unverified 
Amended Complaint. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56( c) requires that a party opposing 
summary judgment "may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of the party's pleadings, 
but the party's response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, must set forth 
specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." I.R.C.P. 56( e). These filings must 
be signed by counsel consistent with Rule ll(a)(l) ofthe Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
C. Plaintiffs' Claims for Alter Ego/Piercing the Veil Should be Dismissed 
In the event the Court does not dismiss all of Plaintiffs' claims as set forth above, this 
Court should dismiss Tim and Julie Schelhorn from this action. First, Plaintiffs' claim for Alter 
Ego/Piercing the Veil as to Big Bite should be dismissed as a matter of procedure because the 
Court denied Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to Amend, finding the issue to be moot. Court's 
Order on Motion to Amend Complaint Filed March 3, 2010. Despite the Court's ruling, 
Plaintiffs included the claim in their Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. 
As to the claims against the Schelhorns individually, Idaho recognizes that a limited 
liability company (company) is a separate legal entity "distinct from its members." See I. C. § 30-
6-1 04(1 ). As a separate legal entity, misconduct of a company's member is inapplicable against 
the company, unless the claimant demonstrates that the company is actually the alter ego of the 
member. To prove that a company is the alter ego of a member of the company, a claimant must 
demonstrate "(1) a unity of interest and ownership to a degree that the separate personalities of 
the [company] and individual no longer exist and (2) if the acts are treated as acts of the 
2 Additionally, Rule 9(g) of Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure requires special damages be identified "by category." 
Plaintiffs have failed to identify ill1Y category of special damages allegedly caused by any claimed breach of the 
parties' agreement. 
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[company] an inequitable result would follow." Sirius LC v. Erickson, 244 P.3d 224 (Idaho 
2010). Further, the court will look to whether the corporation is obviously under-capitalized; the 
failure of either the parent or subsidiary to adhere to corporate formalities; and the formation of 
the subsidiary to perpetrate a fraud. Ross v. Coleman Co., Inc., 114 Idaho 817, 761 P.2d 1169 
(1988). 
In the Amended Complaint, Plaintiffs allege that "Tim and Julie Schelhom did not 
recognize or follow corporate distinctions in operating Piper Ranch, such as failing to separate 
Piper Ranch's bank accounts, paying Piper Ranch bill with Big Bite funds and failing to obtain 
formal company approval for contracts entered into by Piper Ranch." Amended Complaint,~ 53. 
Plaintiffs further allege that Tim and Julie Schelhom have treated Piper Ranch as merely a 
conduit to carry out their own personal business ventures. Id., ~ 54. 
Here, there is simply insufficient evidence to conclude that the Schelhoms have treated 
Piper Ranch as a mere conduit for their personal affairs. Piper Ranch maintains its own bank 
account with Valley Community Credit Union. Hanby Aff., Ex. E, Deposition of Julie Schelhom 
("J. Schelhom Depo."), Deposition Exhibit 20. Further, Piper Ranch and the Schelhoms file tax 
returns in a generally accepted manner and as required by the IRS. Affidavit ofTeresa Pulliam. 
The only bill produced by Plaintiffs that Big Bite paid with Piper Ranch funds was a single 
check paid to Angstman Johnson & Associates.3 J. Schelhom Depo., pp. 123-124. Julie 
Schelhom explained that this check was simply an oversight. Id. Moreover, Plaintiffs do not 
allege that Piper Ranch was formed to perpetrate any fraud. Nor can Plaintiffs point to any legal 
authority establishing that Piper Ranch failed to adhere to corporate formalities. 
3 In an effort not to sound like a broken record, Defendants will not re-produce its argument on the propriety of their 
former legal counsel using information gained in the course of legal representation against his former clients in this 
proceeding. 
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Even taking into account the single bill paid by Big Bite, Plaintiffs have produced 
insufficient evidence to conclude that the Schelhorns are utilizing Piper Ranch as a mere conduit 
for their personal affairs. Further, Plaintiffs have failed to disclose any expert witnesses with 
respect to this issue. Plaintiffs have failed to disclose any expert witness that would testify that 
Piper Ranch failed to maintain proper corporate formalities or failed to properly file taxes. 
Again, the time for disclosure of witnesses and evidence has come and gone. Plaintiffs have 
utterly failed to present any evidence on its allegations of Alter Ego/Piercing the Corporate Veil. 
Idaho law is clear that a limited liability company is separate and distinct from its 
members. Plaintiffs entered into an alleged agreement with Piper Ranch - not Tim and Julie 
Schelhorn and not Big Bite. As such, summary judgment in favor of Tim and Julie Schelhorn on 
Plaintiffs' claim of Alter Ego/Piercing the Corporate Veil should be granted. 
D. Failure of Consideration 
In addition to the foregoing reasons, summary judgment is appropriate m favor of 
Defendants because there has been an utter failure of consideration with respect to the 
Assignment of Limited Liability Company Interest thereby rendering any agreement 
unenforceable. 
The term "failure of consideration" includes instances where a proper contract was 
entered into when the agreement was made, but because of supervening events, the promised 
performance fails, rendering the contract unenforceable. World Wide Lease, Inc. v. Woodworth, 
Ill Idaho 880, 884, 728 P.2d 769, 774 (Ct. App. 1986) (citing General Insurance Co. of 
America v. Carnicero Dynasty Corp., 545 P.2d 502 (Utah 1976); Taliaferro v. Davis, 216 Cal. 
App. 2d 398,31 Cal.Rptr. 164 (1963); 1 S. Williston, WILLISTON ON CONTRACTS§ 119A (W. 
Jaeger, 3d ed. 1957); 17 C.J.S. CoNTRACTS § 129 (1963). Failure of consideration generally 
refers to failure of performance of a contract. !d. (citations omitted). Failure of consideration is 
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to be distinguished from "want" or "lack" of consideration, which refers to instances where no 
consideration ever existed to support the contract, rendering the contract invalid from the 
beginning. !d. (citations omitted). 
In or about February, 2008, Wandering Trails, Liquid Realty, and Piper Ranch executed 
the Assignment of Limited Liability Company Interest (hereinafter, "Assignment"). Affidavit of 
Julie Schelhorn ("Schelhorn Aff."), Ex. A As consideration for the Assignment, Piper Ranch 
was to receive an interest in Wandering Trails, LLC: 
!d. 
1. Assignment of Interest. Assignor hereby assigns a 25% interest in the 
Company, being a 25% percent share of the business and profits of the 
Company to the Assignee. 
Due to the mismanagement of the Wandering Trails project by Plaintiffs as well as 
market conditions, Defendants have obtained none of the benefits promised when the parties first 
executed the Assignment. Schelhorn Aff. In effect, the consideration Defendants were to 
receive, i.e. an interest in Wandering Trails, was valueless. !d. Mr. Angstman testified that 
excavation and paving of Wandering Trails was not to occur until April or May of 2008 due to 
weather and an understanding that "the market is going to recover. .. " Hanby A./f., Ex. F, 
Deposition ofT.J. Angstman, p. 107, 11. 1-25. However, the market did not recover in the spring 
of 2008 and it did not make economic sense to pave the lots as the cost of doing so would make 
realization of any profit improbable. Schelhorn Aff. In other words, any interest Defendants' 
obtained in Wandering Trails was valueless. !d. 
Because the consideration for the contract failed, the contract itself became 
unenforceable. Therefore, Defendants are entitled to summary judgment. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, Defendants respectfully request that this honorable Court grant 
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its Motion for Summary Judgment and dismiss all of Plaintiffs' claims. 
DATED this l ~,_...-day of April, 2011. 
DINIUS LAW 
Mich el J. Hanby II 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
l (,....... I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the __ day of April, 2011, a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by: 
Matthew T. Christensen 
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC 
3649 Lakeshore Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83 703 
D 
D 
D [;g] 
US Mail 
Overnight Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile- No. 853-0117 
for~IUSLAW 
cm/T:\Ciients\S\Schelhorn, Tim and Julie 24334\Piper Ranch .000\Non-Discovery\Memo in Support of 2nd SJ.docx 
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Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos. 5974, 7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw. com 
mhanby@diniuslaw. com 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
CASE NO. CV09-5395C 
AFFIDAVIT OF TERESA L. 
PULLIAM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' SECOND 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
TERESA L. PULLIAM, being first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows: 
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ORIGINAL 
1. I am a Certified Public Accountant, the owner of Pulliam & Associates, 
Chartered, and have personal knowledge of the facts contained herein and make this affidavit of 
my own personal knowledge. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of my Resume. 
3. I am engaged by Tim and Julie Scheihom to prepare their individuai income tax 
returns. 
4. Tim and Julie Schelhom own a single-member limited liability company, Piper 
Ranch, LLC. For IRS purposes, a single-member LLC is considered a disregarded entity and all 
activity of this LLC is reported on the member's individual income tax return. Therefore, any 
activity associated with Piper Ranch, LLC appears as part of the Schelhom's individual income 
tax return. 
5. The Schelhoms file tax returns in a generally accepted manner and as provided by 
the IRS. 
FURTHER, YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this _lL day of March, 2011. 
Teresa Pulliam 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _3_J_ day of March, 2011. 
~~ 
Notary Public for Idaho 
My Commission Expires: &,~I I/ (p 
··-"-····= ~~~~~ 
RUTII L TUltNER 
Notary Public 
State of Idaho 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the l~ day of April, 2011, a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by: 
Matthew T. Christensen 
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC 
3649 Lakeshore Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
D 
n 
D 
[g) 
US Mail 
Overnight Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile- No. 853-0117 
forDrUSLAW 
cm/T:\Clients\S\Schelhom, Tim and Julie 24334\Piper Ranch .000\Non-Discovery\Affidavit of Pulliam re 2nd MSJ.docx 
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EXHIBIT A 
418 
Puiliam & Associates, Chartered 
Certitled Public t\ccountants 
September 28, 2010 
Michael Hanby 
Dinius & Associates, PLLC 
5680 Franklin Road 
Nampa, ID 83687 
Listed below are the qualifications requested as part of the disclosure for expert witness 
testimony on a potential trial. 
Teresa L. Pulliam, CPA 
Credentials/ Associations: 
Bachelor of Science Degree in Accounting - 1978 
Certified Public Accountant- 1979 
Personal Financial Specialist (PFP)- 1999 
Member of the American Institute of CPA's - 1984 
Member of the Idaho Society of CPA's - 1983 
Member of the AI CPA- Tax Practice Section 
Areas of Service: 
Individual, corporate, partnership, fiduciary tax preparation 
Audited, reviewed, and compiled financial statements 
General accounting and consulting 
Personal financial planning, divorce work 
Testimony: 
Ramadoraz vs. Velamur 
Stewart vs Stewart 
Cooper vs Cooper 
Forensic accounting 
Divorce/valuations 
Divorce/support 
Please call if you have any additional questions. 
Sincerely, 
Teresa L Pulliam 
Certified Public Accountant 
Ada County 
Ada County 
Ada County 
7235 W. Emerald, Boise, Idaho 83704 Telephone (208) 322-8525 
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2003 
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
K CANNON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
-vs-
BIG BITE EXCAVATION,INC., an Idaho 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; TIM and JULIE 
SCHELHORN, individuals; and, DOES 1-5, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Canyon ) 
CASE NO. CV09-5395C 
AFFIDAVIT OF JULIE 
SCHELHORN IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' SECOND 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Julie Schelhorn, being first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows: 
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'. 
1. I am one of the Defendants in the above referenced matter, am a member of Piper 
Ranch, LLC ("Piper Ranch") and make this Affidavit on the basis of my own personal 
knowledge and/or belief. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the Assignment of 
Limited Liability Company Interest Wandering Traiis, Liquid Reaity, and Piper Ranch executed 
in or about February, 2008. 
3. Due to the mismanagement of the Wandering Trails project by Plaintiffs as well 
as market conditions, Piper Ranch obtained none of the benefits promised when the parties first 
signed the Assignment. 
4. The market did not recover in the spring of 2008 and it did not make economic 
sense to pave the lots as the cost of doing so would make realization of any profit improbable. 
5. Any interest Piper Ranch obtained in Wandering Trails was valueless. 
FURTHER, YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this /~ day of April, 2011. 
J~ ,QchuhGt~--
\\\--
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _j__ day of April, 2011. 
otary Public for Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 3/ ft o/1 S 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the L day of April, 2011, a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by: 
Matthew T. Christensen 
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC 
3649 Lakeshore Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
D 
D 
D 
cg] 
US Mail 
Overnight Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile- No. 853-0117 
for DIN~~ 
cm/T:\Clients\S\Schelhom, Tim and Julie 24334\Piper Ranch .000\Non-Discovery\Affidavit of Julie Schelhom re 2nd MSJ.docx 
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ASSIGNMENT OF LIMITED LIABILITY 
COMPANY INTEREST 
TBJS ASSIGNMENT AGREEMENT (the "Agreement") is entered into this __ 
day of February, 2008, by and between LIQUID REALTY, INC. ("Assignor") and 
PIPER RANCH, LLC (''Assignee"), 
RECITALS 
WHEREAS, Assignor is a member in WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, a limited 
liability company (the "Company") established by an operating agreement executed on or 
about May 31, 2006 (the "Operating Agreement")~ and 
WHEREAS, Assignor desires to assign a 25% interest (the "Interest") in the 
Company to Assignee; and 
WHEREAS, Assignee desires to obtain the Interest subject to the conditions and 
terms Of this Agreement; and 
WHEREAS, the members in the Company (the "Members") consent to the 
admission of the Assignee to the Company as a member. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants contained httein, 
and for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged, the parties hereto hereby agree as follows: 
1. Assignment of Interest. Assignor hereby assigns a 25% interest in the 
Company, being a 25% percent share of the business and profits of the Company ro 
Assignee. 
2. Acceptance of Assignment. Assignee hereby accepts the assignment of 
the lnterest subject to the tenns and conditions of this Agreement. 
3. Purchase Price; Payment. Assignee shall pay Assignor for the 
assignment of the Interest the sum of $60,000 payable as follows: Buyer agrees to pay 
for or otherivise · arrange for work ·to be done in furtherance of the Company's 
development plan with a total value · 000.00, It is agreed that the first such ;J ~,!:((.) 
work shall be in accordance with e Sco of Work vided for in the attached Exhibit .A~-"r~ -
''A", including; pit ron, aggregate and pavmg. exchange therefore Assignee shall 
obtain a Gapital account in the Company equal to $40,745.20 and the COmpany shall 
distribute to Assignor the sum of $60,000 upon comp_letion of such work. Assignee shall 
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commit to pay for or complete additional work with a fair market value of $59,254.80, 
which shall all be a credit to the Capital Accounr of Assignee and upon the completion of 
such work, Assignee shall have a capital account of $100,000.00. 
4. Release of Liability; Indenm.ifi~tion. Intentionally left blank. 
5. Future Profits; Future Liabilities. Assignee shall be entitled to receive, 
and shall receive, all future shares of profits or any distribution of assets of the Company 
attributable to the Interest, and shall .assume liability for a proportionate share of all 
future losses and liabilities of the Company. 
6. Acceptance of Assignment. The Members understand, agree and consep.t 
to the assignment by Assignor of the Xnterest to the Assignee, and agree that Assignee 
shall participate in the management of the Company's affairs and the control of the 
business, and release Assignor from any additional liabilities incurred by the Company 
after the date of execution hereof. 
7. Construction ·and Interpretation. This Agreement shall be construed 
and interpreted in accordance with the substantive laws of the State of Idaho, including 
that State's codification of the Uniform Limited Liability Act, without reference to the 
principles of conflict of laws of such State. 
8. Descriptive Headings. The descriptive headings of the several articles 
and sections contained in this Agreement are included for convenience only and shall not 
control or affect the meaning or construction of any of the provisions hereof. 
9. Multiple Counterpart...s. This Agreement may be executed in a number of 
identical counterparts, each of which, for all purposes, is to be deemed as original, and all 
of which constitute, collectively, one agreement; but in making proof of this Agreement, 
it shall not be necessary to produce or account for more thari one such counterpart. 
10, Waiver of Conflict Interest. The Company and each Member are not 
represented by separate counsel; provided, however, in connection With the drafting and 
negotiation of this Agreement, Liquid Realry, Inc., (and not the Company or any other 
Member), have been represented separately by Angstman, Johnson & Assoc., PLLC, 
The attorneys, accountants and other experts who perform services for any Member may 
also perfonn ~ervices for the Company. To the extent that the foregoing representation 
constitutes a conflict of interest, the Company and each Member hereby expressly waive 
any such conflict of interest. 
Tim and Julie Schelhorn, the members of Piper Ranch, LLC, (and their company, 
.Big Bite Excavation) are clients of T, J. Angstman (President and Owner of Liquid. 
Realty, Inc.). A particular Idaho Rule of Professional Conduct is applicable every time 
that a lawyer enters into a business transaction with a client or former client. I.R.F.C. 
1.8(a) provides, as follows: 
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(a) A lawyer shall not enter into a business transaction with a 
c.lient or knowingiy acquire an ownership, possessory, security or 
other pecuniary interest .advei'Se to a client unless: (1) the transaction 
and terms on which the lawyer acquires the interest are fair and 
reasomtble to the client; and are fully disclosed and transmitted in 
writing to the client in a manner which can be reasonably understood 
by the client; (2) the client Is given a reasonable opportunity to seek 
the advice of inde~ndent counsel in the transaction; and (3) the client 
consents in writing tllereto. 
(b) A Jawyer shall not use information relating to the 
representation of a cl!ent to the disadvantage of the client unless the 
client consents after consultation. 
While entering into this business transaction is not prohibited by the rules, it does 
require that certain, more complete, disclosures be made to members who are current or 
Jormer clients ofT. J. Angstman than in an ordinary business transaction, and that the 
transaction be fair to such current or fonner clients. One public policy and reasons why 
such a rule exists are that situations where attorneys are entering into business 
transactions with their clients cim involve inadequate or unclear disclosure by the 
attorney, division of the attorney's loyalties, attorney advice that is not based on the 
client's best interest, or a marked disparity in sophistication in business or legal matters 
between the attorney and the client. The rule is designed to make sure rhar attorneys do 
not exploit their clients in any of these respects. 
Obviously, all of the foregoing are risks of this contemplated transaction and 
rea5ons why it could be disadvantageous to current and former clients ofT. J. Angstman. 
The advantages of the contemplated transaction to you would be participation in a 
potentially lucrative business opportunity. However, the proposed business venture is not 
without risk. There is substantial risk that the property will not receive entitlements or 
that financing for the project will be unavailable on terms that are advantageous to the 
Company. Further, there may be no market for the finished development lots if the 
entitlements are received. As a result, ir is possible to lose a part of or all of your capital 
contributions. 
Fu..rt.her, it is importal1t at this point to realize that this busiJiess transaction 
discussed above is separate and apart fcom Angstman, Johnson & Assoc., PLLC's 
representation of you if you are a client ofT.J. Angst:man. In negotiating this transadion, 
T. J. Angstman is not representing your interests.· He has expresslyadvised you to seek 
independenr legal counsel or other financial or business counsel regarding this 
transaction. If you feel rushed, discuss this fact with your attorney as there is no reason 
to rush this decision. Again, T. 1. Angstman is not representing your interests in this 
matter but is looking out for his own business interests. 
By signing below, you agree and consent to negotiation of this business 
transaction as set forth in this agreement. The resolution of this business matter Will not 
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affect T. J. Aogstman's zealous representation of you in any matter where be currently 
represents you. 
11. Effective Date .For all purposes hereof, !his Agreement shall be deemed 
effective as of the date first mentioned above. 
ASSIGNOR: 
LIQUID REALTY, INC. 
By: T./;"gstm 
AssrlNEE: 
PIPER RANCH, LLC 
(\ --,. () \ i ~ ~~-~~..__---
Tim Schelhom, Member 
CONSENTING PARTIES 
Mickey Bernier 
/ / ][flLL~l)L:";Jl..-· 
Jull Schelhorn, Member 
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Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos. 5974, 7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw. com 
mhanby@diniuslaw.com 
Attorneys for Defendants 
~~, ._L A.k. ~ '?.M. 
APR 0 1 20H 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
K CANNON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
-vs-
BIG BITE EXCA VATION,INC., an Idaho 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; TIM and JULIE 
SCHELHORN, individuals; and, DOES 1-5, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
------------------------------
STATEOFIDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Canyon ) 
CASE NO. CV09-5395C 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J. 
HANBY II IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' SECOND 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
MICHAEL J. HANBY II, being first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows: 
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1. I am one of the attorneys for Defendants in this matter and make this Affidavit on 
the basis of my own personal knowledge and/or belief. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of Defendant's Third 
Set of Interrogatories and Second Set of Requests for Admission and Requests for Production of 
Documents to Plaintiff Liquid Realty. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of Plaintiff Liquid 
Realty's Answers and Responses to Defendants Third Set of Interrogatories and Second Set of 
Requests for Admission and Requests for Production of Documents. 
4. That Plaintiff Liquid Realty did not supplement its responses to Exhibit B above. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy of Defendant's Third Set 
of Interrogatories and Second Set of Requests for Admission and Requests for Production of 
Documents to Plaintiff Wandering Trails. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" is a true and correct copy of Plaintiff Wandering 
Trails' Answers and Responses to Defendants Third Set of Interrogatories and Second Set of 
Requests for Admission and Requests for Production of Documents. 
7. That Plaintiff Wandering Trails did not supplement its responses to Exhibit D 
above. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit "E" is a true and correct copy of relevant portions of 
the Deposition Transcript of Julie Schelhom, taken January 27,2010. 
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit "F" is a true and correct copy of relevant portions of 
the Deposition Transcript ofThomas J. Angstman, taken January 20, 2010. 
FURTHER, YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
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DATED this }~ day of April, 2011. 
~ N{))TPUbliCfOr Idaho -
My Commission Expires: -:::>ft7~..7 
? 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the J j!:. day of April, 2011, a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by: 
Matthew T. Christensen 
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC 
3649 Lakeshore Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
D 
D 
D 
rgJ 
US Mail 
Overnight Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile- No. 853-0117 
~-;. ~ ' JL 
forDINIUSLAW / ~ ~&= 
cm/T:\Ciients\S\Schelhorn, Tim and Julie 24334\Piper Ranch .000\Non-Discovery\Affidavit ofMJH re 2nd MSJ.docx 
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Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos. 5974, 7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw. com 
mhanby@diniuslaw. com 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
-vs-
PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho limited 
liability company, DOES 1-5, 
Defendant. 
) CASE NO. CV09-5395C 
) 
) DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF 
) INTERROGATORIES AND 
) SECOND SET OF REQUESTS 
) FOR ADMISSION AND 
) REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
) OF DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFF 
) LIQUID REALTY, INC. 
) 
) 
) 
--------~--------------------) 
NOTICE 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that, in accordance with Rule 33 of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure, you are hereby required to answer in writing the following interrogatories 
within thirty (30) days from the date of service hereof. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
I. Procedure. You have a duty, pursuant to Rule 26(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure, to reasonably supplement and amend your responses. 
2. Definitions. As used herein; 
2.1 Document. The term "document" means all writings of every kind 
pertaining to the subject matter of this litigation, including, but not limited to, the original or a 
copy of all records, letters, correspondence, appointment books, diaries, files, notes, statements, 
memoranda, reports, reports on investigations, telegrams, summaries, memoranda or minutes .of 
meetings, conferences and telephone calls, receipts, written reports or opinions of investigators 
or experts, status reports, drawings, charts, photographs, negatives, brochures, lists, schedules, 
manuals, manuals used by investigators, expense accounts, financial statements, tax returns, 
estimates, inventories, contracts, agreements, drafts, working papers, tapes, data sheets, or data 
processing matter, including data recorded and/or stored electronically, however produced or 
reproduced, within your possession or subject to your control, of which you have knowledge or 
to which you now have or have had access, or of which any of your agents, attorneys, 
accountants or consultants have knowledge. 
2.2 Identify -- Individuals. The term "identify," when used in reference to an 
individual person, means to state his or her name, including any aliases or former names, 
residence address and telephone number, occupation, employer, job title or position, business 
address, business telephone number, and present and/or last known whereabouts. 
2.3 Identify -- Documents. The term "identify," when used in reference to a 
"document," means to state the date of preparation of the document, its author, the sender, the 
recipient (if any), the nature of the document (e.g., letter, memo, tape, etc.) and other means of 
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identification sufficient to identify the documents for purposes of a request for production, and 
its present location and custodian. If any such document was, but no longer is, in your 
possession or custody or subject to your control, state what disposition was made of it and give 
the name, address and telephone number of the person presently with possession, custody or 
control of the document. 
2.4 Identify -- Business or Other Entity. The term "identify," when used in 
reference to anything other than a human being, including, without limitation, a corporation, 
partnership, joint venture, association, labor union, or other business, social or legal entity of any 
kind, means to state: 
(a) Full lawful name, and all other names or styles used, at any time, 
and for any purpose whether or not registered; 
(b) Business address and telephone; 
(c) Registered office and name and address of registered agent; 
(d) State and foreign countries where qualified to do business; 
(e) All business addresses and telephones in this State; 
(f) State and date of incorporation; 
(g) Name and address of chief executive officer; 
(h) Name and address of Idaho agent for service of process; 
(i) Name, principal office, state and date of incorporation, and name 
of chief executive officer of: 
(1) Any controlling corporation; 
(2) Any subsidiary corporation; 
G) Name and address of all persons owning a controlling interest, and 
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a description of the extent of such interest. 
2.5 State the Sources of Your Information. The term "state the sources of 
your information" means to "identify" the person and the document from which information 
was obtained when your ansv1er to any question is not based on information vvit.lUn your actual 
knowledge. 
2.6 Contact. The word "contact," in either the present or past tense, means 
conversations, telephone calls or conferences, conferences, meetings and correspondence. 
2.7 Instance. The word "instance" means each occasion a "contact" was made, 
and you are to state the date and circumstances surrounding the "contact," including the names 
and addresses of all "persons" involved. 
2.8 Communication or Discussion. "Communication" or "discussion" means a 
conversation, meeting, message, telephone call, letter, memorandum or any means of 
transmitting a message. When you respond to a question about a "communication," please state: 
(a) The date when it occurred; 
(b) The place where it occurred; 
(c) All persons party to it; 
(d) The manner in which it occurred (such as a letter, telephone call, or 
conversation); 
(e) The subject matter; 
and identify all documents which record the fact that the communication took place. 
2.9 Person. "Person" means, without limitation, human beings, corporations, 
partnerships, joint ventures, associations, trusts, labor unions, or any form of business, social or 
legal entity. 
2.10 You. "You" means the party to whom these interrogatories are addressed, 
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and your past or present attorneys, agents, employees, officers, representatives, adjusters, 
investigators, and any other "person" who is in possession, or who has obtained, information on 
your behalf 
2.11 Gender, Number. As used herein, the singular shall include the plural, and 
any one gender the others, as the context requires. 
3. Privilege. If, in responding or failing to respond to the discovery requested 
herein, you invoke or rely upon any privilege of any kind, please state specifically the nature of 
the privilege and the basis upon which you invoke, rely upon, or claim it, and identify all 
documents or other information, including contracts and communications, which you believe to 
be embraced by the privilege invoked. 
INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Explain the nature and amount of damages that You seek in this 
action. In answering this interrogatory, please: 
A. Identify your damages by category and explain how that category of damages ties 
to each Count in your Complaint; 
B. State the amount of money that You seek for each category of damages (and each 
Count in your Complaint); 
C. Explain in detail the methodology employed by You to calculate each item of 
damages that You seek; and 
D. State the basis for your belief that You are entitled to such amount of damages. 
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REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 36(a), within 30 days of service of these 
Requests for Admission, Defendant requests you admit, for the purposes of the pending action 
only, the tPith of the following matters relating to statements or opinions of fact or of the 
application of law to fact, including the genuineness of any documents described in the Request. 
Copies of all documents for which admission is sought are served herewith. Your failure to 
respond within 30 days of service of these Requests for Admission shall constitute, as a matter 
of law, an admission of such Request for Admission. 
You may not give lack of information as a reason for failure to admit or deny unless you 
state you have made reasonable inquiry and that the information known or readily obtainable by 
you is insufficient to enable the party to admit or deny. 
If you believe the matter of which an admission has been requested represents a genuine 
issue for trial, you may not, on that ground alone, object to the request. 
If you fail to admit the genuineness of any document or truth of any matter requested 
under I.R.C.P. 36, and Defendant thereafter proves the genuineness of the document or the truth 
of the matter, Defendant may apply to the Court for an order requiring you to pay the reasonable 
expenses incurred in making that proof, including reasonable attorney's fees. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 8: Please admit that the Wandering Trails Development 
did not have preliminary plat approval. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 9: Please admit that the Wandering Trails Development 
did not have final plat approval. 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: Please admit that, with the exception of the 8 lots 
administratively divided by You, final plat approval was and is a prerequisite for the sale of any 
lots within the Wandering Trails Development. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE pursuant to I.R.C.P. 34, Defendant requests the production of 
documents hereinafter described at the offices of the undersigned, counsel for Defendant, within 
30 days of the date of service hereof. Compliance with this request may be made by mailing true 
and correct copies of the requested documents to the undersigned at the law offices of DINIUS 
LAW, 5680 E. Franklin Road, Suite 130, Nampa, Idaho 83687, within the time period provided 
for in I.R.C.P. 34(b). 
The following requests are intended to encompass all documents in the possession of or 
subject to your custody and control, whether located in your offices, or whether located in some 
other location. 
As used in these requests, the term "document" means, without limitation, the following 
items, whether printed or recorded or reproduced by any other mechanical or technological 
process, or written or produced by hand: Agreements, communications, federal or state 
governmental hearings and reports, correspondence, telegrams, memoranda, summaries or 
records of telephone conversations or interviews, diaries, graphs, reports, notebooks, note charts, 
plans, drawings, sketches, maps, summaries or records of meetings or conferences, summaries or 
reports of investigations or negotiations, opinions or reports of consultants, photographs, motion 
picture films, video tapes, electronic transmissions, brochures, pamphlets, circulars, press 
releases, drafts, letters, e-mails, faxes, or any other electronic transmitted item(s), any marginal 
comments appearing on any documents, and all other writings. 
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These requests are deemed continuing. If, after responding to the requests, you acquire 
any information responsive to any of the following requests, you are required to supplement your 
responses thereto. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 24: Any fu"1d all documents relati11g to and evidencing 
the alleged damages You seek to recover in this action. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 25: Please produce copies of any and all documents 
identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Request for Admission No. 8. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 26: Please produce copies of any and all documents 
identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Request for Admission No. 9. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 27: Please produce copies of any and all documents 
identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Request for Admission No. 10. 
~Q'"fi--DATED this@ day of September, 2010. 
DINIUS LAW 
By:_+Ti,.....,.__c:-_______ _ 
Kevi . Dinius 
Mic el J. Hanby II 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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208-853-0117 Angstman,Johnson 
II 
2 
3 
4 Matthew T. Ch..ristensen 
5 ANGSTMAN JOHNSON 3649 ·Lakeharbor Lane 
6 Boise, Idaho 83703 
Telephone: (208) 384-8588 
7 Facsimile: (208) 853-0117 
Christensen ISB: 7213 
8 
9 Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
10 
17: OS: 12 10-28-2010 
11 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
12 
13 
14 WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
15 REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
16 Plaintiffs, . 
17 
vs. 
18 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
19 corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, TIM AND JULIE 
20 SCHELHORN, individuals, and DOES 1-5, 
21 
22 Defendants. 
23 
24 PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, 
25 
Counterclaimant, 
26 
27 vs. 
28 WAND BRING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
Case No.: CV 09-5395C 
LIQUID REALTY, INC.'S, ANSWERS AND 
RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS THIRD 
SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND 
SECOND SET OF REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSION AND REQUESTS FOR 
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COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Liquid Realty, Inc. ("LRf'), by and through its 
counsel of record, Angstman Johnson, and hereby supplements its original response to 
Defendants Third Set of Interrogatories and Second Set of Requests for Admission and 
Requests for Production of Documents as follows: 
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 
All answers and responses set forth in this document, including any subsequent 
amendments or supplements, whether by formal or informal means, are made subject to, 
and without waiving any right to object based upon, the following conditions, caveats and 
objections. 
1. LRI has not yet completed its document review, investigation of facts 
pertaining to this action, discovery, or preparation for trial in this matter and, therefore, 
answers based upon its current understanding and belief of the facts and infonnation 
presently known to it and reserves the right to supplement or amend any or all of the 
answers and responses contained in tllis document as allowed by the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
2. LRl objects to each discovery request to the extent it seeks information or 
documents protected against disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, attomey work-
product doctrine, or any other judicially recognized protection or privilege. To the extent 
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II 
that any document or information is inadvertently produced in response to any discovery 
2 
request that is subject to attorney-client privilege, attorney work-product doctrine, or any 
3 
other judicially recognized protection or privilege, such response or production is not to· 
4 
5 be construed as a waiver of such protection. 
6 3. LRI objects to each discovery request on the basis that such discovery 
7 
request is overbroad and unduly burdensome to the extent such request: 
8 
a. requires LRI to supply information that is not available to it or not 
9 
10 
within its possession, custody, or control; 
11 b. requires LRI to produce information from individuals or entities 
12 other than the Plaintiff; 
13 
c. seeks information or items regarding "each," "all," "every," or 
14 
15 
"any" document(s), person(s), or facts(s) on the basis that such terms are vaguely defined 
16 and excessively broad and that they may include information or items that, despite the 
17 exercise of reasonable diligence, are not immediately located or identified; 
18 
d. seeks information or items to which Defendants have equal access, 
19 
20 
or is already within the possession, custody, or control of Defendants; or 
21 e. seeks information that is within the scope of, or otherwise 
22 duplicative, of that requested by other discovery requests propounded by Defendants; or 
23 
24 
25 
26 
2.7 
28 
29 
f. otherwise exceeds the bounds of discovery as provided in the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
4. LRI objects to each discovery request on the basis that such discovery 
request is vague and ambiguous to the extent such request seeks information or items that 
"relate to," "supp01t," "evidence," "describe," "mention," "refer to," "pert11in to," 
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"contradict," "compromise," or "relate to" facts or contentions for the reason that such 
2 tenns, or their equivalents, do not describe the information sought with sufficient 
3 
particularity to allow LRI to reas_onably respond to such requests. 
4 
5 5. · LRI objects to each discovery request that seeks Gisclosure of information · 
6 or items that LRI is bound by law, custom, or expectations of third parties, to maintain as 
7 
confidential, including, but not limited to, confidential commercial information, trade 
8 
secrets, proprietary information, or other sensitive business or other information. 
9 
10 
11 INTERROGATORIES 
12 INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Explain the nature and amount of damages that 
13 
You seek in this action. In answering this interrogatory, please: 
14 
15 
A. Identify your damages by category and explain how that category of damages 
16 ties to each Count in your Complaint; 
17 B. State the amount of money that You seek for each category of damages (and 
18 
each Count in your Complaint); 
19 
C. Explain in detail the methodology employed by You to calculate each item of 
20 
21 damages that You seek; and 
22 D. State the basis for your belief that You are entitled to such amount of 
23 damages. 
24 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 13: LRI is currently in the process of 
25 
26 identifying and quantifying the specific amounts of damages, including the exact amount 
27 and basis for each claim of damages. At such time as LRI has fully quantified each 
28 
29 LIQUID REALTY, INC.'S, ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS 
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,, 
element of damages it claims, this Answer will be seasonably supplemented as required 
2 by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
3 
4 
5 REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 
6 REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 8: Please admit that the Wandering Trails 
7 Development did not have preliminary plat approval. 
8 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.8; LRI objects to this 
·9 
10 
Request as it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "preliminary plat approvaL" Subject 
11 to, and without waiving, said objection: Deny. 
12 
13 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 9: Please admit that the Wandering Trails 
14 
15 
Development did not have final plat approval. 
16 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 9: LRl objects to this 
17 Request as it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "final plat approval." Subject to, and 
18 
without waiving, said objection: Deny. 
19 
20 
21 REQUEST FOR ADMISSION N0.10: Please admit that, with the exception 
22 of the 8 lots administratively divided by You, final plat approval was and is a prerequisite 
23 for the sale of any lots within the Wandering Trails Development. 
24 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: LRI objects to 
25 
26 this Request as it is vague and ambiguous as to the term 'final plat approval." Subject to, 
27 and without waiving, said objection: Deny. 
28 
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II 
2 REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
3 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 24: Any and all documents relating to 
4 
5 and evidencing the alleged damages You seek to recover in this action. 
6 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 24: Please see the 
7 documents previously and/or contemporaneously produced by all parties in this matter. 
8 
Additionally, please see the Answer to Interrogatory No. 13. At such time as additional 
9 
10 
documents become available, those documents will be produced. 
11 
12 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 25: Please produce copies of any and all 
13 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Request for Admission No. 
14 
8. 
15 
16 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 25: Please see the 
17 documents previously and/or contemporaneously produced by all parties in this matter. 
18 
19 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 26: Please produce copies of any and all 
20 
21 documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Request for Admission No. 
22 9. 
23 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 26: Please see the 
24 
documents previously and/or contemporaneously produced by all parties in this matter. 
25 
26 
27 
28 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 27: Please produce copies of any and all 
2 documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Request for Admission No. 
3 
10. 
4 
5 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 27: Please see the 
6 documents previously and/or contemporaneously produced by all parties in this matter. 
7 
8 
DATED this ~day of October, 2010. 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
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VERIFICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of ADA ) 
Thomas J. Angstman deposes and says that he is the President of Liquid Realty, 
Inc., a Plaintiff in the above-entitled action; that he has read the above and foregoing 
Answers and Responses to Defendants Third Set of IntetTogatories and Second Set of 
Requests for Admission and Requests for Production of Documents and knows the 
contents thereof; and that the facts stated therein are true as he verily believes. 
. . ~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this $' day of October, 2010. 
Notary Public for StaJe ofldah_9,.. 1 A 
Residing at ,/14=11'1 '(/;'IJ,V 1 ..f-ti-11 J Comrnissio~ Expires: .t:z;l y f(}t UJ/ t/ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTJFY that on this VO day of October, 2010, I caused to be 
served a true copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to those parties marked served below: 
Served Party 
if' Defendants 
Counsel 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Dinius Law · 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0101 
"".> ~ ': ~ i. ~ . .. 
'· .... ~# 
...... -. 
. t',:')o.!: tt-: ••. ~' 
Means of Service 
D U.S. Mail, Postage Paid. 
D Hand Delivered to Office or 
Court House Drop Box. 
~x Transmittal 
Matthew T. Christensen '==-
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Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos. 5974, 7997 
kdinius@diniusl aw. com 
mhanby@diniuslaw. com 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
-vs-
PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho limited 
liability company, DOES 1-5, 
Defendant. 
) CASE NO. CV09-5395C 
) 
) DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF 
) INTERROGATORIESAND 
) REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
) OFDOCUMENTSANDSECOND 
) SET OF REQUESTS FOR 
) ADMISSION TO PLAINTIFF 
) WANDERING TRAILS, LLC 
) 
) 
) 
____________________________ ) 
NOTICE 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that, in accordance with Rule 33 of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure, you are hereby required to answer in writing the following interrogatories 
DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
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within thirty (30) days from the date of service hereof. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
1. Procedure. You have a duty, pursuant to Rule 26( e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure, to reasonably supplement and amend your responses. 
2. Definitions. As used herein: 
2.1 Document. The term "document" means all writings of every kind 
pertaining to the subject matter of this litigation, including, but not limited to, the original or a 
copy of all records, letters, correspondence, appointment books, diaries, files, notes, statements, 
memoranda, reports, reports on investigations, telegrams, summaries, memoranda or minutes of 
meetings, conferences and telephone calls, receipts, written reports or opinions of investigators 
or experts, status reports, drawings, charts, photographs, negatives, brochures, lists, schedules, 
manuals, manuals used by investigators, expense accounts, financial statements, tax returns, 
estimates, inventories, contracts, agreements, drafts, working papers, tapes, data sheets, or data 
processing matter, including data recorded and/or stored electronically, however produced or 
reproduced, within your possession or subject to your control, of which you have knowledge or 
to which you now have or have had access, or of which any of your agents, attorneys, 
accountants or consultants have knowledge. 
2.2 Identify -- Individuals. The term "identify," when used in reference to an 
individual person, means to state his or her name, including any aliases or former names, 
residence address and telephone number, occupation, employer, job title or position, business 
address, business telephone number, and present and/or last known whereabouts. 
2.3 Identify -- Documents. The term "identify," when used in reference to a 
"document," means to state the date of preparation of the document, its author, the sender, the 
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recipient (if any), the nature of the document (e.g., letter, memo, tape, etc.) and other means of 
identification sufficient to identify the documents for purposes of a request for production, and 
its present location and custodian. If any such document was, but no longer is, in your 
possession or custody or subject to your control, state what disposition was made of it and give 
the name, address and telephone number of the person presently with possession, custody or 
control ofthe document. 
2.4 Identify -- Business or Other Entity. The term "identify," when used in 
reference to anything other than a human being, including, without limitation, a corporation, 
partnership, joint venture, association, labor union, or other business, social or legal entity of any 
kind, means to state: 
(a) Full lawful name, and all other names or styles used, at any time, 
and for any purpose whether or not registered; 
(b) Business address and telephone; 
(c) Registered office and name and address of registered agent; 
(d) State and foreign countries where qualified to do business; 
(e) All business addresses and telephones in this State; 
(f) State and date of incorporation; 
(g) Name and address of chief executive officer; 
(h) Name and address ofldaho agent for service of process; 
(i) Name, principal office, state and date of incorporation, and name 
of chief executive officer of: 
(1) Any controlling corporation; 
(2) Any subsidiary corporation; 
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Name and address of all persons owning a controlling interest, and 
a description of the extent of such interest. 
2.5 State the Sources of Your Information. The term "state the sources of 
your information" means to ''identi:fJ'" the person and the document from which information 
was obtained when your answer to any question is not based on information within your actual 
knowledge. 
2.6 Contact. The word "contact," in either the present or past tense, means 
conversations, telephone calls or conferences, conferences, meetings and correspondence. 
2.7 Instance. The word "instance" means each occasion a "contact" was made, 
and you are to state the date and circumstances surrounding the "contact," including the names 
and addresses of all "persons" involved. 
2.8 Communication or Discussion. "Communication" or "discussion" means a 
conversation, meeting, message, telephone call, letter, memorandum or any means of 
transmitting a message. When you respond to a question about a "communication," please state: 
(a) The date when it occurred; 
(b) The place where it occurred; 
(c) All persons party to it; 
(d) The manner in which it occurred (such as a letter, telephone call, or 
conversation); 
(e) The subject matter; 
and identify all documents which record the fact that the communication took place. 
2.9 Person. "Person" means, without limitation, human beings, corporations, 
partnerships, joint ventures, associations, trusts, labor unions, or any form of business, social or 
legal entity. 
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2.10 You. "You" means the party to whom these interrogatories are addressed, 
and your past or present attorneys, agents, employees, officers, representatives, adjusters, 
investigators, and any other "person" who is in possession, or who has obtained, information on 
your behalf. 
2.11 Gender, Number. As used herein, the singular shall include the plural, and 
any one gender the others, as the context requires. 
3. Privilege. If, in responding or failing to respond to the discovery requested 
herein, you invoke or rely upon any privilege of any kind, please state specifically the nature of 
the privilege and the basis upon which you invoke, rely upon, or claim it, and identify all 
documents or other information, including contracts and communications, which you believe to 
be embraced by the privilege invoked. 
INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Explain the nature and amount of damages that You seek in this 
action. In answering this interrogatory, please: 
A Identify your damages by category and explain how that category of damages ties 
to each Count in your Complaint; 
B. State the amount of money that You seek for each category of damages (and each 
Count in your Complaint); 
C. Explain in detail the methodology employed by You to calculate each item of 
damages that You seek; and 
D. State the basis for your belief that You are entitled to such amount of damages. 
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REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 36(a), within 30 days of service of these 
Requests for Admission, Defendant requests you admit, for the purposes of the pending action 
only, the truth of the following matters relating to statements or opinions of fact or of the 
application oflaw to fact, including the genuineness of any documents described in the Request. 
Copies of all documents for which admission is sought are served herewith. Your failure to 
respond within 30 days of service of these Requests for Admission shall constitute, as a matter 
of law, an admission of such Request for Admission. 
You may not give lack of information as a reason for failure to admit or deny unless you 
state you have made reasonable inquiry and that the information known or readily obtainable by 
you is insufficient to enable the party to admit or deny. 
Ifyou believe the matter of which an admission has been requested represents a genuine 
issue for trial, you may not, on that ground alone, object to the request. 
If you fail to admit the genuineness of any document or truth of any matter requested 
under I.R.C.P. 36, and Defendant thereafter proves the genuineness of the document or the truth 
of the matter, Defendant may apply to the Court for an order requiring you to pay the reasonable 
expenses incurred in making that proof, including reasonable attorney's fees. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 8: Please admit that the Wandering Trails Development 
did not have preliminary plat approval. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.9: Please admit that the Wandering Trails Development 
did not have final plat approval. 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: Please admit that, with the exception of the 8 lots 
administratively divided by You, final plat approval was and is a prerequisite for the sale of any 
lots within the Wandering Trails Development. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE pursuant to LR.C.P. 34, Defendant requests the production of 
documents hereinafter described at the offices of the undersigned, counsel for Defendant, within 
30 days of the date of service hereof. Compliance with this request may be made by mailing true 
and correct copies of the requested documents to the undersigned at the law offices of DINIUS 
LAW, 5680 E. Franklin Road, Suite 130, Nampa, Idaho 83687, within the time period provided 
for in I.R.C.P. 34(b). 
The following requests are intended to encompass all documents in the possession of or 
subject to your custody and control, whether located in your offices, or whether located in some 
other location. 
As used in these requests, the term "document" means, without limitation, the following 
items, whether printed or recorded or reproduced by any other mechanical or technological 
process, or written or produced by hand: Agreements, communications, federal or state 
governmental hearings and reports, correspondence, telegrams, memoranda, summaries or 
records of telephone conversations or interviews, diaries, graphs, reports, notebooks, note charts, 
plans, drawings, sketches, maps, summaries or records of meetings or conferences, summaries or 
reports of investigations or negotiations, opinions or reports of consultants, photographs, motion 
picture films, video tapes, electronic transmissions, brochures, pamphlets, circulars, press 
releases, drafts, letters, e-mails, faxes, or any other electronic transmitted item(s), any marginal 
comments appearing on any documents, and all other writings. 
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These requests are deemed continuing. If, after responding to the requests, you acquire 
any information responsive to any of the following requests, you are required to supplement your 
responses thereto. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 25: Any and all docw11ents relating to and evidencing 
the alleged damages You seek to recover in this action. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 26: Please produce copies of any and all documents 
identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Request for Admission No. 8. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 27: Please produce copies of any and all documents 
identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Request for Admission No.9. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 28: Please produce copies of any and all documents 
identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Request for Admission No. 10. 
~ 
DATED this~ day of September, 2010. 
DINIUS LAW 
By: ff~ 
Kevit Dinius 
Mich el J. Hanby II 
Attorneys for Defendant 
cmff:\Ciients\S\Schelhorn, Tim and Julie 24334\Piper Ranch .OOO\Discovery\3rd rogs and RFPs and 2nd RFAs to Wandering Trails.docx 
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208-853-0117 Angstman,Johnson 
2 
3 
4 J\1atthew T. C!u1stensen 
5 ANGSTMAN JOHNSON 
3649 Lakeharbor Lane 
e Boise, Idaho 83 703 
Telephone: (208) 384-8588 
7 Facsimile: (208) 853-0117 
Christensen ISB: 7213 
8 
9 Attomey for the Plaintiffs. 
10 
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11 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CAl''I'YON 
12 
13 
14 WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
15 REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
16 Plaintiffs, 
17 
VS. 
18 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
19 corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, TIM AND JULIE 
20 SCHELHORN, individuals, and DOES 1-5, 
21 
22 Defendants. 
23 
24 PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, 
25 
Counterclaimant, 
26 
27 . vs. 
28 WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
Case No.: CV 09-5395C 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC'S, ANSWERS 
AND RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS 
THJRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND 
SECOND SET OF REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSION AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
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Angstman,Joh 
Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Counterdefendants. 
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COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Wandering Trails, LLC ("WT"), by and through its 
counsel of record, Angstman Johnson, and hereby supplements its original response to 
Defendants Third Set of Interrogatories and Second Set of Requests for Admission and 
Requests for Production of Documents as foJlows: 
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 
All answers and responses set forth in this document, including any subsequent 
amendments or supplements, whether by formal or informal means, are made subject to, 
and without waiving any right to object based upon, the following conditions, caveats and 
objections. 
1. WT has not yet completed its document review, investigation of facts 
pertaining to this action, discovery, or preparation for trial in this matter and, therefore, 
answers based upon its current understanding and belief of the facts and. infonnation 
presently known to it and reserves the right to supplement or amend any or all of the 
answers and responses contained in this document as allowed by the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
2. WT objects to each discovery request to the extent it seeks information or 
documents protected against disclosure by the attomey-client privilege, attorney work-
product doctrine, or any other judicially recognized protection or privilege. To the extent 
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that any document or information is inadvertently produced in response to any discovery 
2 
request that is subject to attorney-client privilege, attorney work-product doctrine, or any 
3 
other judicially recognized protection or privilege, such response or production is not to 
4 
5 be constru-ed as a waiver of such protection. 
6 3. WT objects to each discovery request on the basis that such discovery 
7 request is overbroad and unduly burdensome to the extent such request: 
8 
a. requires WT to supply information that is not available to it or not 
9 
10 
within its possession, custody, or control; 
11 b. requires WT to produce infonnation from individuals or entities 
12 other than the Plaintiff; 
13 
c. seeks information or items regarding "each," "all," "every," or 
14 
15 
''any'' document(s), person(s), or facts(s) on the basis that su~h tenns are vaguely defined 
16 and excessively broad and that they may include information or items that, despite the 
17 exercise of reasonable diligence, are not immediately located or identified; 
18 d. seeks infonnation or items to which Defendants have equal access, 
19 
or is already within the possession, custody, or control of Defendants; or 
20 
21 e. seeks information that is within the scope of, or otherwise 
22 duplicative, of that requested by other discovery requests propounded by Defendants; or 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
f. otherwise exceeds the bounds of discovery as provided in the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
4. WT objects to each discovery request on the basis that such discovery 
request is vague and ambiguous to the extent such request seeks information or items that 
"relate to," "support," "evidence," "describe," "mention," "refer to," "pertain to," 
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"contradict," "compromise," or "relate to" facts or contentions for the reason that such 
2 terms, or their equivalents, do not describe the infonnation sought with sufficient 
3 
particularity to allow WT to reasonably respond to such reques!s.: .. 
4 
5 5. · WT objects to each discovery request that seeks-disclosure ofinfonnation· 
6 or items that WT is bound by law, custom, or expectations of third parties, to maintain as 
7 confidential, including, but not limited to, confidential commercial information, trade 
8 
secrets, proprietary information, or other sensitive business or other information. 
9 
10 
11 INTERROGATORIES 
12 INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Explain the nature and amount of damages that 
13 
You seek in this action. In answering this interrogatory, please: 
14 
15 
A. Identify your damages by category and explain how that category of damages 
16 ties to each Count in your Complaint; 
17 B. State the amount of money that You seek for each category of damages (and 
18 
each Count in your Complaint); 
19 
C. Explain in detail the methodology employed by You to calculate each item of 
20 
21 damages that You seek; and 
22 D. State the basis for your belief that You are entitled to such amount of 
23 daniages. 
24 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 13: WT is currently in the process of 
25 
26 identifying and quantifying the specific amounts of damages, including the exact amount 
27 and basis for each claim of damages. At such time as WT has fully quantified each 
28 
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II 
element of damages it claims, this Answer will be seasonably supplemented as required 
2 by the Idaho Ru1es of Civil Procedure. 
3 
4 
5 REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 
6 REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 8: Please admit that the Wandering Trails 
7 Development did not have preliminary plat approval. 
8 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.8: WT objects to this 
. 9 
10 Request as it is vague and ambiguous as to the tenn "preliminary plat approval_." Subject 
11 to, and without waiving, said objection: Deny. 
12 
13 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.9: Please admit that the Wandering Trails 
14 
15 
Development did not have final plat approval. 
16 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 9: WT objects to this 
17 Request as it is vague and ambiguous as to the tenn "final plat approval." Subject to, and 
18 
without waiving, said objection: Deny. 
19 
20 
21 REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.lO: Please admit that, with the exception 
22 of the 8 lots administratively divided by You, final plat approval was and is a prerequisite 
23 for the sale of any lots within the Wandering Trails Development. 
24 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: WT objects to 
25 
26 this Request as it is vague and ambiguous as to the tenn "final plat approval." Subject to> 
27 and without waiving, said objection: Deny. 
28 
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REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
2 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 25: Any and all documents relating to 
3 
and evidencing the alleged damages You seek to recover in this action. 
4 
5 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 25: Please see the 
6 documents previously and/or contemporaneously produced by all parties jn tlus matter. 
7 Additionally, please see the Answer to Interrogatory No. 13. At such time as additional 
8 
documents become available, those documents will be produced. 
9 
10 
11 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 26: Please produce copies of any and all 
12 documents identifted or relied up011 by you in your Answer to Request for Admission No. 
13 
8. 
14 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 26: Please see the 
15 
15 documents previously and/or contemporaneously produced by all parties in this matter. 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 27: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Request for Admission No. 
9. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 27: Please see the 
documents previously and/or contemporaneously produced by all parties in this matter. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 28: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Request for Admission No. 
10. 
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 28: Please see the 
2 documents previously and/or contemporaneously produced by all parties in this matter. 
3 
4 
5 
/ 
DATED this ill day of October, 2010. 
6 
7 
8 MAT 
9 
Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
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VERIFICATION 
STATEOFIDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of ADA ) 
Thomas J. Angstman deposes and says that he is the President of Liquid Realty, 
Inc., which is the managing member ofWandering Trails, LLC, a Plaintiff in the above~ 
entitled action; that he has read the above and foregoing Answers and Responses to 
Defendants Third Set of Interrogatories and Second Set of Requests for Admission and 
Requests for Production of Documents and knows the contents thereof; and that the facts 
stated therein are true as he verily believes. 
fLt 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this 2J{ day of October, 2010. 
Notary Public ~or Sta!c:y9~dah_9; J J 
Residing at #t-11oi'A ~.:btf.J'It "P 
Commission Expires: .Tb:l( 10;· toJ'/ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 'Z£ day of October, 2010, I caused to be 
served a true copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to those parties marked served below: 
Served. Party 
6 Defendants 
'. 
Counsel 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Dinius Law 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0101 
···: ..... • 
Means of Service 
D U.S. Mail, Postage Paid. 
D Hand Delivered to Office or 
Court House Drop Box. 
~x Trru1smittal 
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EXHIBIT E 
469 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, and 
LIQUID REALTY, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, and BIG BITE, 
LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability 
Company, 
Defendants. 
(Caption continued on next page.) 
Case No. CV-09-5395-C 
VIDEO DEPOSITION OF JULIE SCHELHORN, 30(b) (6) WITNESS FOR 
PIPER RANCH, LLCi 30(b) (6) WITNESS FOR BIG BITE 
EXCAVATION, INC.i and INDIVIDUALLY 
January 27, 2010 
REPORTED BY: 
COLLEEN P. KLINE, CSR No. 345 
Notary Public 
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1 A. Correct. 
2 Q. That the asphalt had, in fact, 
3 increased? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. And in part, this email could be a 
6 response to his question of, is it true that 
7 asphalt has increased, and we can't get any more? 
8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. Okay. And then T.J.'s response email to 
1 0 you, asks, again, about getting together for a 
11 company meeting. Again, do you recail if around 
12 this time, there was a company meeting? 
13 A. I can't say for sure. 
14 Q. Okay. 
15 (Exhibit 14 marked.) 
16 Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Hand you what's 
17 marked as Exhibit 14. Do you recognize this 
18 document? 
19 A. Yes. 
2 0 Q. It appears to be on the first page, at 
21 least, an invoice from Angstman, Johnson & 
22 Associates, PLLC, directed to Piper Ranch, LLC, 
2 3 dated August 31st, 2008. There is a description 
2 4 on there that reads, "Dispute with Circle Z Dev., 
2 5 Rick Zamzow, LRK, LLC, and Kitamura," 
Page 121 
1 K-i-t-a-m-u-r-a. 
2 What was the nature of that dispute? 
3 A. I believe we asked TJ. to review our 
4 operating agreement that pertained to Circle Z. 
5 Q. So you asked T.J. to review the Circle Z 
6 Development operating agreement? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Why? 
9 A. I don't really know. 
1 0 Q. What was he reviewing it for? 
11 A. I don't really know what issue, or why 
12 he would have had him review it, to be honest 
13 with you. rm not sure. 
14 Q. What was the nature of the dispute with 
15 Circle Z Development? 
16 A. I don't know. 
17 Q. Was the dispute with Circle Z 
18 Development, or with Mr. Zamzow individually, or 
1 9 with Mr. Kitamura individually? 
2 0 A. I don't believe dispute is right. From 
2 1 what I remember, we had him review the 
2 2 documentation. I don't remember the exact 
2 3 reasons why -- I can't answer that. rm sorry. 
24 Q. Okay. 
25 A. I don't know. 
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1 Q. But you had him review the operating 
2 agreement. It looks like there was around $225 
3 billed. So, approximately, an hour or two of 
4 time. But you don't remember why he was 
5 reviewing that at ail or--
6 A. A--
7 Q. Go ahead. 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. Or what the reason was that it would be 
1 0 listed as a dispute with Circle Z Development? 
11 A. Correct. 
12 Q. Okay. And turning the page, is this the 
13 check that paid that invoice? 
14 A. That is my signature. 
15 Q. And it's a Big Bite Excavation check? 
16 A Correct. 
1 7 Q. And the next page is the --it looks 
18 like a stub. Does it go with that check; is that 
19 correct? 
2 0 A. Correct. 
21 Q. And that stub reads at the bottom, Piper 
2 2 Ranch Statement No. 7028; correct? 
2 3 A Uh-huh, correct. 
2 4 Q. Now, does Big Bite have a dispute with 
2 5 Circle Z Development? 
Page 123 
1 A. No. 
2 Q. So why is Big Bite paying Piper Ranch's 
3 bill? 
4 A. Probably, just an oversight on my end. 
5 However, our accountant is aJ ways instructed if 
6 there is anything that is not pertaining to Big 
7 Bite. Something that pertains to something else, 
8 or a personal draw that we would take. Those 
9 adjustments are made at the end of the year. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A. With respect to the notes receivables 
12 and notes payable to the stockholders. 
13 Q. Okay. So based on that, at some point 
14 then, was there a check from Piper Ranch to Big 
15 Bite to pay this amount? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. What would the adjustment have been when 
18 it--
19 A. The adjustment would have been in the 
2 0 record keeping that the accountant keeps for us. 
21 Q. Okay. And that would all be attached to 
2 2 the tax return for 2008? 
2 3 A. I don't know if it would be or not. 
2 4 Q. Okay. Has Piper Ranch done a 2008 tax 
2 5 return? 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho) 
limited liability company, and ) 
LIQUID REALTY, INC., an Idaho ) Case No. CV09-5395C 
corporation, ) 
) VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF 
Plaintiffs, ) THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN 
) 
v. ) January 20, 2010 
) Boise, Idaho 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation, PIPER RANCH,) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company, DOES 1-5, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
~--~~--------~-------------) BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation; and, TIM and) 
JULIE SCHELEHORN, husband and Case No. CV09-11396 
wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an 
individual; and, ANGSTMAN, 
JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, PLLC, an 
Idaho professional liability 
company, 
Defendants. 
Amy E. Simmons, CSR No. 685, RPR, CRR 
474 
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Q. How about the inventory in Canyon County in the 1 
November 2007 time period? What kind of inventory was 2 
there for one-acre lots? 3 
A. There was -- the inventory levels had grown 4 
some, you know. We did have an advantage over a lot of 5 
other projects in that we had a project with a lot of 6 
contour or topography. 7 
So the feedback I got from real estate agents 8 
and builders and people that I had out there was that 9 
that made us unique and someone might choose us over 1 0 
another one-acre lot. 11 
But there was certainly more inventory at that 12 
point in time. And compared to when we started the 13 
project, there was very little competition. 14 
Q. And ifl understand everything as it flowed in 15 
November 2007, you still had money available to do the 16 
roadwork with Alpha Lending? They were still willing to 1 7 
advance money on that loan? 18 
A. Yes. 19 
Q. Why didn't you have American Paving go do the 2 0 
work? 21 
A. Well, like I said, I contacted the Schelehorns. 22 
I think I contacted Julie and then she had Tim call me 2 3 
back. I wanted their take on this. 2 4 
You know, Tim had given me advice on the Dakota 2 5 
Page 105 
Crossing project with regard to who I contracted with. I 1 
initially asked him if he was interested in doing that 2 
whole project. It was a big 40-acre, 125 lots at one 3 
project. He had given me some advice on how to approach 4 
that. And I had listened to him and followed his advice. 5 
We ended up hiring a bigger contractor to do that 6 
project, but still had Tim do some of the smaller aspects 7 
of it. 8 
So I contacted them, and then they raised the 9 
thought of becoming-- getting some sweat equity in this 1 0 
project and wanted to talk about it. So we had some 11 
meetings and talked about that. So I contacted American 12 
Paving and just said look, I'm still thinking about this, 13 
but I'm not sure yet. 14 
They told me they'd leave it open for a little 15 
while. I didn't get it in writing. I think this said it 16 
was good for the 2007-2008 season. But --let's see what 17 
it says. "Good for work completed in '07-'08 season 18 
only." 19 
So, you know, I contacted them -- they said 2 0 
it's still good, they can still honor this -- while I was 2 1 
talking to the Schelehoms. So I didn't tell them who I 2 2 
was talking to, what I was doing. But when those 2 3 
discussions started to show, like -- seemed like that was 2 4 
going to be mutually satisfactory, I continued to wait on 2 5 
Page 106 
this. 
Keep in mind this is winter, so they probably 
weren't going to start -- they could have started some of 
the underground excavation, getting the pit running and 
such, but they weren't going to be paving until April or 
so anyway. 
So we're still not-- I mean, we're thinking 
the market is going to recover, so -- we're hoping it was 
going to recover is probably a better way of putting it. 
And so we're thinking, you know, spring is when we want 
our lots because the selling season and the construction 
season or new construction is going to be strongest 
during the spring and summer so people can get into their 
houses before their kids are in school or for moving in 
inclement weather. 
So it didn't look like taking that time to have 
that negotiation with the Schelehorns was going to cause 
me any jeopardy in being able to accept this later. 
Q. So you were comfortable in this November time 
period of postponing the paving until April, May of2008? 
A. Well, I didn't feel like it was being 
postponed. We had to do excavation first and then pave, 
and the temperature had to be above 40 agrees to pave. 
So you're looking at a-- you're talking about November, 
December, and we're four months from when the average 
Page 107 
temperatures are going to be for sure at that-- you 
know, you could do it. You can pave in February if the 
batch plant opens and the temperatures wann up. But if 
it's not warm enough, you can't do it. 
But I knew there was a month or two of 
excavation and then paving, so I felt comfortable that 
there was time to do that. 
Q. And at this time that you contacted Tim in I 
believe you said November of'07, did you have an 
understanding as to how they were doing financially? 
A. He had said that they had -- they saved some 
money to engage in this sort of thing from their 
business, and that it was kind of a retirement plan for 
them to have these things. So that was what he told me. 
But other than that, I had no idea about their 
financials. 
Q. Well, were you aware that they had recently 
lost 200-plus thousand on the Grid Iron deal? 
A. Well, I was aware that they were in that 
litigation, obviously, yeah, but I had no idea the scope 
of the rest of his work. And that was some year or so 
before I was ever engaged. So there had been a lot of 
time for other projects and jobs to take place. 
Q. In October '07, did you list Wandering Trails 
for sale in bulk? 
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2 
3 
4 Matthew T. Christensen 
5 ANGSTMAN JOHNSON 3649 Lal(eharbor La..~e 
6 Boise, Idaho 83703 
Telephone: (208) 384-8588 
7 Facsimile: (208) 853-0117 
Christensen ISB: 7213 
8 
9 Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
10 
F I L e Q 
---·.,.A.M. ~\:\d P.M. 
APR 1 4 2011 
CANYON COUNTY CLeRK 
i'. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
11 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
12 
13 
14 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
15 REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, TIM AND JULIE 
SCHELHORN, individuals, and DOES 1-5, 
Defendants. 
24 PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, 
25 
Counterclaimant, 
26 
27 vs. 
28 WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
Case No.: CV 09-5395C 
AFFIDAVIT OF TJ ANGSTMAN IN 
SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
ORIGINAL 
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4 
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7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Counterdefendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
TJ Angstman, having been first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says as 
follows: 
1. I am of sufficient age and competency to testify before this court, and 
12 make the following statements based on my own personal knowledge. 
13 
Educational/Professional Experience 
14 
15 2. I obtained my bachelor's degree in finance from Boise State University in 
16 1993. 
17 
3. In 1995, I began studies at the University ofldaho to pursue a law degree 
18 
19 with the intention of pursuing real estate development and practicing law simultaneously 
20 going forward. After completion of my law school degree I sold several of my residential 
21 
rental units to purchase office buildings to house my law practice and development 
22 
23 
business. This law practice focuses nearly exclusively on real estate law and catering to 
24 the needs of other developers in this area who needed experienced counsel in this field. 
25 The law practice was successful and I did not have sufficient time to engage in much 
26 personal real estate development work for many years. As the practice grew (presently 9 
27 
28 
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attorneys) I found more time and market conditions that encouraged me to resume 
actively seeking development opportunities in late 2004. 
4. I have been a real estate agent, broker and instructor. On February 12, 
1990 I received my real estate salesman's license from the Idaho State Real Estate 
Commission. On June 1, 2005 I received my Broker's license from the Idaho State Real 
Estate Commission which I still possess. On October 19, 2005, I was certified as real 
estate instructor by the Idaho State Real Estate Commission. In addition, I frequently 
lectured on topics relevant to development of real estate as is shown on the attached 
Exhibit A. 
5. In addition to all of the projects mentioned below, it was my job and 
responsibility as an attorney to provide advice to other developers. This representation 
gave me experience; knowledge of trends and practices within the industry; and 
connections to others in the field that a developer who was not an attorney would likely 
not possess. 
Development Projects 
6. The first large real estate project I was involved in was a 30 unit four-plex 
project on Eagleson Road, in Boise, Idaho known as the Eagleson Park Apartments. This 
project was started in approximately 1991 and completed in 1993. On this project, my 
job was to raise capital for the venture, ensure the entitlements for the project were 
properly maintained, and to handle all marketing and sales of the project. The project was 
completely presold prior to construction and all units closed as occupancy permits were 
obtained. 
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7. In 1993 I organized Liquid Realty Inc. ("LRI"), in order to participate in 
another new development called Garden Green, LLC. Garden Green, LLC was a 33 unit 
multi-family development on Garden St. in Boise, Idaho. 
8. In the Garden Green project my role (through LRI) was substantially the 
same as in the Eagleson Park Apartments project; however, this project involved property 
acquisition, obtaining entitlements from beginning to end and through the course of that 
project not only did I raise capital and market the units, but we also ended up in litigation 
with the City of Boise regarding an appeal by a neighbor over the density of our proposed 
project which resulted in the published opinion Angstman v. City of Boise 128 Idaho 575, 
917 P .2d 409 (Idaho App., 1996). 
9. LRI was one of the managing members of the Garden Green project and 
similar to Wandering Trails, LLC there were other members who had a more passive 
role. 
10. The Garden Green multifamily units were sold out pnor to 
commencement of construction and closings occurred upon obtaining occupancy permits. 
11. In approximately 1994 I began looking at development projects in several 
states and other areas of Idaho. In particular LRI was looking to participate in the Low 
Income Housing Tax Credit program sponsored by HUD and administered by the Idaho 
Housing Association. 
12. After investigating property in the Everett/Bellingham area of Washington 
state, Montana, Idaho and other areas of the country, LRI optioned a property in Twin 
Falls, Idaho for a tax credit project. LRI obtained approval for a 204 unit project on this 
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10 acre property and closed on the property through the development entity Twin 
2 Springs, LLC. Twin Springs, LLC had other passive investors, but LRl was a "managing 
3 
member" of the project and again worked on raising capital, obtaining entitlements and 
4 
5 exit strategies. Ultimately LRI's interest in this project was sold while I was attending 
6 law school. 
7 
13. LRl also managed projects in Billings, MT and obtained entitlements in 
8 
9 approximately 1995 for a project called Strawberry Fields, which was located off of Lake 
10 Elmo Rd. After obtaining entitlements, the project was sold to a neighboring developer 
11 and ultimately constructed as part of this larger project, which was constructed by that 
12 
developer. The development entity for the Strawberry Fields project was called BonAngst 
13 
14 
Development. BonAngst was a venture between LRl and a general contractor located in 
15 Billings, MT., Bonawitz Construction. LRl was primarily responsible for financing, 
16 development construction, and strategic decision making, but day-to-day operations and 
17 
vertical (building) construction was by Bonawitz Construction in Billings. BonAngst 
18 
19 
Development also later purchased property and developed additional housing units on the 
20 Lake Hills Golf Course located in Billings. Several of the golf course lots were 
21 developed as multifamily/condominium units and others sold as vacant lots. 
22 
14. In 2005 I began developing several large projects which were also presold 
23 
24 through commitments from various builders to purchase all lots in the developments. 
25 These developments were all located in Canyon County, Idaho and are known as 
26 Heritage Meadows, approved for approximately 150 residential units; Dakota Crossing, 
27 
approved for approximately 120 single family residential, townhome, patio home, and 
28 
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commercial lots; and Bear Ridge, approved for approximately 125 residential lots. The 
first phase of Heritage Meadows was constructed containing 41 lots. The first, second, 
and third phase of Dakota Crossing were constructed containing approximately 120 lots. 
Bear Ridge was maintained in a preliminary plat status pending development. 
15. Additionally, in June 2006 Wandering Trails was formed with the purpose 
of acquiring and developing the Wandering Trails property that is the subject of this 
litigation. The first phase of the development included the 6 lots at the front of the 
development, with a plan for further lot splits and possibly a subdivision as the 
development progressed. 
Personal Real Estate Experience 
16. Starting in 1990 I began acquiring residential property for the purpose of 
further development and/or long term investments as rental properties. Ultimately I 
personally acquired in excess of 30 residential units many of which I later sold through 
1 031-exchanges to acquire my office buildings and other property which I held for 
investment or development purposes. 
The Wandering Trails Project 
17. Wandering Trails, LLC ("WTLLC") initially consisted of three members-
LRI, Dan Walters and Mick Bernier. Mick Bernier was the individual who had initially 
owned the Wandering Trails property. He had a 25% membership interest in the 
company and was entitled to distributions from the sale of the individual lots as the 
project was developed. Dan Walters withdrew from the company, leaving LRI with the 
remaining 75% membership interest. 
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18. In 2007, WTLLC was proceeding with the development of the Wandering 
2 Trails property. It had received approval for several administrative lot splits, which was 
3 
the method WTLLC had chosen for developing the project. These initial approvals 
4 
5 would allow WTLLC to develop up to 9 residential lots in 3 quarter sections of the 
6 Wandering Trails property. The initial phase (Phase 1) of the development was to be 6 
7 such lots. 
8 
9 
19. At that time, WTLLC sought bids or quotes from several contractors for 
10 the excavation and paving work required to create the roadways to Phase 1 of the project. 
11 We received a bid from American Paving. A copy of the American Paving bid is 
12 
attached hereto as Exhibit B. 
13 
14 20. At that time, I knew Tim Schelhom owned a paving company (Big Bite 
15 Excavation, Inc. - "Big Bite"). Big Bite had previously done work on LRI's Dakota 
16 
Crossing project. In November 2007 I showed the American Paving bid to Tim, and 
17 
18 
asked him if it was a good bid, and if he was interested in performing the work depicted 
19 on the American Paving quote. 
20 
21. Tim immediately expressed interest in performing the excavation and 
21 
22 
paving work required for the project. Rather than simply receive payment for the work 
23 perfonned, Tim (and his wife, Julie) wanted to receive an ownership interest in WTLLC 
24 in exchange for the work performed. Tim and Julie stated that they wanted to use 
25 WTLLC (and the development of the Wandering Trails project) as a long-term retirement 
26 
plan, with long-term gains on the investment. 
27 
28 
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22. Based on Tim's interest, I had an Assignment of Limited Liability 
Company Interest agreement (the "Assignment Agreement") prepared, and had it, 
together with the American Paving estimate, sent to Tim and Julie. A few weeks after 
sending the initial agreement, Tim and Julie stated that they wanted the ownership 
interest in WTLLC to be listed as "Piper Ranch, LLC". Consequently, we amended the 
Assignment Agreement, and it was ultimately signed at the end of February 2008. 
23. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the Assignment 
Agreement, with "Exhibit A" attached (the American Paving estimate). Based on the 
terms of the Assignment Agreement, Piper Ranch was obligated to perform work on the 
project worth approximately $160,000.00. The initial scope of work (worth 
approximately $100,745.20) was described in the agreement and on the American Paving 
estimate. 
24. In September of 2008 (after the Assignment Agreement was fully 
executed), a meeting was held with WTLLC' s development loan lender, Alpha Lending, 
LLC. I was at that meeting, along with both of the Schelhorns, Steve Vaught and Timbre 
Wolf, the representatives of Alpha Lending, LLC. 
25. At this meeting, the Schelhorns affirmed to the lender that they would be 
doing the excavation and paving work for the project. The loan had additional available 
disbursements to draw sufficient funds to pay American Paving's bid price. Based on 
these promises, we jointly informed the lender that Wandering Trails would not be taking 
any further construction draws from the development loan but would complete the first 
phase with the Schelhorn!Piper Ranch capital contribution. Prior to the Schelhorns 
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involvement in the project, we had planned on using draws from the development loan to 
fund the excavation and paving work. After they promised to do that work, we "closed" 
the development loan and were unable to take further draws. 
26. Based on our sale projections for Phase 1 of the Wandering Trails project 
(the initial 6 lots), the excavation and paving work had to be completed in early to mid 
2008 in order to meet those projections. Absent any excavation or paving work, the lots 
could not be sold. 
27. To date, no work has been performed by Piper Ranch on the project. 
28. The acquisition loan for the property had been obtained from the Bank of 
the Cascades ("BOTC"). BOTC's loan came due every August, but they were willing to 
extend the term of the loan almost indefinitely. However, in late 2008, representatives of 
BOTC visited the project, and saw that no excavation and paving work had taken place. 
At that point, BOTC refused to further extend the acquisition loan unless substantial work 
immediately took place on the property. 
29. In late 2008 the Schelhorns refused to perform any excavation and paving 
work on the project. BOTC chose to foreclose their loan, which left WTLLC with only 
the Phase 1 lots, which were still pledged as collateral for the Alpha Lending loan. Alpha 
Lending has allowed WTLLC to continue making interest only payments in order to 
forestall foreclosure of its deed of trust on the property. 
30. Consequently, WTLLC (through contributions from LRI) has continued to 
pay the interest payments on the property. From August 2008 to April 2011, WTLLC 
has paid a total of$35,779.25 in interest payments to forestall foreclosure of the property. 
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Even though WTLLC has continued making these payments, Piper Ranch (through the 
2 Schelhoms) continues to refuse to perform any work on the project. 
3 
4 31. The Wandering Trails project could have been a successful project. At the 
5 time the Schelhorns and/or Piper Ranch got involved, WTLLC had received approval for 
6 
several lot splits; it had favorable (and extendable) loan terms from its lenders; it had 
7 
partners that were performing their obligations; and it was working towards the 
8 
9 
development ofthe roads and sale of the initial lots. 
10 32. At the time Piper Ranch got involved in the project, the value of the land 
11 
was between $1,700,000 and $2,000,000.00. The property was listed for sale with Grubb 
12 
13 
and Ellis at approximately this time for $1,900,000 with the Phase 1 lots complete and 
14 $1,656,000 without the finished Phase 1 lots. The balance remaining for the two loans 
15 against the project was approximately $737,500.00. There was significant equity in the 
16 
project, making it a solvent project at the time Piper Ranch became a member. Once the 
17 
18 
Schelhorns/Piper Ranch agreed to invest in the project, the listing was discontinued as we 
19 planned a long term hold of this property. 
20 
33. The loan terms for the project were on commercially reasonable terms for 
21 
22 
acquisition or development loans. As stated above, I have been involved in the financing 
23 for a variety of real estate development projects. Accordingly, I am familiar with the 
24 various loan options and terms available for developing real estate. The terms of the 
25 loans for the Wandering Trails project were typical. There was nothing "unfavorable" 
26 
about the terms of the loans from BOTC and Alpha Lending. 
27 
28 
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34. I am and have always been the President of LRI, which is a Managing 
2 Member of WTLLC. 
3 
4 
5 35. LRI acted in a managing member capacity, and in good faith, in all of its 
6 
business decisions regarding WTLLC, as provided for in the WTLLC Operating 
7 
8 Agreement. All of the decisions of LRI related to WTLLC were done in the best 
9 business judgment of LRI and myself (as President). 
10 
11 
12 36. A true and correct copy of the WTLLC Operating Agreement is attached 
13 hereto as Exhibit D. 
14 
15 
16 37. LRI did not purport or represent that it was performing any specialized 
17 
function in regard to its duties as managing member of WTLLC. 
18 
19 
20 
38. Further, the Schelhorns did not ask and I did not tell them about my prior 
21 
22 development experience during our pre-assignment discussions. They knew about the 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
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other projects I was developing in Canyon County, since their company did work for me 
on one such project. 
NotaryPu~bc , 
Residing i ~ W 
Commission xpires: 8{1Jd-Oip 
TENS EN 
Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this j_i_ day of April, 2011, I caused to be served 
a true copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF TJ ANGSTMAN IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
by the method indicated below, and addressed to those parties marked served below: 
Served ~ Counsel 
Defendants Kevin E. Dinius 
Dinius Law 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 
130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0101 
Means of Service 
D U.S. Mail, Postage Paid. 
[L9. Hand Delivered to Office or 
Court House Drop Box. 
D Fax Transmittal 
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TEACHING AND LECTURING APPEARANCES: 
• 12/7/2001- NBI Seminar Instructor "Advanced Real Estate Law," Boise, Idaho 
• 1/5/05- Idaho State Bar "Appraising the Appraiser", Boise, Idaho 
• 4/5/2005 - NBI Seminar Instructor "Real Estate Litigation in Idaho," Boise, Idaho 
• 5/24/2005 - Lorma.11 Education Services Seminar I..11structor "Construction Lien 
Law in Idaho", Boise, Idaho 
• 5/31/05 - Idaho Trial Lawyers Association "The ABC's of Mediation", Boise, 
Idaho 
• 9/10/2005 - Lorman Education Services Seminar Instructor "Fundamentals of Real 
Estate Closings in Idaho," Boise, Idaho 
• 10/10/2005 - NBI Seminar Instructor "How to Obtain Good Title in Idaho Real 
Estate Transactions," Boise, Idaho 
• 4/4/2006 - Lorman Education Services Instructor "Construction Delay Claims," 
Boise, Idaho 
• 5/16/2006- Idaho Real Estate Commission "Hot Topics CORE 2006," Boise, Idaho 
• 617/06- Idaho State Bar Real Property Section "Overview of Securities Laws for 
Real Estate Practitioners", Boise, Idaho 
• 8/30/06- Lorman Education Services Instructor "Construction Lien Law in Idaho," 
Boise, Idaho 
• 12/5/06- Idaho State Bar Real Property Section "Trustee's Foreclosure and Related 
Bankruptcy Issues", Boise, Idaho 
• 10/04/07 -Arid Club Seminar Instructor, "How to Land the Big One" Boise, Idaho 
• 3/06/08- Arid Club Seminar Instructor, "Marketing and Networking of Real Estate 
Investment and Commercial Land Opportunities," Boise, Idaho 
• 5/21/08 - Idaho Real Estate Commission Seminar Instructor, "Instructor 
Development Workshop," Boise, Idaho 
• 5/29/08 -Lorman Education Services Seminar Instructor, "Development Process in 
a changing Market," Boise, Idaho 
• 9/30/08 - Lorman Education Services Seminar Instructor, "Real Estate 
Development from Beginning to End," Boise, Idaho 
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• 10/13/08 -National Business Institute Seminar Instructor "How to Obtain Good 
Title in Idaho- Ethical Considerations," Boise, Idaho 
• 5/14/09 -National Business Institute Seminar Instructor, "Title Law m Idaho," 
Boise, Idaho 
• 11109/09-National Business Institute Seminar Instructor, "Title Workshop: From 
Exa1'llination to CoilliTritment, " Boise, Ida11.o 
• 12/07/09-National Business Institute Seminar Instructor, " Foreclosure and 
Bankruptcy," Boise, Idaho 
• 12/8/10-National Business Institute Seminar Instructor, "Intro to Zoning and Land 
Use Litigation," 
• 2/25/11-Idaho State Bar Real Property Section Seminar Instructor, "Basic & 
Advanced Real Estate Topic: Deeds, Title Insurance, Foreclosures, Appraisals, 
Water Rights, Bankruptcy," Boise, Idaho 
• 3/03/11-Idaho Land Title Association Seminar Instructor, "Hot Topics in Real 
Estate Law," Boise, Idaho 
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:::~ 11116/.2007 09:24 American ,8885020 P.001f001 
$ American Paving Co. 
( 
( 
P.O. Box 395 
· ·lerldian, ID 83680 
To: T.J.Angstman 
Address: 3649 Lake Harbor 
Boise, ID 83703 
Project Name: Wandering Trails Subdivision 
Project location: Goodson Rd. Near Hop Rd, Canyon'county, ID 
Jnem Descrlptron 
Aggregate Base · 
Contact: 
Phone: 
Fax: 
Phone: (208) 888·7988 
Fax: (2.08) 888-502.0 
384-8588 
853-0117 
Bid Number: 
Bid Date: 11/16/2.007 
Estimated Quantity Unit ] 
3/4 RM, 4 " Street 781S45 Sf 1,200.00 C( 
Total Price for above Aggregate Base Items: __ __,_..:..$2_4,;.,,c.,co • ._o..:.o.:.;.o...:...o 
Pave Only 
AC 2.5" , Streets,51,670 Sf 810.00 TON 
PltRun 
Fill Streets W/ PR 
Notes: 
Payment Terms: 
ACCEPTED: 
Total Price for above Pave Only Ii;ems: ___ ...,.!..$3_9_,,'-6_9_0_.0_0 
3,563.00 Of 
Total Price for above Pit Run Items: $37,055.20 -----,~-=:-!..::~= 
Total Alternate Price: ___ -"-$_10_0_,,_7_4_5_.2_0 
• Bid based on plan sheets 1 thru 9 by Mason Stanfield, Inc. dated 11/2/07. 
GOOD FOR WORK COMPLETED IN 2007-08 ONLY. ASPHALT PAVING TO BE CLASS III 1/2'1 ISPWC WITH PG 58-28. 
PROPOSALJS FOR ASPHALT PAVING ONLY. BASE AND SUBBASE ARE OPTIONAL, OR BY OTHERS, STABLE, ON GRADE AND 
PROVIDE A MINIMUM OF 1% FALL FOR DRAINAGE. NO WARRANTY WILL BE OFFERED IF THESE CONDIDONS ARE NOT 
MET. 
Exclusions: . 
WEATHER CLAUSE: CONTRACT IS ACCEPTED ON THE TERMS THAT SEASONAL WEATHER CONDIDONS MAY PREVENT THE 
START AND/OR COMPLETION OF WORK DURING THE WINTER OF 2007. 
Price for any applicable permits; fees; testing; staking; sawcuttlng; demolition; excavation; removal of any hazardous material; 
rock excavation; removal and replacement of unstable materials; tree or fence removal; excavate and backfill for building 
foundation; vapor barrier; storm 'drain; Irrigation; soli erosion, dewatering; landscaping or landscape prep e.g. excavation, 
grading (fine or rough), topsoil, berms, etc.; concrete, base for concrete; concete collars; striping or sfgnage other than 
specified or utilities, e.g.,sewer, water, fire line, etc. or adjustments to finished grade is not included in this proposal. 
We hereby propose to furnish labor and materials- complete in accordance with the above specifications for the sum of 
dollars($ AS SPEOFED ) with payment to be made as Follows: 
PAYMENT DUE WITHIN 15 DAYS OF INVOICE DATE. A CHARGE OF 1.5% WILL BE ASSEsED TO ALL PAST DUE ACCOUNTS 
All material Is quaranteed to be as spedfied. All work to be completed in a workmanlike manner according to standard 
practices. Any alteration or deviation from above specifications involving extra costs, will be executed only upon written orders, 
and will become an extra change over and above the estimate. All agreements contingent upon strikes, accidents or delays 
beyond our control. Our workers are fully covered by Workmens Compensation insurance and construction lfabllity. NOTE: if 
this proposal Is not accepted within 15 days, we reserve the right to withdraw1 prices are subject to Increase due to market 
fluctuation, i.e. oil/fuel/concrete, etc. Upon acceptance a written schedule must be provided. 
CONFIRMED: 
The· above prices, specifications and conditions are satisfactory 
and hereby accepted. 
American Paving Co. 
Buyer: 
Signature: 
Date of Acceptance: Estimator: 
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ASSIGNMENT OF LIMITED LIABILITY 
COMPANY INTEREST 
No. 9675 P. 2 
TinS ASSIGNMENT AGREEMENT (the "Agreement'') js entered into this __ 
d3.y of February. 2008, by and betWeen LIQUID REALTY. INC. C'Assignor'') and 
PlPER RANCH, LLC ("Assignee"). · 
RECITAl$ 
WHEREAS, Assignor is a member in WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, a limited 
liability company (the "Company") establi&hed by an operating agreement ex.ecuted on or 
about May 31. 2006 (tbe "Operating Agreement'')~ and 
WHEREAS, Assignor desires to assign a 25% interest (the "Interest") in the 
Company to Assignee; and 
WHEREAS, Assignee desires to obtain the Interest subject to the conditions and 
teims Of this Agreement; and 
WHEREAS, the members in the Company' {the "Members") consent to the 
admission of the Assignee to the Company as a member. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein, 
and for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged, the parties hereto hereby agree as follows: 
1. Assignment of Interest. Assignor hereby assigns a 25% interest in the 
Company, being a 25% percent share of the business and profits of the Company lo 
Assignee. 
2. Acceptance of Assignment. Assignee hereby accepts lhe assignment of 
the Interest subject to tbe tenns and conditions of this Agreement. 
3. Purchase Price; Payment. Assignee shall pay Assignor for the 
assignment of the Interest the sum of .$60,000 payable as follows: Buyer agrees to pay 
for or otherwise arrange for work to be done ill furtherance of the Company's 
development plan with a total value equal to $1601000.00. It. is agreed thal the first such 
work shall be in accordance with the Scope uf Work provided for in the attached Exhibit 
"A", including, pit run, aggregate and paving. In exchange therefore Assignee shall 
obtain a capital acccunt in me Company equal to $40.745.20 and the COmpany shall 
distribute to Assignor the sum of $60.000 upon completion of such work. Assignee shall 
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commit to pay for or complete additional work with a fair market value of $59.254.80, 
wbicll shall all be a credit to the Capital Account of Assignee and upon the completion of 
such work, Assignee shall have a capiml account of $100,000.00. 
4. Release of Liability; Indemnification. Intentionally left blank. 
5. Future Profits; Future Liabilities. Assignee shall be entitled to receive, 
and shall receive. all future shares of profits or any distribution of assets of the Company 
attributable to the Interest, and shall assume liability for a proportionate share of all 
future losses acd liabilities of the Company . 
.. 6. Acceptance of Assignment. 'The Members understand, agree and consent 
to the assignment by Assignor of the lnterest to the Assignee, and agree that Assignee 
sbaJl participate in the management of the Company's affairs and the control of the 
business. and :release Assignor from any additional liabilities incurred by the Company 
after the date of execution hereof 
7. Construction and Interpretation. This Agreement shall be construed 
and interpreted in accordance with the substantive laws of the State of Idaho, including 
that State's codification of the Uniform Limited liability Act, without reference to the 
principles of conflict oflaws of such State. 
8. Descripti~e Headings. The descriptive headings of !be several articles 
and sections contained in this. Agreement are included for convenience only and shall not 
control or affect the meaning or construction of any of the provisions hereof. 
!). Multiple Counterparts. 'This Agreement may be executed in a number of 
identical counterparts. each of which, fru aJl purposes. is to be deemed as original, and all 
of which constitute, collecthrely, one agreement; but in maldng proof of thls Agreement, 
it shall not be necessary to produce or account for more than one such counterpart. 
10, Waiver of Conflict Interest. The Company and each Member are not 
represected by separate counsel; provided, however, in connection with rhe drafting and 
negotiation of rhis Agreement, Liquid Realty, Inc., (and nor the Company or any other 
Member), have been repreSented separately by Angstman, JohnSQn & Assoc.1 PLLC. 
The attorneys. accountants and other experts who perform services for any Member may 
also perform services for the Company. To the extent that the foregoing representation 
coastitutes a conflict of interest, the Company and each Member hereby expressly waive 
any such conflict ofinteresr. 
Tim and Julie Schelhom, the membem of Piper Ranch, LLC, (and their company~ 
Big Bite Excavation) are clients of T. J. Angstman (President and Owner of Liquid 
Realty, Inc.). A panicular Idaho Rule of Professional Conduct is applicable every time 
that a lawyer enters into a business transaction with a client or former client. I.R.P.C. 
l.S(a) provides, as foDows; 
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(a) A lawyer shall not enter into a business transaction with a 
client or- knowingly acquire an ownership, possessory, security or 
other pecuniary interest adverse to a client unless: (l) the transaction 
and terms on whim the lawyer acquires the interest are fair and 
reasonable to the client, and are fully disclosed and transmitted. in 
writing to the client in a manner which can be reasonably understood 
by the client; (2) the client 1s given .a reasonable opportunity to seek 
the advice of independent eounselln the transaction; and (3) the cUent 
consents in writing therero. 
(b) A lawyer shall not use information relating to the 
representation of a client to the dJsadvantage of the client unless the 
clknt consents after consultation. 
P. 4 
Wbile entering jnto this business transaction is not prohibited by the rules, it does 
require that certain, more complete, disclosures be made to members who are current or 
fonner clients ofT. J. Angstman than in an ordinary business transaction, and that the 
transaction be fair to such cillrent or former clients. One public policy and reasons why 
such a role exists are that situations where attorneys are entering into business 
transactions with their clients can involve inadequate or unclear disc1osure by the 
, attorney, division of the atlorney's loyalties, attorney advice that is not based on the 
client's best interest, or a marked disparity in sophistication in business or legal matters 
between the attorney and the client. The rule is designed to make sure chat attQmeys do 
not exploit rheir clients in acy of these respects. 
Obviously. all of the foregoing are risks of this contemplated transaction and 
reasons why it could be disadvantageous to curreot and former clients ofT. J. Angstman. 
The advantages of the contemplated transaction to you would be participation in a 
potentially lucrative business opportunity. However, the proposed business venture is not 
without risk. There .is substantial risk that the property will not receive entitlements or 
that financing for the project wiU be unavailable on tenns that are advanrageous to the 
Company. Further, there may be oo market for tbe .fmished development lots if lhe 
entitlements are .received. As a result, it is possible to lose a part of or all of your capital 
contributions. 
Further. it is important a[ this point to realize that this business transaction 
discussed above is separate and ~part ftom Angstman, Johnson & Assoc., PLLC's 
representation of you if you are a client of T.J. Angstman. In negotiating this transaction. 
T. J. Angstman is not representing your interests. He has expressly advised you to seek 
independent legal counsel or other financial or business counsel regarding fhis 
transaction. lf you feel rushed, discuss th.is fact with your attorney as there is no reason 
to rush this decision. Again, T. T. Angstman is not representing your interests in this 
matter but is looking out for his own business interests. 
By signing below, you agree and consent to negotiation of this business 
transaction as set forth in this agreement. The resolution of this business matter will not 
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affecr T. J. Angstman's zealous representation of you in any matter wm:re he cu.rrently 
represents you. 
11. Effective Date .For all purposes hereof, tbis Agreement shall be deemed 
effective as of the date first mentioned. above. 
ASSIGNOR: 
UQUID REALTY~ INC. 
Tim Schelhom, Member 
~duflW'rfL--
J · Schelhom. Member 
CONSENTING PARTIES " 
7;-tvd:Ztt~ ~/::4/2~' :r ' ..... Mickey 'ij.emier 
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::: American Paving Co. 
-""'. P .0. Box 395 
f)erldian, ID 83680 
To: T. J. Angstman Contact: 
Phone: (208) 888·7988 
Fax: (208) 888·5020 
Address: 3649 lake Harbor Phone: 384-8568 
Boise, ID 83703 Fax: 853-0117 
Project Name: Wandering Trails Subdivision Bid Number: 
Project location: Goodson Rd. Near Hop Rd, Canyon County, ID Bid Date: 11/16/2007 
lrtem Descrlpl:ron Estimated Quantity Unit ] 
Aggregate Base · 
3/4 RM, 4" Street 78,545 Sf 1,200.00 CY 
Total Price for above Aggregate Base Items: __ ___,_$.:.2_4_,,c,.o.,_o_oc,..o...;..o 
Pave Only 
AC 25" , Streets,51,670 Sf 810.00 TON 
Pit Run 
Fill Streets W/ PR 
Notes: 
Payment Terms: 
ACCEPTED: 
Total Price for above Pave Only lf;ems: ____ $_,_3::.;9:..:'...:6...:9...:0:.;.0=0 
3,563.00 CY 
Total Price for above t>it Run Items: $37,055.20 ---:-:-:~~;:.::::=. 
Total Alternate Price: ___ ..:.$...:1...:00-',~7...:4...:5.=.2=0 
• Bid based on plan sheets 1 thru 9 by Mason Stanfield, Inc. dated 11/2/07. 
GOOD FOR WORK COMPLETED IN 2007·08 ONLY. ASPHALT PAVING TO BE CLASS IU 1/2'1 ISPWC WITH PG 58-28. 
PROPOSAL IS FOR ASPHALT PAVING ONLY. BASE AND SUBBASE ARE OPTIONAL, OR BY OTHERS, STABLE, ON GRADE ANO 
PROVIDE A MINIMUM OF 1% FALL FOR DRAINAGE. NO WARRANTY WILL BE OFFERED IF THESE CONDillONS ARE NOT 
MET. 
Exclusions: . 
WEATHER CLAUSE: CONTRACf IS ACCEPTED ON THE TERMS THAT SEASONAL WEATHER CONDillONS MAY PREVENT THE 
START AND/OR COMPLETION OF WORK DURING THE WINTER OF 2007. 
Price for any appOcable permits; fees; testing; staking; sawcuttlng; demolition; excavation; removal of any hazardous material; 
rock excavatlonj removal and replacement of unstable materials; tree or fence removal; excavate and backfill for building 
foundation; vapor barrier; storm ·drain; Irrigation; soli erosion, dewatering; landscaping or landscape prep e.g. excavation, 
grading (fine or rough), topsoil, berms, etc.; concrete, base for concrete; concete collars; striping or slgnage other than 
specified or utilities, e.g.,sewer, water,fire line, etc. or adjustments_ to finished grade is not included in this proposal. 
We hereby propose to furnish labor and materials- complete in accordance with the above specifications for the sum of 
dollars($ AS SPEGFED ) with payment to be made as Follows: 
PAYMENT DUE WITHIN 15 DAYS OF INVOICE DATE. A CHARGE OF 1.5% WILL BE ASSEsED TO ALL PAST DUE ACCOUNTS 
All material is quaranteed to be as specified. All work to be completed in a workmanlike manner according to standard 
practices. Any alteration or deviation from above specifications involving extra costs, will be executed only upon written orders, 
and will become an extra change over and above the estimate. All agreements contingent upon strikes, accidents or delays 
beyond our control. Our workers are Fully covered by Workmens Compensation insurance and construction !lability. NOTE: if 
this proposal Is not accepted within 15 days, we reserve the right to withdraw, prices are subject to Increase due to market 
fluctuation, i.e. oil/fue[/concrete, etc. Upon acceptance a written schedule must be provided. 
CONFIRMED: 
The· above prices, specifications and conditions are satisfactory 
and hereby accepted. 
American Paving Co. 
Buyer: 
Signature: 
.Authorized Slgnature:l7'1!:::..f=::::~:::::==:::::~:==::::3;;:;;. __ ~..!-. 
Date of Acceptance: Estimator: 
) 
---' 1\-------------------------'---'--------------------------' 
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LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY AGREEMENT 
OF 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC 
TIDS SECURITY HAS NOT BEEN REGISTERED WITH THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE 
COMMISSION UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, 15 U.S.C. § 15b ET SEQ., AS AMENDED 
(THE "FEDERAL ACT"), IN RELIANCE UPON ONE (1) OR MORE EXEMPTIONS FROM THE 
REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS OF THE FEDERAL ACT. IN ADDITION, THE ISSUANCE OF 
TIDS SECURITY HAS NOT BEEN QUALIFIED UNDER THE IDAHO SECURITIES ACT OR ANY 
OTHER STATE SECURITIES LAWS (COLLECTIVELY, THE "STATE ACTS"), IN RELIANCE 
UPON ONE (1) OR MORE EXEMPTIONS FROM THE REGISTRATION PROVISIONS OF THE 
STATE ACTS. FURTHER, THIS SECURITY HAS NOT BEEN REGISTERED UNDER ANY 
FOREIGN SECURITIES LAW. IT IS UNLAWFUL TO CONSUMMATE A SALE OR OTHER 
TRANSFER OF THIS SECURITY OR ANY INTEREST THEREIN TO, OR TO RECEIVE ANY 
CONSIDERATION THEREFOR FROM, ANY PERSON OR ENTITY WITHOUT THE OPINION OF 
COUNSEL FOR THE COMPANY THAT THE PROPOSED SALE OR OTHER TRANSFER OF THIS 
SECURITY DOES NOT AFFECT THE AVAILABILITY TO THE COMPANY OF SUCH 
EXEMPTIONS FROM REGISTRATION AND QUALIFICATION, AND THAT SUCH PROPOSED 
SALE OR OTHER TRANSFER IS IN COMPLIANCE WITH ALL APPLICABLE STATE AND 
FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS. THE TRANSFER OF TI-llS SECURITY IS FURTHER 
RESTRICTED UNDER THE TERMS OF THE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY AGREEMENT 
GOVERNING THE COMPANY, A COPY OF WHICH IS ATTACHED HERETO. 
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LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY AGREEMENT 
OF 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC 
THIS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY AGREEMENT OF WANDERING TRAILS, 
LLC, is entered into effective as of May 31, 2006, by and among Mickey Bernier (hereinafter 
BeuJer); Dan and Claudia ·walters, husband and wife, (hereinafter, Walters) and Liquid Realty, 
Inc. (hereinafter, LRI). The capitalized terms used herein shall have the respective meanings 
assigned to such terms in Article X. 
1.01 Organization. 
ARTICLE I 
ORGANIZATION 
The Members hereby agree to organize the Company as an Idaho limited liability 
company pursuant to the provisions of the Idaho Act and upon the terms and conditions set forth 
in this Agreement. This Agreement supersedes any prior agreements and/or understandings of 
the Members with respect to the matters set forth herein and set forth the relevant rights, powers, 
duties and obligations of the Members. In connection with the execution of this Agreement, the 
Managing Member are hereby authorized to execute, acknowledge and/or verify such documents 
) and/or instruments as may be necessary and/or appropriate in order to continue the existence of 
the Company in accordance with the provisions of the Idaho Act. 
1.02 Names and Addresses of the Initial Members 
The names and addresses of the initial Members and their initial Percentage Interests are 
set forth on Exhibit A attached hereto. 
1.03 Name of Company; Registered Office and Agent 
The name of the Company is "WANDERING TRAILS, LLC" The Company's initial 
- registered office and the name of its initial registered agent shall be set forth in the filing with the 
Idaho Secretary of State as required by the Idaho Act. The Managing Member may change the 
registered office and registered agent from time to time. 
1.04 Principal Place of Business The principal office of the Company shall be at 3649 
Lakeharbor, Boise, Idaho 83703. The Managing Member may relocate the principal office or 
establish additional offices from time to time. 
1.05 Purpose of Business 
The express, limited and only purposes for which the Company is to exist are (i) to 
acquire the improved and unimproved real property consisting of approximately 153.7 acres 
located in the County of Canyon, State of Idaho (hereinafter the "Property"), as more 
particularly described on Schedule 3.01 hereto (hereinafter "the Property"); (ii) to obtain any 
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and all entitlements and/or other approvals necessary for the development of the Property for 
residential or commercial uses (collectively, the "Entitlements"), (iii) to own, hold for 
investment, sell, exchange, transfer or otherwise dispose of, and/or realize the economic benefit 
from, the Property and the Entitlements (collectively, the "Project"), and (iv) to do all things 
incidental to or in furtherance of the above-enumerated purposes. 
1.06 Fiduciary Duties 
No Member shall have any obligations (fiduciary or otherwise) with respect to the 
Company or to the other Members. Each Member may engage in whatever activities such 
Member may choose, whether the same are competitive with the Company or otherwise, without 
having or incurring any obligation to offer any interest in such activities to the Company or to 
the other Members. 
1.07 Term of Company 
The Articles of Organization were filed with the Secretary of State on or about 
November!, 2005, and the Company shall have perpetual duration unless terminated sooner 
pursuant to this Agreement. 
ARTICLE II 
MANAGEMENTOFTHECOMTANY 
2.01 Management by Managing Member 
LRI and Walters are hereby designated as the "Managing Members" of the Company. 
Except as set forth in Section 2.02 and Section 2.03 below or elsewhere in this Agreement, the 
Managing Members shall have the full and complete charge of all affairs of the Company, and 
the management and control of the Company's business shall rest exclusively with the Managing 
Members. All conveyances of title to Company property or any interest therein, loan documents, 
agreements, contracts and any and all other documents and/or instruments affecting or relating to 
the business and affairs of the Company shall be executed on the Company's behalf by the 
Managing Members alone and without execution by the other Member. The Managing Members 
shall devote such time to the Company as is necessary, in the sole and absolute discretion of the 
Managing Members, for the efficient operation of the Company's business. Nothing contained 
herein shall prevent the Managing Members or any of such Members' representatives, agents, 
employees or Affiliates from devoting time to other businesses, whether or not similar in nature 
to the business of the Company. In the event of a deadlock in the management of the Company, 
LRI shall be entitled to cast the tiebreaking vote. 
2.02 Acts Requiring Approval of Members -Majority Consent 
Notwithstanding any other provision contained in this Agreement, the Managing Member 
shall have no authority to bind the Company or to take action on behalf of the Company as to the 
following matters without first obtaining the approval of a simple majority of the Members (each 
Managing Member and Non~Managing Member having one vote each): · 
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) (a) Financing. Obtaining any financing or refinancing for the Company in 
amounts exceeding ninety percent (90%) of the value of the Project. 
(b) Litigation. Instituting, prosecuting, defending, settling, compromising 
and/or dismissing any lawsuit or other judicial or administrative proceedings or 
arbitration brought on behalf of or against the Company or the Members in connection 
with any activities arising out of, connected with, or incidental to, the Company. 
(c) Confess Judgments. Confessing a judgment against the Company. 
(d) Bankruptcy. The voluntary entry into by the Company of any bankruptcy 
proceeding (including, without limitation, the entry into by the Company of any 
composition with creditors and/or the filing of any proceeding under the United States 
Bankruptcy Code). 
(g) Other Matters. Any other matter requiring the affirmative vote of a 
majority of the Members under the terms of this Agreement. 
2.03 Acts Requiring Approval of Members- Unanimous Consent 
Notwithstanding any other provision contained in this Agreement, the Managing Member 
shall have no authority to bind the Company or to take action on behalf of the Company as to the 
following matters (collectively, the "Major Decisions") without first obtaining the unanimous 
approval of the Members (each Managing Member and Non-Managing Member having one vote 
( each): 
(a) Possess Company Property. Possessing Company property or assigning 
the rights of the Company in any specific Company property for other than the purposes 
set forth herein. 
(b) Extending Credit. The extension by the Company of credit or the making 
by the Company of any loans or becoming a surety, guarantor, endorser or 
accommodation endorser for any person or entity. 
(c) Dissolution. The dissolution or liquidation of the Company (other than 
any dissolution or liquidation resulting under Section 7.01). 
(d) Amendments to the Agreement. Any amendment to this Agreement. 
(e) Other Matters. Any other matter expressly requiring the affirmative vote 
of all the Members under the terms of this Agreement. 
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing provisions of this Section 2.03, the 
Managing Member shall not undertake any action, expend any sum, make any decision, give any 
consent, approval or authorization or incur any obligation with respect to any of the foregoing 
Major Decisions, unless and until the requisite consent of the Members is obtained pursuant to 
the provisions of this Section 2.03. 
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2.04 Permitted Contracts with Affiliates 
The Managing Members may transact business with the Company, the Members, 
Affiliates of the Members and/or the Company, provided that such transactions are made on 
terms and conditions which are consistent with the terms and conditions available from equally 
qualified third parties in the Ada or Canyon County markets. These permitted contracts with 
affiliates shall expressly include the use of legal services from affiliate Angstman Law, PLLC 
and the use of Terra Primus, a division of LRI, as a real estate broker for the sale of all or any 
uortion of the Proiect. 
~ J 
2.05 Consents and Approvals 
Whenever a Managing Member desire to take any proposed action which requires the 
approval of the Members hereunder and such Managing Member seeks and requests such _ 
approval without a meeting, then such Managing Member shall give written notice thereof to the 
Members, describing such proposed action in sufficient detail to enable the Members to exercise 
an informed judgment with respect thereto. As soon as practicable thereafter, each Member shall 
give the Managing Member written notice that such Member either approves or disapproves the 
progosed action. If any Member fails to respond (as provided herein) on or before the tenth 
(10 ) day following the receipt of such written notice of any such action proposed by the 
Managing Member, then such non-responding Member shall be conclusively presumed to have 
approved such action. If written notice is provided to each Member requesting approval of an 
action requiring approval of a majority of the Members, once sufficient votes in favor of the 
action have been obtained, the proposed action is approved and the Managing Member may 
initiate the proposed action. 
2.06 Meetings 
Although it is the express intent of the Members that there shall not be any required (or 
regularly scheduled) meetings of the Members, meetings may be called by any Member for the 
purpose of discussing and/or voting on the matters described in Section 2.02 and/or Section 2.03 
above. Any such meetings shall be held at such place (or by telephone conference), on such day 
and at such time as are mutually convenient for the Members. 
2.07 Liability and Indemnity 
None of1the Members nor any officer of the Company shall be liable or accountable in 
damages or otherwise to the Company or to the other Members for any error of judgment or any 
mistake of fact or law or for anything that such Member and/or officer may do or refrain from 
doing hereafter, except in the case of willful misconduct or gross negligence. To the maximum 
extent permitted by law, the Company hereby indemnifies, defends, protects and agrees to hold 
each Member (and each officer of the Company) wholly harmless from and against any loss, 
expense or damage suffered by such Member (and/or such officer) by reason of anything which 
such Member (and/or such officer) may do or refrain from doing hereafter for and on behalf of 
the Company and in furtherance of its interest; provided, however, the Company shall not be 
required to indemnify, defend, protect or hold any Member (and/or any such officer) harmless 
from any loss, expense or damage which such Member (and/or such officer) may suffer as a 
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··,.. result of such Member's (and/or such officer's) willful misconduct or gross negligence in 
performing or in failing to perform such Member's (and/or such officer's) duties hereunder 
and/or for any acts in contravention of this Agreement. The indemnity described in the 
preceding sentence shall be recoverable only from the assets of the Company and not from the 
assets of any Member. The provisions of this Agreement, to the extent that they restrict the 
duties (including fiduciary duties) and liabilities of any Member (and/or any officer) otherwise 
existing at law or in equity, are agreed by the Members to replace such duties (including 
fiduciary duties) and liabilities of such Member (and/or such officer). 
. 2.08 Fees and Reimbursements 
Neither the Members nor the officers of the Company (if any) or their respective 
Affiliates and/or representatives shall be paid any compensation for rendering services to the 
Company (with the exception of legal fees for legal services performed on behalf of the 
Company by Angstman Law, PLLC and brokerage commissions paid to Terra Primus. The 
Managing Members shall be reimbursed (without reduction to such Member's Capital Account, 
Initial Contribution Account and/or Additional Contribution Account) for any expenses incurred 
by such Member on behalf of the Company that relate to the business and affairs of the 
Company. 
2.09 Designation of Officers 
The Managing Members may, from time to time, designate officers of the Company and 
delegate to such officers such authority and duties as the Managing Members may deem 
advisable and may assign titles (including, without limitation, president, vice-president, secretary 
and/or treasurer) to any such officer. Unless the Managing Members otherwise determines, if the 
title assigned to an officer of the Company is one commonly used for officers of a business 
corporation formed under the Idaho Corporations Code, the assignment of such title shall 
constitute the delegation to such officer of the authority and duties that are customarily 
associated with such office pursuant to the Idaho Corporations Code. Ariy number of titles may 
be held by the same officer. Any officer to whom a delegation is made pursuant to the foregoing 
shall serve in the capacity delegated unless and until such delegation is revoked by a majority of 
the Managing Members or such officer resigns. 
2.10 Plans 
The Managing Members shall prepare or cause to be prepared all preliminary and final 
.~ 
plats; surveys; engineering plans, renderings and drawings; pressurized irrigation system plans; 
construction drawings and plans; and other plans and drawings (collectively ''Plans") as required 
or necessary to complete development of the Project, which Plans shall include a master plat, 
pressurized irrigation system plan and engineering plan for all phases of the Project. 
2.11 Admission of Additional Members 
The Managing Members may admit additional Members on terms that are deemed, in the 
Managing· Members discretion; to be beneficial to the Company. Such Additional Members shall 
) agree to be bound by the terms of this agreement. 
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ARTICLE ill 
MEl\1BERS' CONTRIBUTIONS TO COl\1PANY 
3.01 Initial Capital Contributions 
Concurrently with the execution and delivery of this Agreement, the Managing Members 
shall be obligated to make the capital contributions disclosed on Schedule 3.01 attached hereto. 
Any and all contributions made by the Managing Members to the capital of the Company 
pursuant to thisSection 3.01 shall be credited to the respective Capital Accounts and Initial 
Contribution Accounts of the Managing Members as and when such contributions are made . 
.,.J..Q2. Sale of Property to the Company. Bernier shall deed his property as identified on 
Schedule 3.02 to the Company by warranty deed. This conveyance shall be an installment sale 
of such property and payment for any property so conveyed shall be made by the Company upon 
the sale of any such property by the Company to thi.td parties, except as otherwise provided in 
this paragraph. The purchase price shall be $8,000 per gross surveyed acre of the property 
identified in Schedule 3.02 and shall be apportioned by the number of acres (or partial acres) of 
such property the Company is conveying in a particular transaction. For example if the 
Company were conveying a parcel of land purchased from Bernier that was 2.5 acres in size, the 
Company would be obligated to pay Bernier $20,000 from the closing proceeds (less any 
applicable credits as described below in this paragraph). Such funds would be collected by the 
closing agent on such transaction and remitted by such closing agent directly to Bernier. Profits 
realized by the Company on such transaction would be allocated to the Members as provided in 
Article IV. At the initial closing, the Company shall pay a sum of not more than $500,000 to 
Bernier. Tills sum shall be calculated by totaling Bernier's entire secured indebtedness on the 
Property and adding $50,000. This sum shall be a prorated credit toward the purchase price of 
the Property (if the gross surveyed acreage is 153.7 acres and $500,000 is paid at the initial 
closing to Bernier, there shall be a per acre credit of $3253.00 toward the $8000 per acre 
purchase price.) It is understood that the Company shall borrow money secured by the Property 
from time to time and that any such indebtedness shall be senior to any claim of Bernier. 1 • 
f6tt"lt~~ c£,.,s nd •nCfCII4. ,y.,-•fNJ-•n .. 
3.03 Additional Capital Contributions /1~·1'~ _:r "~EP.,.,_~6 n1tl p .. ~l; 
-· ~ y/~tf} 
If contributions in excess of the initial con tions set forth in Secti n 3.01 are required 
for the Project, er ifthe Company is unable to generate sufficient funds through financing 
...... 
activities to meet its current or projected financial requirements, then the Managing Members 
shall be obligated to contribute to the capital of the Company, in cash, an amount sufficient to 
satisfy such cash deficit. Any and all contributions made to the capital of the Company by any 
Managing Member pursuant to this Section 3.03 shall be credited to the Capital Account and 
Additional Contribution Account of such Managing Members as and when any such additional 
contribution is made. 
3.04 Remedy For Failure to Contribute Capital 
If the Managing Members (the "Non-Contributing Member") fails to contribute all or 
any portion of the capital contribution required to be made by such Managing Member pursuant 
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to Section 3.03 ("Delinquent Contribution"), within thirty (30) days after a detennination that 
the additional contributions are due, then the other Members (collectively, the "Contributing 
Members" and individually, a "Contributing Member"), as such Members' sole and exclusive 
remedy pursuant to this Agreement, shall have the right to select one ( 1) or more of the following 
options in the manner set forth below in this Section 3.04: 
J&_ Default Loan. The Contributing Member(s) may advance to the 
Company, in cash and in proportion to their respective Percentage Interests (or in such 
different proportions as such Members may otherwise detennine), ar1 amount equal to the 
Delinquent Contribution, and such advance shall be treated as a non-recourse loan 
(''Default Loan") by the Contributing Member(s) to the Non-Contributing Member, 
bearing interest at a rate equal to the lesser of (i) the greater of the prevailing US Bank 
commercial reference (prime) rate plus three (3) percentage points, adjusted and 
compounded on the first day of each month during the term of such Default Loan or ten 
percent (10%) per annum, or (ii) the maximum, nonusurious rate then permitted by law 
for such loans. Each Default Loan shall be due six (6) months from the date such loan 
was advanced. 
As of the effective date of any advance of a Default Loan, the Non-Contributing 
Member shall be deemed to have contributed an amount equal to the principal amount of 
such Default Loan to the capital of the Company, and each of the Capital Account and 
the Additional Contribution Account of the Non-Contributing Member shall be credited 
with a like amount. Notwithstanding the provisions of Articles V and Vll, until any and 
all Default Loans advanced to a Non-Contributing Member are repaid in full, such Non-
Contributing Member shall draw no further distributions from the Company, and all cash 
or property otherwise distributable with respect to such Non-Contributing Member's 
Interest shall be distributed to the Contributing Member(s) that has advanced the Default 
Loan(s) to such Non-Contributing Member, in proportion to (and as a reduction of) the 
outstanding balance of any and all such Default Loans (together with any and all accrued 
and unpaid interest thereon), with such funds being applied first to reduce any and all 
interest accrued on such Default Loan and then to reduce the principal amount thereof. 
Any amounts so applied shall be deemed, for all purposes under this Agreement, to have 
been distributed to the Non-Contributing Member and applied by such Non-Contributing 
Member to repay such outstanding Default Loan(s). 
In order to secure the repayment of any and all Default Loans made on behalf of a 
Non-~ntributing Member, such Non-Contributing Member hereby grants a security 
interest in favor of the Contributing Member(s) advancing such Default Loan(s) in and to 
such Non-Contributing Member's Interest in the Company, and hereby irrevocably 
appoints the Contributing Member(s), and any of the Contributing Member's(s') 
respective agents, partners, trustees, officers, or employees, as such Non-Contributing 
Member's attorney-in-fact, with full power to prepare, execute, acknowledge, and 
deliver, as applicable, all documents, instruments, and/or agreements memorializing 
and/or securing such Default Loan(s) including, without limitation, such Uniform 
Commercial Code financing and continuation statements, pledge and/or security 
agreements, mortgages and other security instruments as may be reasonably appropriate 
to perfeCt and continue such security interest in favor of such Contributing Member(s). 
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If, upon the maturity of any Default Loan (taking into account any agreed upon 
extensions thereof), any principal thereof and/or accrued interest thereon remains 
outstanding, the Contributing Member(s) advancing such Default Loan(s) (or a portion 
thereof) may elect any one (1) of the following options: (i) to renew such Default Loan 
(or portion thereof) pursuant to the terms and provisions of this Section 3.04( a) for an 
additional term of six (6) months; (ii) to contribute all or any portion of such outstanding 
principal of and accrued, unpaid interest on such Default Loan (or portion thereof) to the 
capital of the Company and dilute the Percentage Interest of such Non-Contributing 
Member pursuant to u;e provisions of Section 3.04(b ); or (iii) to institute legal (or other) 
proceedings against the Non-Contributing Member to collect such loan which may 
include, without limitation, foreclosing upon the security interest granted above. The 
Contributing Member may elect any of the options set forth in the immediately preceding 
sentence by giving written notice of such election to the Non-Contributing Member 
within thirty (30) days following such maturity date. Failure of the Contributing Member 
to timely give such written notice to the Non-Contributing Member shall be deemed to 
constitute an election to renew such Default Loan for an additional term of six (6) months 
on the terms set forth herein. 
(b) Dilution Remedy. The Contributing Member(s) may contribute to the 
capital of the Company, in cash, in proportion to their respective Percentage Interests (or 
in such different proportion as such Contributing Member(s) may otherwise detennine), 
an amount equal to the Delinquent Contribution, and such Contributing Member's(s') 
respective Capital Account(s) and Additional Contribution Account(s) shall each be 
credited with the amount contributed by such Contributing Member(s). Upon the 
maturity of a Default Loan that is not fully repaid on or before the maturity date thereof, 
the Contributing Member(s) advancing such Default Loan also may contribute to the 
capital of the Company, in accordance with the provisions of Section 3.04(a) above, all or 
any portion of the outstanding principal of and/or accrued interest on such Default Loan 
(or portion thereof) previously advanced by such Contributing Member(s) that is not 
repaid prior to the maturity date thereof, and (i) the amount of such outstanding principal 
and/or interest so contributed shall be deemed repaid and satisfied, (ii) the Additional 
Contribution Account and the Capital Account of the Non-Contributing Member shall be 
decreased, but not below zero (0), by the amount of such outstanding principal and/or 
interest so contributed, and (iii) the Capital Account(s) and the Additional Contribution 
Account(s) of the Contributing Member(s) shall be increased by the amount of such 
outstanding principal and/or interest so contributed. 
~ 
,'1;-
Upon the contribution of the Delinquent Contribution and/or the outstanding 
balance of a Default Loan by the Contributing Member(s ), the Percentage Interest of the 
Non-Contributing Member shall be decreased by one (1) percentage point (or fraction 
thereof) for each Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) (or proportionate amount 
thereof) of the Delinquent Contribution (or the outstanding principal balance of and/or 
accrued, unpaid interest on, a Default Loan, as the case may be) contributed by the 
Contributing Member(s) to the capital of the Company. The Percentage Interest(s) of the 
Contributing Member(s) shall be increased by a like number of percentage points in 
proportion to the portion of the Delinquent Contribution (or outstanding principal of, and 
accrued interest on, any Default Loan) contributed by each such Contributing Member. 
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Any and all adjustments to the Members' respective Percentage Interests pursuant 
to this Section 3.04(b) shall be rounded to the nearest one one-hundredth of one 
percentage point (.01 %) and the Contributing Member(s) shall not succeed to all or any 
portion of the Capital Account, Initial Contribution Account and/or Additional 
Contribution Account, as the case may be, of the Non-Contributing Member as the result 
of any such adjustment. 
(c) Application of Provisions. If any Contributing Member advances any 
amount to the Company pursuant to ~lris Section 3.04 but fails to specify which of ihe 
foregoing options such Contributing Member has elected within ten (10) days after the 
effective date that such Contributing Member makes such advance, then such 
Contributing Member shall be deemed to have elected the option set forth in 
Section 3.04(a) above with respect to such advance. 
3.05 Capital Contributions in General 
Except as otherwise expressly provided in tl:iis Agreement, (i) no part of the contributions 
of any Member to the capital of the Company may be withdrawn by such Member, (ii) no 
Member shall be entitled to receive interest on such Member's contributions to the capital of the 
Company, (iii) no Member shall have the right to demand or receive property other than cash in 
return for such Member's contribution to the Company, (iv) no Member shall have the right to 
revoke the installment sale of the property identified in Schedule 3.02 and receive title to such 
property and (v) no Member shall be required or be entitled to contribute additional capital to the 
Company other than as permitted or required by this Article ill. 
ARTICLE IV 
ALLOCATION OF PROFITS AND LOSSES 
4.01 Allocations of Income and Gain 
All income and gain attributable to the operation or sale of the Project or other assets of 
the Company shall be allocated to the Members in the same manner as cash is to be distributed 
pursuant to Section 5.01. 
4.02 Allocations of Net Loss 
All Net :{.-osses attributable to the operation of the Company shall be allocated to the 
Members acccfrding to the following schedule: 
(a) First, to the Members in proportion to their respective Percentage Interests 
until such losses equal the outstanding balance of each Member's positive Additional 
Contribution Account balance; 
(b) Second, to the Members in proportion to their respective Percentage 
Interests until such losses equal the outstanding balance of each Member's positive Initial 
Contribution Account balance; and 
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(c) Thereafter, all remaining Net Losses shall be allocated to the Members in 
proportion to their respective Percentage Interests. 
4.03 _Special Allocations 
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement, no allocation of Net Losses 
shall be made to any Member to the extent such an allocation would cause a, or increase the, 
deficit balance standing in such Member's Capital Account (in excess of such Member's 
allocable share of partnership and/or partner minimum gain and after taking into account ailY 
adjustments set forth in Treasury Regulation Section 1.704(b)-l(b)(2)(ii)(d)) and any such Net 
Losses shall instead be allocated to the Members based upon their respective "interests" in the 
Company as detennined in accordance with Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-l(b). In 
addition, items of income and gain shall be specially allocated to the Members in accordance 
with the qualified income offset provisions set forth in Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-
l(b)(2)(ii)(d). Notwithstanding any other provision in this Article IV, (i) any and all 
"partnership nonrecourse deductions" (as defmed in Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-
2(b )( 1)) of the Company for any fiscal year or other period shall be allocated to the Members in 
proportion to their respective Percentage Interests; (ii) any and all "partner nonrecourse 
deductions" (as such term is defined in Treasury Regulation Sections 1.704-2(i)(2)) attributable 
to any "partner nonrecourse debt" (as such term is defined in Treasury Regulation 
Section 1.704-2(b)(4)) shall be allocated to the Member that bears the "economic risk of loss" 
(as determined under Treasury Regulation Section 1.752-2) for such "partner nonrecourse 
debt" in accordance with Treasury Regulation Section 1. 704-2(i)(l); (iii) each Member shall be 
specially allocated items of Company income and gain in accordance with the partnership 
minimum gain chargeback requirements set forth in Treasury Regulation Sections 1.704-2(£) and 
1.704-2(g); and (iv) each Member with a share of the minimum gain attributable to any "partner 
nonrecourse debt" shall be specially allocated items of Company income and gain in 
accordance with the partner minimum chargeback requirements of Treasury Regulation Sections 
1.704-2(i)(4) and 1.704-2(i)(5). For purposes of determining the Members' respective shares of 
Company nonrecourse liabilities pursuant to Section 752 of the Code and the Treasury 
Regulations promulgated thereunder, (i) a Member's Interest in Company profits shall be 
deemed to include the allocable share of minimum gain (as determined under Treasury 
Regulation Section 1.704-2(g)), Code Section 704(c) gain and any Net Profits allocable to such 
Member pursuant to this Article IV, and (ii) such Company profits shall be deemed allocable to 
the Members in the following order of priority: (a) first, to the Members to the extent of, and in 
proportion to, their respective allocable shares of minimum gain, (b) second, to the Members to 
the extent of, and in proportion to, their respective shares of Code Section 704( c) gain, (c) third, 
to the Members to the extent of, and in proportion to, their respective negative Capital Account 
balances, if any; and (d) thereafter, to the Members in proportion to their respective Percentage 
Interests. 
4.04 Curative Allocations 
The allocations set forth in Section 4.03 (the "Regulatory Allocations") are intended to 
comply with certain requirements of the Treasury_Regulations. It is the intent of the Members 
that, to the extent possible, all Regulatory Allocations shall be offset either with other Regulatory 
Allocations or with special allocations of other items of Company income, gain, loss or 
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) deduction pursuant to this Section 4.04. Therefore, notwithstanding any other provision of this Article N (other than the Regulatory Allocations), the Managing Member shall make such 
offsetting special allocations of Company income, gain, loss or deduction in whatever manner he 
determines appropriate so that, after such offsetting allocations are made, each Member's Capital 
Account balance is, to the extent possible, equal to the Capital Account balance such Member 
would have had if the Regulatory Allocations wete not part of this Agreement and all Company 
items were allocated pursuant to Sections 4.01 and 4.02. In exercising his discretion under this 
Section 4.04, the Managing Member shall take into account future Regulatory Allocations under 
the flrst two (2) sentences of Section 4.03 that, although not yet made, are likely to offset other 
Regulatory Allocations previously made under the provisions of Section 4.03. 
4.05 Differing Tax Basis; Tax Allocation 
The Members shall cause depreciation and/or cost recovery deductions and gain or loss 
with respect to each item of property treated as contributed to the capital of the Company to be 
allocated among the Members for federal income tax purposes in accordance with the principles 
of Section 704( c) of the Code and the Treasury Regulations promulgated thereunder, and for 
state income tax purposes in accordance with comparable provisions of the Idaho Revenue & 
Taxation Code, as amended, and the regulations promulgated thereunder, so as to take into 
account the variation, if any, between the adjusted tax basis of such property and its book value 
(as determined for purposes of the maintenance of Capital Accounts in accordance with this 
Agreement and Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(g)). 
ARTICLEV 
( DISTRIBUTIONS 
5.01 Distribution of Cash Flow 
Subject to Section 5.02, Cash Flow of the Company shall be distributed to the Members 
in accordance with the following schedule: 
(a) First, to the Members in proportion to, and to the extent of, the positive 
balances standing in their respective Additional Contribution Accounts, if any; 
(b) Second, to the Members in proportion to, and to the extent of, the positive 
balances standing in their respective Initial Contribution Accounts, if any, until such time 
as each J)lember has received distributions equal to their Initial Capital Contribution; and 
~~ 
(c) Thereafter, to the Members in proportion to their respective Percentage 
Interests. 
5.02 Limitations on Distributions 
Notwithstanding any other provision contained in this Agreement, the Company shall not 
make a distribution of Cash Flow (or other proceeds) to any Member if such distribution would 
violate the Idaho Act or any other applicable law. Furthermore, items of income and expense 
associated with the property identified on Schedule 3.01 shall be allocated to the Member who 
has sold such property to the Company and positive cash flow, if any, resulting therefrom shall 
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Member. The Member will be responsible for all utility payments or other expenses associated 
with the Company property being so used. Upon demand, any Member who has personal 
property stored outside the residence on the Property shall immediately remove any such 
personal property from the premises. To the extent a Member does not pay such expenses and 
the expenses are paid by the Company, the Company will deduct 125% of such expenses from 
the first funds available for distribution to such Member for reimbursement. 
5.03 In-Kind Distribution 
Assets of the Company (other than cash) shall not be distributed in kind to the Members 
without the prior written approval of all of the Members. If any assets of the Company are 
distributed to the Members in kind, then for purposes of this Agreement, such assets shall be 
valued on the basis of the agreed upon fair market value thereof (without taking into account 
Section 770l(g) of the Code) on the date of distribution, and any Member entitled to any interest 
in such assets shall receive such interest as a tenant-in-common with the other Members so 
entitled with an undivided interest in such assets in proportion to their respective Capital 
Accounts (after taking into account all Capital Account adjustments, including any book-up or 
book-down caused by such distribution) or as such Members may otherwise jointly agree. Upon 
such distribution, the Capital Accounts of the Members shall be adjusted to reflect the amount of 
gain or loss that would have been allocated to the Members pursuant to the appropriate 
provisions of this Agreement had the Company sold the assets being distributed for their agreed 
upon fair market value (taking into account Section 770 I (g) of the Code) immediately prior to 
their distribution. 
5.04 Shared Priorities 
If there is more than one Member or assignee who is entitled to the same priority of 
distribution and there is not enough cash available for distribution to cover all distributions in 
that priority category, the cash available for distribution shall be distributed to the Members 
and/or assignees entitled to distribution within that priority category in the relationship which 
each of the Member's and/or assignee's respective claims in that priority category bear to the 
total claims of all Members and/or assignees in that priority category. 
ARTICLE VI 
RESTRICTIONS ON TRANSFERS OF COMPANY INTERESTS 
6.01 Limitations on Transfer 
,'if' 
No Member shall be entitled to sell, exchange, assign, transfer, or otherwise dispose of, 
pledge, hypothecate, encumber or otherwise grant a security interest in, directly or indirectly, all 
or any part of such Member's Interest or withdraw or retire from the Company, without the prior 
written consent of all of the other Members, which consent may be withheld in each such other 
Member's sole and absolute discretion. Any attempted transfer, encumbrance or withdrawal in 
violation of the restrictions set forth in this Article VI shall be null and void ab initio and of no 
force or effect. 
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6.02 Right of First Refusal 
If any Member desires to transfer all or any portion of such Member's Interest in the 
Company (the "Offered Interest"), then such Member shall give written notice ("Offering 
Notice") to the other Members of such transferring Member's intention to so transfer. The 
Offering Notice shall specify the identity of the proposed transferee, the consideration the 
transferring Member intends to receive for the Offered Interest and the terms upon which such 
transferring Member intends to so transfer. For a period of thirty (30) days following the 
effective date of the Offering Notice, each non-transferring Member shall have the right to 
purchase all, but not less than all, of the Offered Interest for the purchase price and on the terms 
stated in the Offering Notice. If more than one (1) non-transferring Member elects to purchase 
the Offered Interest, then such purchasing non-transferring Members shall purchase the Offered 
Interest in proportion to their respective Percentage Interests (or in such different proportions as 
such Members may otherwise determine). If any non-transferring Member elects to purchase the 
Offered Interest, then the transfer of the Offered Interest to such non-transferring Member shall 
be closed and consummated at the principal office of the Company in Idaho on the ninetieth 
(90th) day following the effective date of the Offering Notice. If all of the non-transferring 
Members fail to timely and validly elect to purchase the Offered Interest, then the transferring 
Member shall have the right for one hundred twenty (120) days after the effective date of the 
Offering Notice to make the proposed transfer to the transferee identified in the Offering Notice 
for the price and on the terms set forth in the Offering Notice. If such proposed transfer is not 
made to the proposed transferee during such 120-day period, the transferring Member's right to 
transfer its Offered Interest shall automatically cease, and the provisions of Section 6.01 and this 
Section 6.02 shall once again be operative relative to any subsequent proposed transfer of such 
transferring Member's Interest in the Company. This right of frrst refusal does not apply to 
transfers for estate planning purposes. 
6.03 Admission of Substituted Members; Assignees 
If any Member transfers such Member's Interest to a transferee in accordance with 
Section 6.01 or 6.02, then such transferee shall be entitled to be admitted into the Company as a 
substituted member and this Agreement shall be amended in accordance with the Idaho Act to 
reflect such admission, provided that: (i) a Majority-in-Interest of the non-transferring Members 
shall reasonably approve the form and content of the instrument of transfer; (ii) the transferor 
and transferee named therein shall execute and acknowledge such other instruments as a 
Majority-in-Interest of the non-transferring Members may deem reasonably necessary to 
effectuate suclsl,.admission; (iii) the transferee in writing accepts and adopts all of the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement, as the same may have been amended; and (iv) the transferor pays, 
as a Majority-in-Interest of the non-transferring Members may reasonably determine, all 
reasonable expenses incurred in connection with such admission, including, without limitation, 
legal fees and costs. An assignee of an Interest who does not become a substituted member shall 
have no right to require any information or account of the Company's transactions, to inspect the 
Company books, or to vote on any of the matters as to which a Member would be entitled to vote 
under this Agreement. An assignee shall only be entitled to share in such Net Profits and Net 
Losses, to {eceive such distributions, and to receive such allocations of income, gain, loss, 
deduction or credit or similar items to which the assignor was entitled, to the extent assigned. 
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6.04 Election; Allocations Between Transferor and Transferee 
Upon the transfer of the Interest of any Member or the distribution of any property of the 
Company to a Member, the Company may file, in the reasonable discretion of the Managing 
Member, an election in accordance with applicable Treasury Regulations, to cause the basis of 
the Company property to be adjusted for federal income tax purposes as provided by Sections 
734 and 743 of the Code. Upon the transfer of all or any part of the Interest of a Member as 
hereinabove provided; Net Profits and Net Losses shall be allocated between the transferor and 
tra.11sferee on the basis of t..lJ.e computation met..l:lod which in- u~e reasonable discretion of the 
Managing Member, is in the best interests of the Company, provided such method is in 
conformity with the methods prescribed by Section 706 of the Code and Treasury Regulation 
Section 1.706-1(c)(2)(ii). 
6.05 Partition 
No Member shall have the right to partition any assets of the Company or any interest 
therein, nor shall a Member make application or proceeding for a partition thereto and, upon any · 
breach of the provisions of this Section 6.05 by any Member, the other Members (in addition to 
all rights and remedies afforded by law or equity) shall be entitled to a decree or order restraining 
or enjoining such application, action or proceeding. No Member shall file a lis pendens or any 
other document affecting title to the premises or the ability of the Company to transfer its real 
property. In the event a Member files a lis pendens or other such document, the Company shall 
be entitled to have an immediate order from a court of competent jurisdiction issued removing 
such lis pendens or other document from the public records and declaring the same null and void 
{ . ab initio. 
\ 
6.06 Waiver of Withdrawal and Purchase Rights 
Each Member hereby waives any and all rights such Member may have to withdraw 
and/or resign from the Company pursuant to the Idaho Act and hereby waives any and all rights 
such Member may have to receive the fair value of such Member's Interest in the Company upon 
such resignation and/or withdrawal pursuant to Section 53-630 of the Idaho Act. 
ARTICLEVTI 
DISSOLUTION AND WINDING UP OF THE COMPANY 
7.01 Dissolution ofthe Company 
.~-
In the event of any Member's bankruptcy, retirement, resignation, expulsion or other 
cessation to serve or the admission of any new Member into the Company, the Company §~all 
not dissolve, but the business of the Company shall continue without interruption and w!thout 
any break in continuity. The Company shall be dissolved upon the first to occur of: (i) the sale, 
transfer or other disposition by" the Company of all or· substantially all of its assets and the 
collection by the Company of any and all Cash Flow derived therefrom; (ii) the affirmative 
election of all of the Members to dissolve the Company; or (iii) the entry of a decree of judicial 
dissolution pursuant to Section 53-643 of the Idaho Act. · 
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7.02 Winding Up of the Company 
Upon the Liquidation of the Company caused by other than the termination of the 
Company under Section 708(b )(1 )(b) of the Code (in which latter case the Company shall remain 
in existence in accordance with the provisions of such Section of the Code), the Managing 
Member shall proceed to the winding up of the affairs of the Company and the assets shall be 
liquidated as promptly as consistent with obtaining a fair value therefore. During such winding 
up process, the Net Profits and Net Losses shall continue to be shared by the Members in 
accordance with this Agreement. Any proceeds remaining following the liquidation of the assets 
of the Company shall be applied and distributed by the Company on or before the end of the 
taxable year of such Liquidation or, if later, within ninety (90) days after such Liquidation, in the 
following order: 
(a) First, to creditors of the Company, including, without limitation, any 
Members that are creditors, all in the order of priority as provided by law1; 
(b) Second, to establishing any reserves which the Managing Member deem 
necessary, in its reasonable discretion, for any contingent, conditional or unmatured 
liabilities or obligations of the Company; and 
(c) Third, to the Members in proportion to, and to the extent of, the positive 
balance standing in each such Member's Capital Account (after taking into account all 
Capital Account adjustments for the taxable year of such Liquidation). 
(d) The balance, if any to the Members in proportion to their respective 
Percentage Interests. 
Any reserve withheld pursuant to Section 7.02(b) shall be distributed as soon as 
practicable, as determined in the reasonable discretion of the Managing Member, to the Members 
in as provided in Sections 7.02(c) and 7.02(d), as applicable. 
7.03 Negative Capital Account Restoration 
No Member shall have any obligation whatsoever upon the Liquidation of such 
Member's Interest, the Liquidation of the Company or in any other event, to contribute all or any 
portion of any negative balance standing in such Member's Capital Account to the Company, to 
the other Members or to any other person or entity. 
<¢:"' 
In the event of liquidation, the property identified on Schedule 3.02 shall be reconveyed to the Member that sold 
such property to th·e Company or such Member's assignee. Such reconveyance shall be in complete satisfaction of 
any obligation by the Company to pay the purchase price. 
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ARTICLE VITI 
BOOKS AND RECORDS 
8.01 Books of Account and Bank Accounts 
The fiscal year and taxable year of the Company shall be the year ending December 31. 
The Company books and records shall be maintained on a cash or accrual basis, as determined 
by the Managing Member. During normal business hours at the principal office of the Company 
in Idari.o all of the following shall be made available for inspection and copying by all of the 
Members at their own expense for any reason reasonably related to each such Member's Interest 
in the Company: (i) true and full information regarding the status of the business and financial 
condition of the Company, (ii) a current list of the name and last known business, residence or 
mailing address of each Member, (iii) a copy of this Agreement, the Articles of Organization and 
all amendments thereto, (iv) the amount of cash and a description and statement of the agreed 
value of any other property or services contributed by each Member to the capital of the 
Company and which each Member has agreed to contribute in the future, and (v) the date upon 
which each Member became a Member of the Company. All receipts, funds and income of the 
Company shall be deposited into a bank account selected by the Managing Member and 
disbursements from such account may be made only upon the signature of the Managing 
Member, or either of them, or such officer(s) of the Company designated by the Managing 
Member. 
8.02 Tax Returns and Financial Statements 
Within sixty (60) days after the close of each fiscal year, the Managing Member shall 
cause to be prepared and timely filed and distributed to each Member, at the expense of the 
Company, all required federal and state Company tax returns. T. J. Angstman is hereby 
designated as the "tax matters partner" of the Company in accordance with Section 6231(a)(7) 
of the Code and the Treasury Regulations promulgated thereunder. 
9.01 Notices 
ARTICLE IX 
MISCELLANEOUS 
All notices or other communications required or permitted hereunder shall be in writing, 
and shall be delivered or sent, as the case may be, by any of the following methods: (i) personal 
delivery, (ii) overnight commercial carrier, (iii) registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, 
return receipt requested, or (iv) telegraph, telex, telecopy, or cable. Any such notice or other 
communication shall be deemed received and effective upon the earlier of (a) if personally 
delivered, the date of delivery to the address of the person to receive such notice; (b) if delivered 
by overnight commercial carrier, one (1) day following the receipt of such communication by 
such carrier from the sender, as shown on the sender's delivery invoice from such carrier; (c) if 
mailed, on the date of delivery as shown by the sender's registry or certification receipt; (d) if 
given by telegraph or cable, when pelivered to the telegraph company with charges prepaid; or . 
(e) if given by telex or telecopy, when sent. Any notice or other communication sent by cable, 
telex, or telecopy must be confirmed within forty-eight (48) hours by letter mailed or delivered in 
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accordance with the foregoing. Any reference herein to the date of delivery, or giving, or 
effective date, as the case may be, of any notice or communication shall refer to the date such 
communication becomes effective under the terms of this Section 9.0 1. Any reference herein to 
the date of receipt shall refer to the date such communication is actually received, which shall be 
deemed to be the date such recipient executes the registry or certification receipt or the actual 
receipt if no registry or certification receipt is executed. Any such notice or other 
communication so delivered shall be addressed to the party to be served at the address for such 
party set forth on Exhibit A attached hereto. Such addresses may be changed by giving written 
notice to the other parties in the manner set forth in this Section 9.01. Rejection or other refusal 
to accept or the inability to deliver because of changed address of which no notice was given 
shall be deemed to constitute receipt of notice or other communication sent. 
9.02 Construction of Agreement; Mise; Attorney Fees; Further Assurances 
The Article and Section headings of this Agreement are used herein for reference 
purposes only and shall not govern, limit, or be used in construing this Agreement or any 
provision hereof. Time is of the essence of this Agreement. The provisions of this Agreement 
shall be construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of Idaho all rights, 
duties, obligations and remedies shall be governed by the Idaho Act without regard to principles 
of conflict of laws. If any proceeding is brought by any Member against any other Member that 
arises out of or is connected with this Agreement, then the prevailing Member in such 
proceeding shall be entitled to recover reasonable attorneys' fees and costs. Each Member 
agrees to perform any further acts, and to execute and deliver (with acknowledgment, 
verification, and/or affidavit, if required) any further documents and instruments, as may be 
reasonably necessary or desirable to implement and/or accomplish the provisions of this 
Agreement and the transactions contemplated herein. Subject to the restrictions set forth in 
Article VI and Section 9.03, this Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and shall bind the parties 
hereto and their respective personal representatives, successors, and assigns. Any agreement to 
pay any amount and any assumption of liability herein contained, express or implied, shall be 
only for the benefit of the Members and their respective successors and assigns, and such 
agreements and assumptions shall not inure to the benefit of the obligees of any indebtedness or 
any other party, whomsoever, deemed to be a third-party beneficiary of this Agreement. Where 
the context so requires, the use of the neuter gender shall include the masculine and feminine 
genders, the masculine gender shall include the feminine and neuter genders, and the singular 
number shall include the plural and vice versa. Every provision of this Agreement is intended to 
be severable. This Agreement contains the entire understanding between the parties hereto with 
respect to their relative rights, duties and obligations as Members of the Company and 
supersedes any prior or contemporaneous understanding, correspondence, negotiations or 
agreements between them with respect thereto. No alteration, modification or interpretation 
hereof shall be binding unless in writing signed by all of the Members. This Agreement may be 
executed in multiple counterparts, all of which, taken together, shall constitute one (1) and the 
same Agreement binding upon the parties hereto. Each Member acknowledges that (i) each 
Member is of equal bargaining strength; (ii) each Member has actively participated in the 
drafting, preparation and negotiation of this Agreement; and (iii) any rule of construction to the 
effect that ambiguities are to be resolved against the drafting party shall not apply in the 
interpretation of this Agreement, any portion hereof or any amendments hereto. 
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9.03 Investment Representations 
Each Member agrees as follows with respect to investment representations: 
(a) General Securities Representations. Each Member understands: 
(i) That the interests in the Company evidenced by this Agreement 
havenotbeenre-gistered under the Securities A.ccorl933,15 U.S.C § 15bet seq., 
the Idaho Securities Act or any other state securities laws (the "Securities Acts") 
because the Company is issuing interests in the Company in reliance upon the 
exemptions from the registration requirements of the Securities Acts providing for 
issuance of securities not involving a public offering; 
(ii) That the Company has relied upon the representation made by each 
Member that such Member's Interest in the Company is to be held by such 
Memberforinvestment; and 
(iii) That exemption from registration under the Securities Acts would 
not be available if any Interest in the Company was acquired by a Member with a 
view to distribution. Each Member agrees that the Company is under no 
obligation to register the Interests in the Company or to assist the Members in 
complying with any exemption from registration under the Securities Acts if the 
Member should at a later date wish to dispose of such Member's Interest in the 
Company. 
(b) Acquisition for Own Account. Each Member hereby represents to the 
Company that such Member is acquiring such Member's Interest in the Company for 
such Member's own account, for investment and not with a view to or for resale in 
connection with, any distribution thereof. No other person or entity has any interest in or 
right with respect to the Interest issued to such Member, nor has such Member agreed to 
give any person or entity any such interest or right in the future. 
(c) No Public Market. Each Member recognizes that no public market exists 
with respect to the Interests and no representation has been made that such a public 
market will exist at a future date. 
(d) No Solicitation. Each Member hereby represents that such Member has 
not received any advertisement or general solicitation with respect to the sale of the 
Interests. 
(e) Due Investigation. Before acquiring any Interest in the Company, each 
Member has investigated the Company and its business and the Company has made 
available to each Member all information necessary for the Member to make an informed 
decision to acquire an Interest in the Company. Each Member considers itself to be a 
person or entity possessing experience and sophistication as an investor adequate for the 
evaluation of the merits and risks of the Member's investment in the Company. . 
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(f) Survival of Representations. Each Member understands the meaning and 
consequences of the representations, warranties and covenants made by such Member set 
forth herein and that the Company has relied upon such representations, warranties and 
covenants. Each Member hereby indemnifies, defends, protects and holds wholly free 
and harmless the Company (and the other Members) from and against any and all losses, 
damages, expenses or liabilities arising out of the breach and/or inaccuracy of any such 
representation, warranty and/or covenant. All representations, warranties and covenants 
contained herein and the indemnification contained in this Section 9.03(£) shall survive 
the execution of this Agreement and the liquidation of the Company. 
(g) Rescission. If the Company discovers any breach and/or inaccuracy of 
any of the representations, warranties and/or covenants contained herein by any Member, 
and such breach and/or inaccuracy is deemed material in a court of law, the Company 
may, at the Company's election, rescind the issuance of the Interest in the Company 
issued to such Member. Upon any such rescission by the Company, any such Member 
shall be conclusively presumed to have immediately transferred such Member's Interest 
in the Company to the Company and to have withdrawn from the Company. 
9.04 Waiver of Conflict Interest 
The Company and each Member are not represented by separate counsel; provided, 
however, in connection with the drafting and negotiation of this Agreement, Liquid Realty, Inc., 
(and not the Company or any other Member), have been represented separately by Angstman 
Law, PLLC. The attorneys, accountants and other experts who perform services for any Member 
may also perform services for the Company. To the extent that the foregoing representation 
constitutes a conflict of interest, the Company and each Member hereby expressly waive any 
such conflict of interest. 
Some members of the Company are legal clients ofT. J. Angstman, President of Liquid 
Realty, Inc. A particular Idaho Rule of Professional Conduct is applicable every time that a 
lawyer enters into a business transaction with a client or former client. I.R.P.C. 1.8(a) provides, 
as follows: 
A lawyer shall not enter into a business transaction with a client or 
knowingly acquire an ownership, possessory, security or other pecuniary 
interest adverse to a client unless: (1) the transaction and terms on which the 
lawyer acquires the interest are fair and reasonable to the client, and are 
fully disclosed and transmitted in writing to the client in a manner which can 
be reasonably understood by the client; (2) the client is given a reasonable 
opportunity to seek the advice of independent counsel in the transaction; and 
(3) the client consents in writing thereto. 
(b) A lawyer shall not use information relating to the representation 
of a die~to the disadvantage of the client unless the client consents after 
consultation. 
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While entering into this a business transaction is not prohibited by the rules, it does 
require that certain, more complete, disclosures be made to members who are current or former 
clients of Angstman Law, PLLC than in an ordinary business transaction, and that the transaction 
be fair to such current or former clients. One public policy and reasons why such a rule exists 
are that situations where attorneys are entering into business transactions with their clients can 
involve inadequate or unclear disclosure by the attorney, division of the attorney's loyalties, 
attorney advice that is not based on the client's best interest, or a marked disparity in 
sophistication in business or legal matters between the attorney and the client. The rule is 
designed to make sure that attorneys do not exploit their clients in any of these respects. 
Obviously, all of the foregoing are risks of this contemplated transaction and reasons why 
it could be disadvantageous to current and former clients of Angstman Law, PLLC. The 
advantages of the contemplated transaction to you would participation in a potentially lucrative 
business opportunity. However, the proposed business venture is not without risk. There is 
substantial risk that the property will not receive entitlements or that financing for the project 
will be unavailable on terms that are advantageous to the Company. Further, there may be no 
market for the finished development lots if the entitlements are received. As a result, it is 
possible to lose a part of or all of your capital contribution. 
Further, it is important at this point to realize that this business transaction discussed 
above is separate and apart from Angstman Law, PLLC's representation of you if you are a client 
of Angstman Law, PLLC. In negotiating this transaction, Angstman Law, PLLC is not 
representing your interests. T. J. Angstman has expressly advised you to seek independent legal 
counsel or other financial or business counsel regarding this transaction. If you feel rushed, 
discuss this fact with your attorney as there is no reason to rush this decision. Again, T. J. 
Angstman is not representing your interests in this matter but is looking out for his own business 
interests. 
By signing below, you agree and consent to negotiation of this business transaction as set 
forth in this agree.111ent. The resolution of this business matter will not affect Angstman Law, 
PLLC's zealous representation of you in any matter where it currently represents you. 
9.05 Licensed Agents. Some or all of the shareholders of the corporations identified 
herein as Managing Members are licensed real estate agents in the state of Idaho. 
ARTICLE X 
DEFINITIONS 
10.01 Additional Contribution Account 
The term "Additional Contribution Account" means with respect to each Member, the 
amount of money contributed or deemed contributed by such Member to the capital of the 
Company pursuant to Sections 3.03 or 3.04, as applicable, and decreased by the amount of 
money distributed or deemed distributed by the Company to such Member pursuant to Sections 
3.04 and/or 5.0l(a) and tpe agreed upon fair :rp.arket value of any property distributed t<;> such 
Member by the Company (net of liability secured by such distributed property that such Member 
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is considered to assume or take subject to under Section 752 of the Code) pursuant to Section 
5.0l(a). 
10.02 Affiliate 
The term "Affiliate" means any person or entity which, directly or indirectly through one 
(1) or more intermediaries, controls or is controlled by or is under common control with another 
person or entity. The term "control" as used herein (including the terms "controlling," 
"controlled by," and "under common control with") means the possession, direct or indirect, 
of the power to (i) vote fifty-one percent (51%) or more of the outstanding voting securities of 
such person or entity, or (ii) otherwise direct management policies of such person by contract or 
otherwise. 
10.03 Agreement 
The term "Agreement" means this Limited Liability Company Agreement of 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC. 
10.04 Budget 
The term "Budget" shall mean a budget prepared by line item of all costs incurred and/or 
to be incurred to complete the Project in accordance with the Plans. 
10.05 Capital Account 
The term "Capital Account" means with respect to each Member the amount of money 
contributed or deemed contributed by such Member to the capital of the Company, increased by 
the agreed upon fair market value at the time of contribution of all property contributed or 
deemed contributed by such Member to the capital of the Company (net of liabilities secured by 
such contributed property that the Company is considered to assume or take subject to under 
Section 752 of the Code), the aggregate amount of all Net Profits allocated to such Member, and 
any and all items of gross income or gain specially allocated to such Member pursuant to 
Section 4.03, and decreased by the amount of money distributed or deemed distributed to such 
Member by the Company (exclusive of any guaranteed payment within the meaning of 
Section 707(c) of the Code paid to such Member), the agreed upon fair market value at the time 
of distribution of all property distributed to such Member by the Company (net of liabilities 
secured by such distributed property that such Member is considered to assume or take subject to 
under Section 752 of the Code), the amount of any Net Losses charged to such Member, and any 
and all partnership and/or partner "nonrecourse deductions" specially allocated to such 
Member pursuant to Section 4.03. 
10.06 Cash Flow 
The term "Cash Flow" means the excess, if any, of all cash receipts of the Company as 
of any applicable determination date in excess of the sum of (i) all cash disbursements (inclusive 
of any guaranteed payment within the meaning of Section 707(c) of the Code paid to any 
Member and any reimbursements made to any Member, but exclusive of distributions to the 
Members in their capacities as such) of the Company prior to that date, plus (ii) any reserve, 
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determined in the reasonable discretion of the Managing Member, for anticipated cash 
disbursements that will have to be made before additional cash receipts from third parties will 
provide the funds therefore. Cash Flow shall be determined and distributed on a quarterly basis 
or at such other times as the Managing Member determine that funds are available therefore, 
taking into account the reasonable business needs of the Company; provided, however, that the 
Managing Member shall make at least annual distributions of Cash Flow for Tax Profits as 
provided in Section 5.0l(a). 
10.07 Code 
The term "Code" means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as heretofore and hereafter 
amended from time to time (and/or any corresponding provision of any superseding revenue 
law). 
I 0.08 Company 
The term "Company" means the limited liability company created pursuant to the filing 
of Articles of Organization with the Idaho Secretary of State in accordance with the provisions of 
the Idaho Act and governed by this Agreement. 
10.09 Intentionally Left Blank. 
10.10 Contributing Member(s) 
The terms "Contributing Members" and "Contributing Member" are defined in 
Section 3.04. 
10.11 Default Loan 
The term "Default Loan" is defined in Section 3.04(a). 
10.12 Delinquent Contribution 
The term "Delinquent Contribution" is defined in Section 3.04. 
10.13 Entitlements 
The term "Entitlements" is defined in Section 1.05. 
10.14 Idaho Act 
The term "Idaho Act" means the Idaho Limited Liability Company Act as set forth in 
Title 53, Chapter 6 of Idaho Statutes, as hereafter amended from time to time. 
10.15 Initial Contribution Account 
The term '~Initial Contribution Account" means with respect to each Capital Member, 
the amount of money contributed or deemed contributed by such Member to the capital of the 
Company pursuant to Sections 3.01 and decreased by the amount of money distributed or 
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upon fair market value of any property distributed to such Member by the Company (net of 
liability secured by such distributed property that such Member is considered to assume or take 
subject to under Section 752 of the Code) pursuant to Section 5.01(b). 
10.16 Interest 
The term "Interest" means in respect to any Member, all of such Member's right, title 
and interest in and to the Company, including, the Net Profits, Net Losses, Cash Flow and capital 
of the Company, all voting rights, and any and all other interests therein. 
10.17 Liquidation 
The term "Liquidation" means (i) in respect to the Company the earlier of the date upon 
which the Company is terminated under Section 708(b)(l) of the Code or the date upon which 
the Company ceases to be a going concern (even though it may continue in existence for the 
purpose of winding up its affairs, paying its debts and distributing any remaining balance to its 
Members), and (ii) in respect to a Member wherein the Company is not in Liquidation, means the 
liquidation of a Member's futerest in the Company under Treasury Regulation Section 1. 761-
1(d). 
10.18 Major Decisions 
The term "Major Decisions" is defined in Section 2.03. 
10.19 Majority-in-Interest 
The term "Majority-in-Interest" means with respect to any relevant group of Members, 
greater than fifty percent (50%) of such Members in terms of Percentage futerests. 
10.20 Managing Member 
The term "Managing Member" is defined in Section 2.01. 
10.21 Member(s) 
The term "Members" means, collectively, the initial members of the Company identified 
in Exhibit A and any substitute and additional members admitted as provided in this Agreement; 
the term "Member" means any one (1) of the Members. 
10.22 Net Profits and Net Losses 
The terms "Net Profits" and "Net Losses" mean, for each fiscal year or other period, an 
amount equal to the Company's taxable income or loss, as the case may be, for such year or 
period, determined in accordance with Section 703(a) of the Code (for this purpose, all items of 
income, gain, loss and deduction required to be stated separately pursuant to Section 703(a)(1) of 
the Code shall be included in taxable income or loss); provided, however, for purposes of 
computing such taxable income or loss, (i) such taxable income or loss shall be adjusted by any 
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and all adjustments required to be made in order to maintain Capital Account balances in 
compliance with Treasury Regulation Sections 1.704-1(b), and (ii) any and all items of gross 
income or gain and/or partnership and/or partner "nonrecourse deductions" specially allocated 
to any Member pursuant to Section 4.03 shall not be taken into account in calculating such 
taxable income or loss. 
10.23 Non-Contributing Member 
The term '~Non-Contributing !viember" is defined in Section 3.04. 
10.24 Non-Managing Member 
The term "Non-Managing Member" means all Members other than the Managing 
Member. 
10.25 Offered Interest 
The term "Offered Interest" is defined in Section 6.02. 
10.26 Offering Notice 
The term "Offering Notice" is defined in Section 6.02. 
10.27 Option Contract 
The term "Option Contract" is defined in Section 1.05. 
10.28 Percentage Interest 
The term "Percentage Interest" means with respect to each Member, the percentage set 
forth opposite such Member's name on Exhibit A attached hereto under the column labeled 
"Percentage Interest," subject to adjustment pursuant to Section 3.04(b). 
10.29 Plans 
The term '!Plans" is defined in Section 2.11. 
10.30 Project 
The term "Project" is defined in Section 1.05. 
10.31 Property 
The tenn "Property" is defined in Section 1.05. 
10.32 Regulatory Regulations 
The term "Regulatory Regulations" is defined in Section 4.04. 
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10.33 Securities Acts 
The term "Securities Acts" is defined in Section 9.03(a)(i). 
10.34 Treasury Regulation 
The term "Treasury Regulation" means any proposed, temporary, and/or final federal 
income tax regulation promulgated by the United States Department of the Treasury as 
heretofore and hereafter amended from time to time (and/or any COHesponding provisions of any 
superseding revenue law and/or regulation). 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement effective as 
of the day and year first above written. 
Wal~ 
\ Bernier: 
By~~~ 
Mickey H. em1er 
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EXHIBIT A 
NAMES, ADDRESSES AND 
PERCENTAGE INTERESTS OF THE MEMBERS 
Names and Addresses of the Members 
Liquid Realty, lt1c. 
3649 Lakeharbor Drive 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Mickey Bernier 
PO Box 193 
Caldwell, Idaho 83656 
Dan Walters 
5710 Lubkin 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
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Percentage Interest 
37.50% 
25.00% 
37.50% 
100.000% 
( 
) ) 
NAMES, ADDRESSES AND 
CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE MEMBERS 
Names and Addresses of the Members 
Liquid Realty, Inc. 
3649 Lak:eharbor Drive 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Walters 
5710 Lubkin 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Mickey Bernier PO Box 193 
Caldwell, Idaho 83656 
Totals: 
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Initial Contribution 
$500 
$500 
-0-
$1.000.00 
( 
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SCHEDULE C 
PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 
The land referred to in this Commitment is described as follows: 
PARCEL 1: 
This parcel is a portion of Government Lot 1 and Government Lot 2 of Section 13, Township 5 North, Range 4 
West, Boise Meridian, Canyon County, Idaho, more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at the Southeast corner of said Government Lot 1; thence 
North ago 44' 55" West along the South boundary of said Government Lot 1 a distance of 870.61 feet to the 
TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; thence continuing 
North 89° 44' 55" West along said South boundary a distance of412.49 feet; thence 
North ago 27' 01" West along said South boundary a distance of 39.08 feet to the Southwest corner of said 
Government Lot 1; thence 
North ago 45' 36" West along the South boundary of said Government Lot 2 a distance of 572.40 feet to the 
centerline of D-59 Canal as it now exists; thence 
North 43° 39' 30" West along said centerline a distance of 284.73 feet; thence leaving said centerline and 
bearing . 
North 78° 1 0' 48" East a distance of 562.36 feet to the centerline of said D-59 canal as it now exists; thence 
traversing said centerline as follows: 
North so 51' 22" East a distance of 15.97 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of 59° 52' 18", a 
radius of 64.93 feet, an arc length of 67.85 feet, and a long chord with bears North 38° 47' 24" East a distance 
of 64.80 feet; 
North 68° 43' 30" East a distance of217.65 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of20° 27' 28", 
a radius of 204.38 feet, an arc length of 72.98 feet and a tong chord which bears North 78 o 57' 14" East a 
distance of 72.59 feet; 
North 89° 1 0' 59" East a distance of 304.30 feet; along a curve to the left having a central angle of 31 o 59' 05", a 
radius of 104.88 feet, an arc length of 58.55 feet, and a long chord which bears North 73° 11' 27" East a 
distance of 57.79 feet; thence leaving said centerline and bearing 
South oo 45' 00" West a distance of 506.03 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
PARCEL2: 
This parcel is a portion of Government Lot 1 and the Northeast Quarter of the Southeast Quarter of Section 13, 
Township 5 North, Range 4 West, Boise Meridian, Canyon County, Idaho, more particularly described as 
follows: · 
COMMENCING at the Northeast corner of said Northeast Quarter of the Southeast Quarter; thence 
South oo 40' 12" West along the East boundary of said Northeast Quarter of the Southeast Quarter a distance of 
22a.30 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; thence continuing 
South oo 40' 12" West along said East boundary a distance of 1.093.51 feet to the Southeast corner of said 
Northeast QuartE?r of the Southeast Quarter; thence 
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South oo 44' 07" West along the East boundary of said Government Lot 1 a distance of 981.36 feet to the 
centerline of Goodson Road; thence traversing said centerline as follows: 
South 74° 59' 43" West a distance of 138.08 feet; along a curve to the left having a central angle of 46° 11' 54", 
a radius of 215.87 feet, an arc length of 174.06 feet, and a long chord which bears South 51° 53' 32" West a 
distance of 169.38 feet; 
South 28° 47' 39" West a distance of 113.11 feet; 
South 39° 20' 35" West a distance of 134.03 feet; · 
North ago 44' 55" West along the South boundary of said Government Lot 1 a distance of 468.93 feet; thence 
leaving said centerline and bearing 
North oo 45' 00" East a distance of 506.03 feet to the centerline of the D-59 Canal as it now exists; thence 
traversing said centerline as follows: 
along a curve to the left having a central angle of4° 20' 36", a radius of 104.88 feet, an arc length of7.95 feet, 
and a long chord which bears North 55 o 00' 53" East a distance of 7.95 feet; 
North 52° 51' 10" East a distance of 4.14 feet; along a curve to the left having a central angle of 56° 49' 50", a 
radius of 54.90 feet,· an arc length of 54.45 feet, and a long chord which bears North 18° 1 0' 44" East a distance 
· of 52.25 feet; 
North 16° 29' 41" West a distance of 109.98 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of 5r 17' 01", 
a radius of 115.97 feet, an arc length of 115.95 feet, and a tong chord which bears North 12° 08' 56" East a 
distance of 111.18 feet; 
North 40° 47' 34" East a distance of 99.73 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of 93° 31' 26", a 
radius of 55.47 feet, an arc length of 90.54 feet, and a long chord which bears North 8r 33' 17" East a distance 
of 80.82 feet; 
South 45° 40' 59" East a distance of 209.54 feet; along a curve to the left having a central angle of 33" 09' 56", 
a radius of 86.70 feet, an arc length of 50.19 feet, and a long chord with bears South 62° 15' 56" East a distance 
of 49.49 feet; 
South 78° 50' 53" East a distance of 213.76 feet; along a curve to the left having a central angle of 43° 29' 31", 
a radius of 77.09 feet, an arc length of 58.52 feet, and a long chord which bears North 79° 24' 14" East a 
distance of 57.12 feet; 
North 5r 39' 21 II East a distance of 173.56 feet; along a curve to the left having a central angle of 108° 29' 24", 
a radius of 73.03 feet, an arc length of 138.28 feet, and a long chord which bears North 3° 24' 39" East a 
distance of 118.53 feet; 
North 50° 50' 04" West a distance of 52.33 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of 50° 44' 31 ', 
a radius of 71.51 feet, an arc length of 63.33 feet, and a long chord which bears North 25° 27' 49" West a 
distance of 61.28 feet; 
North oo 05' 33" West a distance of 144.63 feet; along a curve to the left having a central angle of 24" 39' 47" a 
radius of 146.35 feet, an arc length of 63.00 feet, and a long chord which bears North 12° 25' 27" West a 
distance of 62.51 feet; 
North 24° 45' 21" West a distance of 119.43 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of 25° 18' 01 ", 
a radius of 86.23 feet, an arc length of 38.08 feet and a long chord which bears North 12° 06' 20" West a 
distance of 37.77 feet; 
North oo 32' 41" East a distance of 236.02 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of 90 55' 01", a 
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radius of 312.19 feet, an arc length of 54.04 feet, and a long chord which bears North 5° 30' 12" East a distance 
of 53.97 feet; 
North 1 oo 27' 42" East a distance of 141.39 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of 62° 09' 33", 
a radius of 61.10 feet, an arc length of 66.29 feet, and a long chord which bears North 41° 32' 27" East a 
distance of 63.08 feet; · 
North 72o 37' 12" East a distance of 118.85 feet; along a curve to the left having a central angle of 114° 15' 02", 
a radius of 59.02 feet, an arc length 117.69 feet, and a long chord which bears North 15° 29' 42" East a 
distance of 99.14 feet; 
North 41° 37' 49" West a distance of 150.88 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of43° 22' 31", 
a radius of 91.35 feet, an arc length of 69.16 feet, and a long chord which bears North 19° 56' 30" West a 
distance of 67.52 feet; 
North 1 o 44' 48" East a distance of 179.21 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of 46° 56' 16" a 
radius of 90.29 feet an arc length of 73.97 feet, and a long chord which bears North 25° 12' 57" East a distance 
of 71.92 feet 
North 48° 41' 06" East a distance of 124.39 feet; thence leaving said centerline and bearing 
North 89° 58' 41" East a distance of 33.75 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
PARCEL3 
All of the Southeast quarter of Section 13, Township 5 North, Range 4 West, Boise Meridian, in Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
EXCEPTING THEREFROM the following 4 parcels: 
A) All of the Southeast Quarter of section 13, Township 5 North, Range 4West, Boise Meridian, Exceptthe 
following: 
A tract of land being all that portion of the Southwest Quarter Southeast Quarter of Section 13, Township 5 
North, Range 4 West, Boise Meridian, lying Southerly of the Conway Gulch 1.1 lateral and being more 
particularly described as follows to wit: 
Beginning at the South Quarter Corner of Section 13, Township 5 North, Range 4 West, Boise Meridian; thence 
Northerly along the West line of the Southwest Quarter Southeast Quarter of said Section 13 a distance of 
295.0 feet, more or less to the centerline of the centerline of the Conway Gulch 1.1 lateral; thence 
Northeasterly, Easterly and Southeasterly along the centerline of the Conway Gulch 1.1 lateral a distance of 
900.0 feet, more or less, to a point in the South line of said section 13; thence 
Westerly along said South line 750.0 feet, more or less, to the place of Beginning. 
B) This parcel is a portion of Government Lot 1 of Section 13, Township 5 North, Range 4 West of the Boise 
Meridian and is more particularly described as follows: 
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BEGINNING at the Southeast corner of said Government Lot 1; thence 
South 89 degrees 31'58" West along the Southerly boundary of said Government Lot 1 a distance of 401.68 
feet to a point 25.00 feet Southerly from and parallel with the centerline of an existing gravel county road; 
thence 
North 38 degrees 37'28" East a distance of 134.03 feet to a point in the centerline of said county road; thence 
traversing said centerline as follows: 
North 28 degrees 04'32" East a distance of 113.1 feet; 
Northeasterly 174.07 feet along the arc of a curve to the right having a central angle of 46 degrees 12'05", a 
radius of215.87 feet and a long chord which bears North 51 degrees 10'34" East a distance of 169.39 feet; 
North 74 degrees 16'36" East a distance of 138.08 feet to a point on the Easterly boundary of said Government 
Lot 1; thence leaving said centerline and bearing 
South 0 degrees 01' 00" West along said Easterly boundary a distance of 344.85 feet to the POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
C) This parcel is a portion of Government Lot 1 and Government Lot 2 of Section 13, Township 5 North, 
Range 4 West, Boise Meridian, Canyon County, Idaho, more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at the Southeast corner of said Government Lot 1; thence 
North 89° 44' 55" West along the South boundary of said Government Lot 1 a distance of 870.61 feet to the 
TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; thence continuing 
North 89° 44' 55" West along said South boundary a distance of 412.49 feet; thence 
North 89° 27' 01" West along said South boundary a distance of 39.08 feet to the Southwest comer of said 
Government Lot 1; thence 
North 89° 45' 36" West along the South boundary of said Government Lot 2 a distance of 572.40 feet to the 
centerline of D-59 Canal as it now exists; thence 
North 43° 39' 30" West along said centerline a distance of 284.73 feet; thence leaving said centerline and 
bearing 
North 78° 1 0' 48" East a distance of 562.36 feet to the centerline of said D-59 canal as it now exists; thence 
traversing said centerline as follows: 
North so 51' 22" East a distance of 15.97 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of 59° 52' 18", a 
radius of 64.93 feet, an arc length of 67.85 feet, and a long chord with bears North 38° 47' 24" East a distance 
of 64.80 feet; 
North 68° 43' 30" East a distance of217.65 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of20° 27' 28", 
a radius of204.38 feet, an arc length of 72.98 feet and a long chord which bears North 78 a 57' 14" East a 
distance of 72.59 feet; 
North 89° 1 0' 59" East a distance of 304.30 feet; along a curve to the left having a central angle of 31 a 59' 05", a 
radius of 104.88 feet, an arc length of 58.55 feet, and a long chord which bears North 73° 11' 27" East a 
distance of 57.79 feet; thence leaving said centerline and bearing 
South oo 45' 00" West a distance of 506.03 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
D) This parcel is a portion of Government Lot 1 and the Northeast Quarter of the Southeast Quarter of Section 
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13, Township 5 North, Range 4 West, Boise Meridian, Canyon County, Idaho, more particularly described as 
follows: 
COMMENCING at the Northeast corner of said Northeast Quarter of the Southeast Quarter, thence 
South oo 40' 12" West along the East boundary of said Northeast Quarter of the Southeast Quarter a distance of 
228.30 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; thence continuing 
South oo 40' 12" West along said East boundary a distance of 1.093.51 feet to the Southeast corner of said 
Northeast Quarter of the Southeast Quarter; thence 
South o· 44' 07" West along the East boundary of said Government Lot 1 a distance of 981.36 feet to the 
centerline of Goodson Road; thence traversing said centerline as follows: 
South 7 4 a 59' 43" West a distance of 138.08 feet; along a curve to the left having a central angle of 46° 11' 54", 
a radius of 215.87 feet, an arc length of 174.06 feet, and a long chord which bears South 51° 53' 32" West a 
distance of 169.38 feet; 
South 28° 47' 39" West a distance of 113.11 feet; 
South 39° 20' 35" West a distance of 134.03 feet; 
) North 89° 44' 55" West along the South boundary of said Government Lot 1 a distance of 468.93 fee~ thence 
leaving said centerline and bearing · 
North oo 45' 00" East a distance of 506.03 feet to the centerline of the D-59 Canal as it now exists; thence· 
traversing said centerline as follows: 
along a curve to the left having a central angle of 4o 20' 36", a radius of 104.88 feet, an arc length of 7.95 feet, 
and a long chord which bears North 55 o 00' 53" East a distance of 7.95 feet; 
North 52° 51' 1 0" East a distance of 4.14 feet; along a curve to the left having a central angle of 56° 49' 50", a 
radius of 54.90 feet, an arc length of 54.45 feet, and a long chord which bears North 18° 1 0' 44" East a distance 
of 52.25 feet; 
North 16° 29' 4'1" West a distance of 109.98 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of 5r 17' 
01 ", a radius of 115.97 feet, an arc length of 115.95 feet, and a tong chord which bears North 12° 08' 56" East a 
distance of 111.18 feet; 
North 40° 47' 34" East a distance of 99.73 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of 93" 31' 26", a 
radius of 55.47 feet, an arc length of 90.54 feet, and a long chord which bears North sr 33' 17'' East a distance 
of 80.82 feet; 
South 45° 40' 59" East a distance of 209.54 feet; along a curve to the left having a central angle of 33" 09' 56", 
a radius of 86.70 feet, an arc length of 50.19 feet, and a long chord with bears South 62° 15' 56" East a distance 
of 49.49 feet; 
South 78° 50' 53" East a distance of213.76 feet; along a curve to the left having a central angle of43° 29'31", 
a radius of 77.09 feet, an arc length of 58.52 feet, and a long chord which bears North 79° 24' 14" East a 
distance of 57.12 feet; 
North sr 39' 21" East a distance of 173.56 feet; along a curve to the left having a central angle of 108° 29' 24", 
a radius of 73.03 feet, an arc length of 138.28 feet, and a long chord which bears North 3o 24' 39" East a 
·distance of 118.53 feet; 
North 50° 50' 04" West a distance of 52.33 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of 50° 44' 31 ', 
a radius of 71.51 feet, an arc length of 63.33 feet, ·and a long chord which bears North 25° 27' 49" West a 
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North oo 05' 33" West a distance of 144.63 feet; along a curve to the left having a central angle of 24° 39' 47" a 
radius of 146.35 feet, an arc length of 63.00 feet, and a long chord which bears North 12° 25' 27" West a 
distance of 62.51 feet; · 
North 24° 45' 21" West a distance of 119.43 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of 25° 18' 01", 
a radius of 86.23 feet, an arc length of 38.08 feet and a long chord which bears North 12° 06' 20" West a 
distance of 37.77 feet; 
North oo 32' 41" East a distance of 236.02 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of 90 55' 01 ", a 
radius of 312.19 feet, ari arc length of 54.04 feet, and a long chord which bears North so 30' 12" East a distance 
of 53.97 feet; 
North 1 oo 27' 42" East a distance of 141.39 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of 62° 09' 33", 
a radius of 61.10 feet, an arc length of 66.29 feet, and a long chord which bears North 41 o 32' 27" East a 
distance of 63.08 feet; 
North 72° 37' 12" East a distance of 118.85 feet; along a curve to the left having a central angle of 114° 15' 02", 
a radius of 59.02 feet, an arc length 117.69 feet, and a long chord which bearsNorth 15° 29' 42" East a 
) distance of 99.14 feet; 
North 41 o 37' 49" West a distance of 150.88 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of 43o 22' 31 ", 
a radius of 91.35 feet, an arc length of 69.16 feet, and a long chord which bears North 19° 56' 30" West a 
distance of 67.52 feet; 
North 1 o 44' 48" East a distance of 179.21 feet; along a curve to the right having a central angle of 46° 56' 16" a 
radius of 90.29 feet an arc length of 73.97 feet, and a long chord which bears North 25° 12' 57" East a distance 
of 71.92 feet 
North 48° 41' 06" East a distance of 124.39 feet; thence leaving said centerline and bearing 
North 89° 58' 41" East a distance of 33.75 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
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4 Matthew T. Christensen 
5 ANGSTMAN JOHNSON 3649 Lakeharbor Lane 
6 Boise, Idaho 83703 
Telephone: (208) 384-8588 
7 Facsimile: (208) 853-0117 
Christensen ISB: 7213 
8 
9 Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
F I L e Q 
---.A.M.llq~ P.M. 
APR 14 2011 
CANYON COUNTY OLI!AK 
i. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
10 
11 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
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WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, TIM AND JULIE 
SCHELHORN, individuals, and DOES 1-5, 
Defendants. 
PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, 
Counterclaimant, 
vs. 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
Case No.: CV 09-5395C 
AFFIDAVIT OF SUSAN LIVINGSTON 
IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AFFIDAVIT OF SUSAN LIVINGSTON IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-
PAGE 1 
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Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation~ 
Counterdefendants. 
STA QEJD.AH.Q .. -~·-···---------· 
IVO.?':JLI ~. l 
6 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
1 Susan Livingston, having been first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says as 
8 follows: 
9 
1. l am of sufficient age and competency to testify before this court, and 
10 
11 
make the following statements based on my own personal knowledge. 
12 2. I am an employee of Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC, prf;Viously 
13 known as Angstman Law, PLLC ("AJA'1. I was an employee of AJA in December 
14 
2007. 
16 
16 3. On December 27, 2007, I emailed a draft of the Assignment of Limited 
17 Liability Company Interest, together with a quote from American Paving to Julie · 
18 
Schelhorn. Attached as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the email I sent, together 
19 
20 with the two attachments to the email. 
21 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this Ji_ day of April, 2011, I caused to be served 
a true copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF SUSAN LIVINGSTON IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
by the method indicated below, and addressed to those parties marked served below: 
Served Party Counsel 
E(' Defendants Kevin E. Dinius 
Dinius Law 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0101 
Means of Service 
0 U.S. Mail, Postage Paid. 
0fiand Delivered to Office or 
Court House Drop Box. 
0 Fax Transmittal 
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1 Julie Schelhorn 
• 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Attachments: 
Susan Livingston [Susan@Angstman.com] 
Thursday, Dec.ember 27, 2007 8:39AM 
ju!iemsche!horn@msn.com 
assignment of interest. pdf; invoice quote from a. pdf 
Attached is the assignment of interest and quote from American Paving for your review. 
Sus an Livingston 
Legal Assistant 
Angstman, Johnson & Associates PLLC 
3649 Lakeharbor tane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Telephone: 208-384-8588 
Fax: 208·853-0117 
This electronic transmission (and/or the documents accompanying it) may contain confidential information 
belonging to the sender that is protected by the Electronic Communications P'rivacy Act/ 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510 and 
2521 and may be legally privileged. This message (and any assoCiated files) is intended only for the use of the 
· individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential/ subject to 
copyright or constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any 
) dissemination/ copying or distribution of this message/ or files associated with this message1 is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error/ ple;:~se notify Angstman 1 Johnson & Associates/ 
PLLC immediately by telephone (208-384-8588) and destroy the original message. Messages sent to and from 
us may be monitored 
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ASSIGNMENT OF LIMITED LIABILITY 
COMPANY INTEREST............................................ ........ ..... . ......... ········{ Deleted: AGREEMENT 
TillS ASSIGNMENT AGREEMENT (the "Agreement") is entered into this __ 
day of January, 2008, by and between LIQUID REALTY, INC. ("Assignor") and TIM: 
SCHELHORN and JULIE SCHELHORN ("Assignee"). 
RECITALS 
WHEREAS, Assignor is a member in WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, a limited 
liability company (the "Company") established by an operating agreement executed ·on or 
about May 31, 2006 (the "Operating Agreement"); and 
WHEREAS, Assignor desires to assign a 25% interest (the "Interest") in the 
Company to Assignee; and 
WHEREAS, Assignee desires to obtain the Interest subject to the conditions and 
terms ofthis Agreement; and 
WHEREAS, the members in the Company (the "Members") consent to the 
admission of the Assignee to the Company as a member. 
NOW, TIIEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein, 
and for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged, the parties hereto hereby agree as follows: 
1. Assignment of Interest. Assignor hereby assigns a 25% interest in the 
Company, being a 25% percent share of the business and profits of the Company to 
Assignee. 
2. Acceptance of Assignment. Assignee hereby accepts the assignment of 
the Interest subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 
3. . Purchase Price; Payment. Assignee shall pay Assignor for the 
assignment of the Interest the sum of$60,000 payable as follows: Buyer agrees to pay 
for or otherwise arrange for work to be done in furtherance of the Company's 
development plan with a totid value equal to $160,000.00. It is agreed that the first such 
work shall be in accordance with the Scope of Work provided for in the attached Exhibit 
"A", including, pit run, aggregate and paving. In exchange therefore Assignee shall 
obtain a capital account in the Company equal to $40,745.20 and the Company shall 
distribute to Assignor the sum of $60,000 upon completion of such work. Assignee shall 
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commit to pay for or complete additional work with a fair market value of $59,254.80, 
which shall all be a credit to the Capital Account of Assignee and upon the completion of 
such work, Assignee shall have a capital account of$100,000.00. 
4. Release .of Liability; Indemnification. Jlttsa.Jtiggal (x, l~t£ 111~· .............................. --····'· 
5. Future Profits; Future Liabilities. Assignee shall be entitled to receive, 
and shall receive, all future shares of profits or any distribution of assets ofthe_.Company 
attributable to the Interest, and shall assume liability for a proportionate share of all 
future losses and liabilities ofthe Company. 
6. Acceptance of Assignment. The Members understand, agree and consent 
to the assignment by Assignor of the Interest to the Assignee, and agree that Assignee 
shall participate in the management of the Company's affairs and the control of the 
business, and release Assignor from any additional liabilities incurred by the Company 
after the date of execution hereof. 
Deleted: The Members hereby relieve I 
Assignor of any liability for any debts or 
ot.'lerobligations of the Comparty arising 
from. rerated to, orin connection with the 
business or operations of the Company, 
and agree to indemnify and hold Assignor 
harmless from and against any claim, 
lawsuit ora<:tion at law orin equity 
lhreatened or filed by any creditor of the 
Company which seeks to name, or does 
name, Assignor as an obligor of any debt 
or obligation of the Company. 
7. Construction and Interpretation. This Agreement shall be .?.<?.r:~.~.'l~-----··--·--·-f'-<ee_re_r:.a_d_: _______ _)·) 
and interpreted in accordance with the substantive laws of the State of Idaho, including 
that State's codification of the Uniform Limited Liability Act, without reference to the 
principles of conflict oflaws of such State. 
8. Descriptive He~ dings. The descriptive headings of the several articles 
and sections contained in this Agreement are included for convenience only and shall not 
control or affect the meaning or construction of any of the provisions hereof. 
9. Multiple Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in a number of 
identical counterparts, each of which, for all purposes, is to be deemed as original, and all 
of which constitute, collectively, one agreement; but in making proof of this Agreement, 
it shall not be necessary to produce or account for more. than one such counterpart. 
10. 'Yaixszr ~f &;.gntJ,ic1 Inter~~!_Ihe .. QgmQf!QXJJ.tlftef!clJ Mem:bst ~tre ngf}:<~:: Formatted: Font: Bold, No Formatted: Justified, Indent: Left: 
0", First line: 0.5'' 
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represented by separate counsel; provided, however. in connection with the drafting and ··-. ··. ·-. 
negotiation of this Agreement Liquid Realty. Inc. 1. (~~ n9t the. &:2mganx. ~! _!3:ny Q~~er... ····· .. ·
Member), have been represented separately by Angstman, Johnson & Assoc., PLLC. ··.. .. ' 
The attorneys, accountants and other experts who perform services for any Member may · ... 
also perform secyices for the Company. To the extent that the foregoing representation 
con~titutes a conflict of ipterest · the Company and each Member hereby expressly waive 
·· Formatted: No underline, Font 
·, 
any such conflict of interest .... _ ................................................................................. - ........................ ~ ............................. ----·--·· 
Tim and Julie Schelhorn (and their co.mpany.JligJ3,l1~X9ID:atioo) are clients or----..... 
T. J. Angstman (President and Owner of Liquid Realty, Inc.). A particular Idaho Rule of 
Professional Conduct is applicable every time that a lawyer enters into a business 
;tmpsactjon with a client or former client. f.R.P.C 1.8(a) provides,_ as follow~ 
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(a) A lawyer shall not enter into a business transaction wjtb a 
client or knowingly acquire an ownership. possessory. seC!!ritv or 
other pecunjarr interest adverse to a client unless: (1) the transaction 
and terms on which the lawyer acquires the interest are fair and 
reasonable to the client. and are fully disclosed and transmitted in 
writing to the client in a manner which can be reasonably understood 
by tbe client; (2) tbe client js given a reasonable opportunity to seek 
the advice ofindenendent counsel in the transaction; and (3) the client 
consents in writing thereto. 
fb) A Iawver shall not use information relating to the 
representation of a client to the disadvantage of the client nnless the 
client consents after consultation. 
While entering into this business transaction is not prohibited by the rules. it does~­
.require that certain. more complete. disclosures be made to members who are current or 
fonner clients ofT. J. Angstman than in an ordinary business transaction, and that the 
transact_i.Q.ll._be :t:a..iLi<?_~.!!£!l_current or fonp~fJi<ents. Qg~ ou91!E...R2!i~g__T)9 reasQns _Yt:hY 
such a rule exists are that situations where attorneys are entering intO business 
.tra.~.Qus......Yillh their clients caiLi.nY.olve in~Q!!M.e .QL uncl~<~..L.dis.clQSM..e--..hv tM 
attorney. division of the attorney's loyalties. attorney advice tha{ is not based on the 
client's best interest. or a markedjljsparitv in soohistication in business or legal matters 
between the attorney and the client. The rule is designed to make sure that attorneys do 
not exploit their clients in anv ofthese res~ · 
Qbyiously aU of the foregoing are risks of this contemplated trapsaction and 
reasons why it could be disa.dvantageoyg to current and former clients ofT. J. Augstman. 
The advantages of the contemplated transaction to you would be participation in a 
potentia)ly !ugatiye business opportunity. Howeyer tbe proposed business yenture is not 
;w.i.iliol!t~ Ih.ere is substantial risk_.:t.b,atJbe .ms>.ru:P:.Y~ l'd!L!1_0t..J:.eceive entitkJpe~ or 
that :fu;}ancing for the project will be unavailable on tenns that are advantageous to the 
Companv. Further, there may be no market for the finished development lots if the 
entitlemts_are received. ~As a..r.~y11..it.is.J?Q§.$lhl;<JP lose a P,l!-l,:Lof o.r all of vciur .£aRi.W!. 
contributions. 
Further. it is important at this point to realize that this business trapsaction 
Jll_sc!§.~!<dJ,iL,ove is s~arate and a.n,art from Angstman. Jobn~on & AsSQC.. P_l._L.C~ 
.wresentation of you if you are a client ofT.J. Angstman. In negotiating this transaction. 
T. J. Angstman is not representing your interests. He has expressly advised you to seek 
independent legal counsel or other financial or business counsel regarding this 
transaction If you feel rushed. discuss this fact with your attorney as there is no reason 
to rush this decision. Again T J. Angstman is not representing .your interests in this 
matt~r but is Jooking__<;!),lt for his gwn busmess interests. . 
By signing below you agree and consent to negotiation of this business 
transaction as set forth in this agreement. The resolution of this business matter will not 
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affect T. I. Angstman's zealous representation of you in any matter where he currently 
represents you. 
. .... ···( Deleted: V 
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ASSIGNOR: 
LIQUID REALTY, INC. 
By: T.J. Angstman, President 
ASSIGNEE 
Tim Schelhom 
CONSE"NIINQ :e&BIIE~ ..................... .. 
.MLckey Bernier 
Julie Schelhorn 
Wandering Trails. LLC 
J!y..;,_,Wg,yi!Utealt¥-lgc. 
By: T. J. Angstman. President 
............. _ ............ . 
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P.O. Box395 
· Jerldlan, lD 83680 
To: T. J. Angstman 
Address: 3649 lake Harbor 
Boise, IO 83703 
Project Name: Wandering Trails Subdivision 
Project Location: Goodson Rd. Near Hop Rd, Canyon'county,lD 
l1tem Description 
Aggregate Base · 
Contact: 
Phone: 
Fax: 
8885020 
Phone: (208) 888·7988 
Fax: (2.08) 888-5020 
384-8588 
853-0117 
P.OOl/001 
Bid Number: 
Bid Date: 11/16/2007 
Estimated Quantity Unit 
3/4 RM, 4 " Street 78,545 Sf 1,200.00 C{ 
Total Price for above Aggregate Base Items: __ .....,.._$'-2_4..:..,o,.....o_o'-' • .:.oo.:. 
Pave Only 
AC 2.5" , Streets,51,670 Sf 810,00 TON 
Pit Run 
Fill Streets W/ PR 
Notes: 
) 
Payment Terms: 
ACCEPTED: 
Total Price for above Pave Only Items: ____ $,_:;3:..:9..:..,6.:..:9:..:0:..:·.::.00::.. 
3,563.00 C{ 
Total Price for above Pit Run Items: $37,055.20 --~:-:--::-~~::.::::.::. 
Total Alternate Price: ___ $.:..1.:.0:..:0:.!.,7:..:4.:.:5:..:·::::2.::.0 
• Bid based on plan sheets 1 thru 9 by Mason Stanfield, Inc. dated 11/2/07. 
GOOD FOR WORK COMPLETED IN 2007-08 ONLY. ASPHALT PAVING TO BE CLASS III 1/2.'! ISPWC WITH PG 58-28. 
PROPOSAl IS FOR ASPHALT PAVING ONLY. BASE AND SUBBASE ARE OPTIONAL, OR BY OTHERS, STABLE, ON GRADE AND 
PROVIDE A MINIMUM OF 1% FALL FOR DRAINAGE. NO WARRANTY WILl BE OFFERED IF THESE CONDffiONS ARE NOT 
MET. 
Exclusions: . 
WEATHER CLAUSE: CONTRACT IS ACCEPTED ON THE TERMS THAT SEASONAL WEATHER CONDffiONS MAY PREVENT THE 
START AND/OR COMPLETION OF WORK DURING THE WINTER OF 2007. 
Price for any applicable permits; fees; testing; staking; sawcuttfng; demolition; excavation; removal of any hazardous material; 
rock excavation; removal and replacement of unstable materials; tree or fence removal; excavate and backfill for building 
foundation; vapor barrier; storm ·drain; Irrigation; sofl erosion, dewatering; landscaping or landscape prep e.g. excavation, 
grading (fine or rough), topsoil, berms, etc.; concrete, base for concrete; concete collars; striping or slgnage other than 
specified or utilities, e.g.,sewer, water,fire line, etc. or adjustments to finished grade Is not Included in this proposal. 
We hereby propose to furnish labor and materials- complete in accordance with the above specifications for the sum of 
dollars($ AS SPECIFED ) with payment to be made as follows: 
PAYMENT DUE WITHIN 15 DAYS OF INVOICE DATE. A CHARGE OF 1.5% WILL BE ASSEsED TO ALL PAST DUE ACCOUNTS 
All material Is quaranteed to be as spedtied. All work to be completed in a workmanlike manner according to standard 
practices. Any alteration or deviation from above specifications involving extra costs, will be executed only upon written orders, 
and will become an extra change over and above the estimate. All agreements contingent upon strikes, accidents or delays 
beyond our control. Our workers are fully covered by Workmens Compensation insurance and constmctlon liability. NOTE: if 
this proposal Is not accepted within 15 days, we reserve the right to withdraw, prices are subject to increase due to market 
fluctuation, i.e. oil/fuel/concrete, etc. Upon acceptance a written schedule must be provided. 
CONFIRMED: 
The· above prices, specifications and conditions are satisfactory 
and hereby accepted. 
American Paving Co. 
Buyer: 
Signature: 
.Authorized Slgnature:/T~.f::::::::::::::~~::::::~~==::!;;;::,_ __ -i._ 
Date of Acceptance: Estimator: 
J 
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Matthew T. Christensen 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON 
3649 Lakeharbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Telephone: (208) 384-8588 
Facsimile: (208) 853-0117 
Christensen ISB: 7213 
F I A.k \-\f5 taM. 
APR 1 ~ 2011 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
9 Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, TIM AND JULIE 
SCHELHORN, individuals, and DOES 1-5, 
Defendants. 
PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, 
Counterclaimant, 
vs. 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
Case No.: CV 09-5395C 
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW T. 
CHRISTENSEN IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW T. CHRISTENSEN IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS/ MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-
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Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Counterdefendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
Matthew T. Christensen, having been first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and 
says as follows: 
1. I am of sufficient age and competency to testify before this court, and 
make the following statements based on my own personal knowledge. 
2. I am the attorney of record for the Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' herein, 
Liquid Realty, Inc. and Wandering Trails, LLC. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of excerpts from 
the Deposition of Julie Schelhorn, held on January 27, 2010, as cited in the Memorandum 
in Support of Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, filed 
contemporaneously herewith. Mrs. Schelhorn testified both individually, and as the 
designated 30(b)(6) witness for Piper Ranch, LLC, and Big Bite Excavation, Inc. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of excerpts from 
the Deposition of Tim Schelhorn, held on January 27,2010, as cited in the Memorandum 
in Support of Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, filed 
contemporaneously herewith. Mr. Schelhorn testified both individually, and as the 
designated 30(b)(6) witness for Piper Ranch, LLC, and Big Bite Excavation, Inc. 
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5. Attached hereto as Exhibit Cis a true and correct copy of excerpts from 
the Defendant Piper Ranch, LLC's, Responses to Plaintiff Wandering Trails, LLC's 
Second Set of Discovery Requests, as cited in the Memorandum in Support of 
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, filed contemporaneously 
herewith. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of excerpts from 
the Defendants Piper Ranch, LLC, and Tim and Julie Schelhom's Responses to Plaintiff 
Wandering Trails, LLC's First Set of Requests for Admission, as cited in the 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment, filed contemporaneously herewith. (This document was mislabeled by the 
Plaintiff, as the Second Set of Discovery Requests (Exhibit C attached hereto) already 
included Requests for Admission 1-10. Accordingly, in the Memorandum in Support of 
the Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, this second set of 
requests for Admission is referred to as "Piper Ranch's Responses to Plaintiff Wandering 
Trails, LLC's [Second] Set of Requests for Admission." Additionally, the 5 requests in 
this set are referred to as Requests for Admission No. 11-15 (rather than 1-5). 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT. 
Matthew T. Christensen 
SUBSCRIBED AND ~~~!~re me this-+-'"<:-+- day of April, 2011. A"!Q~~~~t..~ -- ~ i'fV .,;~~•• .•• -"' 
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2 
3 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
4 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this L~ day of April, 2011, I caused to be served 
5 a true copy of the foregoing AFFIDA vltoF MATTHEW T. CHRISTENSEN IN 
6 SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to those parties marked 
7 served below: 
8 Served I1rr!Y 
9 
Defendants 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Counsel 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Dinius Law 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0101 ' 
Means of Service 
0 U.S. Mail, Postage Paid. 
~ Hand Delivered to Office or 
Court House Drop Box. 
0 Fax Transmittal 
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Page 1 I 
'./ IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, and Case No. CV-09-5395-C I LIQUID REALTY, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, and BIG BITE, 
LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability 
Company, 
Defendants. 
(Caption continued on next page.) 
VIDEO DEPOSITION OF JULIE SCHELHORN, 30(b) (6) WITNESS FOR 
PIPER RANCH, LLC; 30 (b) ( 6) WITNESS FOR BIG BITE 
EXCAVATION, INC.; and INDIVIDUALLY 
January 27, 2010 
REPORTED BY: 
COLLEEN P. KLINE, CSR No. 345 
Notary Public 
(208) 345-9611 M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICE(208) 345-8800 (fax) 
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Q. Did they lay the pipe for those things 
as well? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Excuse my lack of knowledge. But I 
guess, what else is involved with installing 
sewer, water, and irrigation, besides the 
excavation, the laying of the pipe? What else 
would they have done? 
A. That would be a better question for Tim. 
Q. Okay. 
A. For the details on the actual scopes. 
Q. And did Piper Ranch pay Big Bite for 
those services? 
A. No. 
Q. Who determined the scope of the work 
that Piper Ranch needed to have done in order to 
gain its ownership in Circle Z? 
A. Can you repeat that question? I'm 
sorry. 
Q. Yeah. I'll probably reword it, too. 
Summarizing what you have said. Piper 
Ranch gained an interest in Circle Z by having 
excavation, and pipe work, and whatever else Tim 
may have done presumably on the Willow Glen 
Subdivision, Phase ID project; is that correct? 
Page 35 
A. Correct. 
Q. And was it Piper Ranch who determined 
what work it was going to do to get their 
membership interest, or did Circle Z determine 
what work Piper Ranch needed to do to get its 
membership interest? 
A. Circle Z would determine that. 
Q. Did Circle Z approach Piper Ranch about 
becoming a member and doing work, or did Piper 
Ranch approach Circle Z about being involved? 
A. Piper Ranch would have approached Circle 
z. 
Q. Okay. So Piper Ranch goes to Circle Z, 
or I assume, it was either you or Tim, that went 
to either Richard or Larry, and said, hey, we 
want to get involved in the Circle Z project. 
And then how did discussions go from there? 
A. I wasn't a part of those discussions. 
Q. Was that Tim that did that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And at some point, the Circle Z folks 
said, we'll give you 33 percent of the membership 
interest in the company in return for you doing 
sewer, the water, the irrigation work; correct? 
MR. DINIUS: Object to the form. 
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THE WITNESS: Can you rephrase that for 
me? I'm sorry. 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) At some point, the 
Circle Z people, either Richard, or Larry, or 
someone else from that company, came to Piper 
Ranch, and said, in return for the 33 percent 
interest in the company, we want you to do sewer, 
water, and irrigation work on the project; 
correct? 
A. I don't think it was just sewer and 
water. That question would probably best be 
directed to Tim. 
Q. Okay. So I mean, the scope of the work 
that Piper Ranch had to do is Tim's question? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Whatever the scope of the work was, 
Circle Z said, we want this work done. And in 
return for that work being done, you will get a 
3 3 percent -- or a one-third interest in the 
company; correct? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Was there anything that Piper Ranch 
needed to do to gain its one-third interest, 
other than the work that Tim will explain the 
scope of? 
Page 37 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. So the only thing it had to do to 
get its one-third interest was perform that work? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And it-- Piper Ranch had Big 
Bite perform the work? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And was there a contract between Piper 
Ranch and Big Bite to do that work? 
A. No. 
Q. And there wasn't any written agreement 
with Piper Ranch and Circle Z detailing what 
Piper Ranch needed to do to get its one-third 
interest; correct? 
A. I'm sure there is, but I don't remember. 
Q. Where would it be if there is one? 
A. It would be in with the Circle Z 
documents. 
Q. Okay. Along with the operating 
agreement, and that sort of thing; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Can you get me a copy of Circle Z's 
operating agreement, and then any agreements that 
give Piper Ranch, LLC its interest in that 
company? 
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Q. And so what would-- to the best of your 
knowledge, what would Richard and the other 
member, LRK, have done if Piper Ranch didn't 
fulfill its obligations to do all the work? 
A. I--
MR. DINIUS: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: I don't know what they 
would have done. 
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1 0 : 0 3 : 2 0 1 receive any of those distributions? 
1 0 : 0 3 : 2 2 2 A. Yes. 
10:03:26 3 
10:03:29 4 
10:03:36 5 
10:03:41 6 
10:03:45 7 
10:03:47 8 
Q. And is there some process in place for 
how it receives money? 
A. I would have to talk to --well, of 
course, it will be based on lot sales. That's 
how all members of the LLC are paid. All members 
are paid when lots are sold. 
10:01:21 9 
10:01:2310 
10:01:2511 
10:01:2912 
10:01:3213 
10:01:3514 
10:01:4015 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Okay. But Piper 10 : 0 3 : 4 9 9 Q. Okay. My question, though, was about 
Big Bite. Big Bite is not a member of Circle Z; 
right? 
Ranch was obligated to do some scope of work? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And for Phase IV of that project 
Piper Ranch was also a member at that point? 
A. Phase IV has not been developed. 
Q. Okay. Piper Ranch remains a member of 
1 0 : 0 1 : 4 1 1 6 Circle Z Development? 
1 0 : 0;!. : 4 3 1 7 A. At this point in time, yes. 
10 : 0 1 : 4 6 18 Q. Okay. At this point in time, has Piper 
1 0 : 0 1 : 4 8 19 Ranch done all ofthe work that was required of 
1 0 : 0 1 : 51 2 0 it for that development, for the Phase III part 
1 0 : 0 1 : 5 2 21 of that development? 
1 0 : 0 1 : 52 2 2 A. No. 
10 : 0 1 : 56 2 3 Q. What remains to be done? 
1 0 : 0 2 : 0 0 2 4 A. Phase III is on hold currently due to 
2 5 the market. The pressure irrigation needs to be 
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10:03:5210 
10:03:5211 
10:03:5312 
10:03:5513 
10:03:5714 
10:03:5915 
A. No, it is not. 
Q. Okay. So is Big Bite expecting to 
receive any money from the Circle Z Development 
of Phase III? 
10:04:0016 A. No. 
10 : 0 4 : 0 917 Q. Okay. And there is no contract between 
1 0 : 0 4 : 1118 Piper Ranch and Big Bite to do the work? 
10:04:1119 A. No. 
10: 0 4: 152 0 Q. But Big Bite is the one who has done 
10:04:1721 
10:04:1822 
10:04:2223 
10:04:2224 
25 
what work has been done so far; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And Big Bite hasn't been paid by Piper 
Ranch for that work? 
A. No. 
10:02:19 1 
10:02:212 
completed. And the paving needs to be completed. 1 0 : 0 4 : 2 5 1 
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Q. And Piper Ranch doesn't expect to pay 
Q. Okay. And you said that Piper Ranch got 1 0: 0 4 : 2 9 2 
10:02:24 3 
10:02:26 4 
10:02:28 5 
10:02:31 6 
10:02:35 7 
8 
10:02:40 9 
its ownership interest in Circle Z, probably, 
sometime in 2007? 
A. I believe so. 
Q. Okay. And the documents that you are 
going to produce will show when the actual date 
was? 
A. Yes. 
1 0 : 0 2 : 4 2 1 0 Q. Okay. And there hasn't been any capital 
1 0 : 0 2 : 4 4 11 distributed from Phase III? 
10:02:4412 A. Correct. 
1 0 : 0 2 : 4 7 13 Q. Or profits distributed from Phase III? 
1 0 : 0 2 : 4 7 14 A. Correct. 
1 0 : 0 2 : 50 15 Q. Have there been profits or capital 
1 0 : 0 2 : 53 16 distributed from Phase I and II? 
1 0 : 0 2 : 53 17 A. Yes. 
1 0 : 0 2 : 56 18 Q. And you said Phase IV hasn't been 
1 0 : 0 2 : 5 8 1 9 developed yet. So I assume there is no 
1 0 : 0 2 : 5 9 2 0 profits --
1 o : 0 2 : 5 9 2 1 A. No. 
1 0 : 0 3 : 0 3 2 2 Q. --or distributions from that phase? 
10:03:0323 Okay. 
1 0 : 0 3 : 1 0 2 4 For Phase III, once profits and 
2 5 distributions are made is -- would Big Bite ever 
10:04:30 3 
10:04:36 4 
10:04:39 5 
10:04:39 6 
10:04:41 7 
10:04:42 8 
10:04:47 9 
10:04:4910 
10:04:5211 
10:04:5412 
10:04:5913 
10:05:0014 
10:05:0415 
10:05:0416 
10:05:0417 
10:05:1018 
10:05:1119 
10:05:1220 
10:05:1621 
10:05:1622 
10:05:1823 
10:05:1924 
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Big Bite at any point for that work; correct? 
A. I wouldn't say that. 
Q. Is Big Bite expecting to get paid for 
the work it did on Piper Ranch for Phase III? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When will that payment happen? 
A. I can't answer that. 
Q. Does Big Bite invoice Piper Ranch for 
that work? 
A. No. 
Q. Is there some agreement between Big Bite 
and Piper Ranch as to when Big Bite will be paid? 
A. No. 
Q. But it does expect to be paid at some 
point? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And Piper Ranch expects to pay it 
at some point? 
A. Correct. 
Q. What does Piper Ranch plan to pay Big 
Bite with? 
A. Proceeds from lot sales. 
Q. From Phase III? 
A. Correct. 
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Q. So at whatever point Phase III starts or 
finishes being developed, and lot sales start 
happening, and distributions happen to the 
members, at that point, once Piper Ranch starts 
seeing distributions, it will pay Big Bite for 
the work it has done? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. But there is no projection or 
plan right now as to when that will be? 
A. No. 
Q. And there is no formal agreement between 
Piper Ranch and Big Bite that that's how it's 
going to happen? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. Is Piper Ranch expected to do 
work on Phase IV? 
A. I can't answer that question now. 
Q. Why can't you answer that question? 
A. Because I don't know whether or not 
Circle Z will proceed with development of Phase 
IV. 
Q. Okay. If Circle Z proceeds with the 
development, is Piper ~anch expected to do the 
same type of work that it was expected to do on 
Phase III? 
Page 51 
A. If Piper Ranch is still a member of 
Circle Z, at that point in time, I would say, 
yes. 
Q. Okay. If it's not a member it's not 
expected to contribute to the company? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. Other than the Wandering Trails 
and Circle Z projects are there any other 
development projects that Piper Ranch has been 
involved in? 
A. No. 
Q. Are there any other development projects 
that you individually have been involved in as an 
owner on the project? 
A. No. 
Q. Just those two? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Have you owned any other entities that 
were involved in developing property? 
A. No. 
Q. What is UPE? 
A. I don't have any idea. 
(Exhibit 3 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Give you Exhibit 
3. Do you recognize this exhibit? 
10:08:311 
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A. Yes. 
Q. What is it? 
A. It is our personal 2007 tax retum. 
Q. Okay. If you'll go to, I believe, it's 
the 7th page at the bottom. It says, "Schelhom 
128." 
A. (Witness complying.) 
Q. At the top up here it lists names of 
companies or partnerships that you have ownership 
m. 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. One is Circle Z Development Group, third 
is Big Bite Excavation, Inc., and in between that 
is this UPE. You don't know what "UPE" is? 
A. I do not. 
Q. But you are reporting it on your tax 
returns? 
A. I had -- I had asked our accountant what 
that was. And I cannot remember what he said 
exactly it was, but I can find out. It doesn't 
have to do with an actual company. I believe it 
has to do with depreciation, or something along 
those lines. But I would have to ask him for 
sure. 
Q. Okay. Who is your accountant? 
Page 53 
1 A. Pulliam & Associates --
1 0 : 1 0 : 0 1 2 Q. Okay. 
10:10:02 3 A. --outofBoise. 
1 0 : 1 0 : 1 0 4 Q. Is there anything else in the tax return 
1 0 : 1 0 : 12 5 that would help explain what that is? 
10: 10: 3 2 6 A. Not to my knowledge. 
10: 10 : 3 8 7 Q. Okay. On that page, it appears that UPE 
1 0 : 1 0 : 4 3 8 is listed as a partnership, and presumably has an 
1 0 : 1 0 : 4 6 9 employer ID number that's been blacked out. I 
10:10:4810 
10:10:5111 
10:10:5512 
10:10:5713 
10:10:5914 
10:11:0415 
10:11:0516 
10:11:0617 
10:11:0718 
10:11:0919 
10:11:2220 
10:11:2521 
10:11:2822 
10:11:3123 
10:11:3224 
25 
assume if there wasn't anything there, it 
wouldn't be blacked out. Is that fair to say? 
A. It appears that way. 
Q. Okay. Do you know if Tim would know 
what UPE is? 
A. I don't believe he would. 
Q. Okay. 
A. If I don't know, I don't believe he 
would. 
Q. Okay. We'll ask him when the time 
comes. 
There has been reference made to a Sky 
Ranch project. And I think a couple oftimes you 
mentioned that there is no Sky Ranch project. 
What is Sky Ranch? 
A. Sky Ranch is our personal residence. 
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11 : 2 1 : 4 2 1 developments that were selling. You had 
"' . 11 : 21 : 4 5 2 companies that were working on developments. 
11 : 2 1 : 4 8 3 Isn't it fair to say, you knew what things were 
11 : 2 1 : 4 9 4 going to sell for? 
11 : 2 1 : 52 5 MR. DINIDS: Object to the form. 
11 : 21 : 54 6 THE WITNESS: I can't say that I would 
11:21:57 7 
11:22:01 8 
11:22:04 9 
11:22:0710 
11:22:1011 
11:22:1312 
11:22:1413 
11:22:1614 
11:22:1815 
11:22:1816 
11:22:2117 
11:22:2418 
11:22:2719 
11:22:2820 
11:22:3521 
11:22:3722 
11:22:4023 
11:22:4024 
know what this project would sell for. I mean, 
there is so many variables with different sizes, 
different lots -- I mean, I -- no, I can't. 
That's what real-estate agents, I guess, 
are --why we, you know, hire them to tell us 
what they are worth, and what they can sell for. 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Okay. But as a 
developer, you have some idea of what your 
development is going to sell for? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And as someone involved in the 
development industry through Big Bite, you have 
some indication of what lots are going to sell 
for? 
MR. DINIUS: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: I don't really handle lot 
sales. I -- I couldn't tell you. 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Okay. Would Tim 
2 5 be able to tell me? 
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A. He might be able to. 
Q. Okay. But at this point, you don't have 
any reason to dispute that in January 2008, the 
projected values for those lots was a reasonable 
projected value? 
MR. DINIUS: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: I have no idea what those 
lots were worth in 2008. 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Notwithstanding, 
the development experience that you had already 
had? 
MR. DINIUS: The same objection. 
THE WITNESS: Correct. I don't know. 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Okay. Looking at 
the first page, it appears that Phase I and Phase 
II were both projected to be completed and sold 
in 2008; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And what was your understanding 
of what the six lots in Phase I were to be, which 
lots were those going to be? 
A. I don't know which lots those were. 
Q. Okay. The paving work that was required 
from Piper Ranch, was it related to those six 
lots? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Could those six lots have been sold if 
the paving work was not done? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. In your development experience, can you 
sell a lot that has no road to the lot? 
A. I don't know. I don't know if you can 
actually sell a lot without it being paved. I 
would assume you could. I don't know that for 
sure. I know that you wouldn't be able to get a 
building permit. 
Q. Okay. Was it your understanding that 
those six lots could be sold for 70,000 a piece 
without the paving work being done? 
:MR. DINIUS: I'll object to the form. 
THE WI1NESS: I would have to say, no. 
Q. (BY :MR. CHRISTENSEN) No? 
A. No, that the-- can you rephrase your 
question? 
Q. Sure. I'm going to go back just little 
bit, too. 
The projection projects that the first 
12lots for Wandering Trails were going to be 
sold in 2008 for either 70,000 or 75,000 per lot; 
25 correct? 
11:25:13 1 
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A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. Was it your understanding that 
those lots -- was it your understanding in 
January 2008, that those lots could be sold for 
those prices without the paving work being 
completed? 
A. No. 
Q. What was your understanding of the basis 
for those prices being projected for those lots? 
A. I'm sure it would be a completed 
product. 
Q. Okay. So the lots were being projected 
as being sold for the 70,000 and the 75,000 based 
on the paving work being completed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And those projections were for 2008 
sales? 
A. According to this, yes. 
Q. Okay. So in January 2008, your 
understanding was, that the paving work needed to 
be completed in 2008, otherwise those lot sales 
couldn't be sold; correct? 
A. No. 
Q. When was your understanding of when the 
paving needed to be done in order for those lots 
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to be sold at that price? 
A. There was no date that the paving had to 
be completed by. 
Q. But if the paving is not completed in 
2008, you are not going to sell the lots for 
70,000 and 75,000 apiece; right? 
A. Correct. 
Q. So really, the paving needed to be 
completed in 2008? 
MR. DINIUS: Object to the form. 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Otherwise the 
projections don't work; correct? 
MR. DINIUS: The same objection. 
TilE WI1NESS: I don't know. I -- I had 
no involvement in the projections, in the prices, 
in the compiling of any of this exhibit. 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Okay. Recognizing 
that, but you are the person testifying on behalf 
of Piper Ranch? 
A. Correct. 
Q. So what you are telling me is, anything 
with this exhibit, you had no involvement in, and 
don't know what the basis for the numbers is? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Tim would be the one to testify to that? 
Page 95 
A. He might be able to answer those 
questions. 
Q. Okay. Towards the bottom, there is a 
line that reads, "Net present value of 
one-quarter interest 10 percent discount rate." 
Is the 10 percent discount rate a 
reasonable discount rate for future projections 
and profits? 
A. I couldn't tell you. 
Q. Do you have any reason to believe it's 
not? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. At the time-- at this point in 
time, Piper Ranch had a CPA; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that was Pulliam & Associates? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you ever talk to the CPA about this 
document? 
A. No. 
Q. Could you have talked about this 
document with them? 
A. I suppose. 
Q. Okay. But you never did? 
A. No. 
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Q. Okay. At some point you received an 
amended assignment agreement; correct? 
A. Correct. 
(Exhibit 10 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Giving you Exhibit 
No. lO. Do you recognize this document? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is this a copy of the amended assignment 
agreement that you received? 
A. No, this is the assignment of the 
liability -- limited liability, not the 
amendment. 
Q. This is the assignment agreement that 
you received at Piper Ranch listed as the 
assignment; right? 
MR. DINIUS: Make sure you look at the 
document before you answer. 
TilE WI1NESS: (Witness complying.) Yes. 
MR. DINIUS: No. Look at the entire 
document. 
THE WI1NESS: Sorry. (Witness 
complying.) No. 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) What part of it is 
wrong? 
A. The attachment here, the American Paving 
Page 97 
quote. 
Q. And what's your testimony with regards 
to that American Paving quote? 
A. It was not with the documentation that I 
received, nor does it state that it's any exhibit 
to the assignment. 
Q. Okay. So your testimony is, when you 
received the assignment agreement that lists 
Piper Ranch, LLC, the American Paving quote was 
not attached to that? 
A. That's correct. 
MR. CHRISTENSEN: Okay. Let's take the 
last page off. 
MR. DINIUS: I would actually-- we 
produced the document this morning --
MR. CHRISTENSEN: Okay. 
MR. DINIUS: -- Schelhom 179 through 
184, which includes the transmitted fax cover 
sheets from Angstman, Johnson & Associates 
with -- indicating five pages. And five pages of 
the agreement, that in tum was executed and sent 
back. So I don't know if you want to use that 
one or not? 
MR. CHRISTENSEN: Let's just stick with 
the one we've got marked already. And I 
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Q. It appears from reading this thing, that 
that matter had settled in June of2006, and 
consequently was done? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Was it fair to say that the 
Amens -- the representation by T.J. regarding the 
dispute with the Amens was concluded in or around 
June of2006? 
A. One of the disputes would have been 
completed on June of'06 --
Q. Okay. 
A. --on June of'06. 
Q. And I think you previously testified 
that in 2007, you had another dispute with the 
Amens, but that Mr. Hilty was representing you at 
that point with -- for that dispute? 
A. I believe so. 
Q. Okay. So T.J.'s representation was done 
with regards to Amens in 2006? 
A. It appears. 
Q. Okay. Now, moving on there was a 
Page 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. The next couple of paragraphs 
in -- under that paragraph then appear to be, 
essentially, quotes from, I assume, it's the 
Rules of Professional Conduct for Idaho 
attorneys. It appears to be Rule 1.8(a). 
Do you have any reason to dispute that 
Rule 1.8(a) reads as set out there? 
:MR. DINIUS: And I'll object to the 
extent it calls for a legal conclusion. 
1RE WITNESS: I don't know. 
1 !"\A 
... v-. 
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Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Okay. Going down 
a little bit, there's a paragraph that starts out 
with, "Obviously." Do you see that? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Yes. 
Q. About halfway through that paragraph, 
there is a sentence that starts, "However, the 
11 : 4 0 : 1 0 2 0 proposed business venture is not without risk." 
11 : 4 0 : 12 21 You understood that when you signed this 
2 2 agreement that a development property has risks; 
11 : 4 0 : 1 4 2 3 correct? 
11 : 3 7 : 4 4 2 4 settlement statement for Willow Glen, which looks 11 : 4 0 : 14 2 4 A. Correct. 
2 5 like the things were done on that one in around 2 5 
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June of2006 as well; is that correct? 
A. It appears to be. 
Q. And there wasn't anything, other than 
the Willow Glen HOA documents, and the dispute 
with Amens, that T.J. represented you 
individually for; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. So in February of2008, T.J. wasn't 
actually representing you and Tim individually 
for anything? 
A. It doesn't appear to be, no. 
Q. Okay. Going back to that assignment 
agreement. Again, in paragraph 10, that first 
sentence of the second paragraph states that you 
are clients ofT.J. Angstman. But, actually, at 
that point, you and Tim weren't individually 
clients ofT.J.? 
A. It would appear that way. 
Q. Okay. But Big Bite at that point, the 
Gridiron litigation was still ongoing in February 
of'08. T.J. was representing Big Bite at that 
point; right? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And in February of2008, T.J. was 
not representing Piper Ranch, LLC; correct? 
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Q. And T.J. disclosed to you that this 
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specific business venture is not without risks? 
It has risks; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And then the next sentence kind 
of goes into what some of those risks may be. 
Number one, the property may not receive the 
entitlements that it needs; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Number two, financing might be 
unavailable on advantageous terms; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And then third, there might be no market 
for the finished development lots even if the 
entitlements are received; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And lastly, it's possible to lose a part 
of or all of your capital contributions; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. So you understood going into this, that 
the project had risks. It might not receive 
entitlements. It might not get advantageous 
funding. It might not be a market for the lots, 
and that you might lose everything; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. The next paragraph, T.J. is 
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Q. Okay. And it's true that you didn't 
ever tell T.J. that you didn't have the money to 
perform the obligations quickly? 
A. Pardon me? 
Q. You never told T.J., Piper Ranch does 
not have the funds to perform its obligations 
under the agreement quickly? 
A. I don't recall any conversations to 
that. 
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Q. Okay. How did Piper Rimch p!a11 on 12 : 0 3 : 3 4 1 0 
fulfilling its obligations under that agreement? 12 : 0 3 : 4 0 11 
A. It would be capital calls from us 12 : 0 3 : 4 3 12 
personally to Piper Ranch. 1 2 : 0 3 : 5 113 
Q. So Piper Ranch was going to do a capital 12 : 0 3 : 53 14 
call for 160,000 from the two individuals? 12 : 0 3 : 55 15 
A. Correct. 1 2 : 0 3 : 5 5 1 6 
Q. And that 160,000 would be used for what? 12 : 0 4 : 2 4 1 7 
A. For whatever it was needed for. 
Q. Okay. There was some scope of work that 
Piper Ranch was obligated to do under the 
agreement; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. The exact scope of that we'll ask Tim 
later. But as I understand it, your testimony 
is, Piper Ranch planned on doing a capital call 
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to its members to get funds to pay someone else 
to do that work? 
A. As needed. 
Q. What do you mean by "as needed"? 
A. Well, I think isn't that normally how it 
works? A portion of work is done as money is 
needed to cover whatever that is. It would be 
put in. I would guess that T.J. does the same 
thing, when taxes are due, and notes are due, and 
the funds aren't in Wandering Trails--
Q. Okay. 
A. -- he makes a personal capital call to 
cover it. 
Q. Okay. So what I understand you saying 
is, you weren't planning on doing a capital call 
for 160,000 right at the beginning? 
A. No. 
Q. The capital call would happen as work 
was done, or needed to be done? 
A. Correct. Correct. 
Q. Okay. Who did Piper Ranch plan on using 
to do the work that was required? 
A. Piper Ranch had not solidified who would 
be doing the actual work 
Q. Did it have an idea of who would be 
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doing the excavation and paving work? 
A. Most likely, we would contract Big Bite 
for the excavation. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And the grade-- and possibly, the 
grading. Big Bite does not do any asphalt 
paving. So that, in general, would have to be 
subbed out to someone else. 
Q. Big Bite had never done paving before? 
A. No, we never have. 
Q. But it was most likely that Big Bite 
would do the excavation and the grading? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And at this point, none of the work has 
actually been done; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Let's go back to that Exhibit 4, which 
was the meeting minutes from the February 
2008 -- excuse me -- March 2008 meeting. 
A. (Witness complying.) 
Q. Those meeting minutes towards the 
bottom, discuss Wandering Trails project: Sub 
Point A, discuss being approached by T.J. on the 
project. Sub Point B, signed assignment ofLLC 
on February 28, 2008. 
Page 117 
I assume the meeting minutes are just 
confirming the actions that have been done in 
signing the assignment agreement by Piper Ranch; 
is that correct, at least in part? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. Well, was there any other 
discussion at that meeting about that project, 
other than just the fact that the assignment had 
been signed? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. 
(Exhibit 12 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Give you what's 
marked as Exhibit No. 12. Do you recognize this 
exhibit? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. It appears to be a string of 
emails, the original ones between T.J. and a 
representative from Alpha Lending. Did you 
understand, Alpha Lending was one of the lenders 
for the Wandering Trails project? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Ultimately, there is an email 
from you to T.J., it's about a third of the way 
down on the first page. That email is dated 
(208) 345-9611 
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K-i-t-a-m-u-r-a. 
What was the nature of that dispute? 
A. I believe we asked T.J. to review our 
operating agreement that pertained to Circle Z. 
Q. So you asked T.J. to review the Circle Z 
Development operating agreement? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Why? 
A. I don't really know. 
Q. What was he reviewing it for? 
A. I don't really know what issue, or why 
he would have had him review it, to be honest 
with you. I'm not sure. 
Q. What was the nature of the dispute with 
Circle Z Development? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Was the dispute with Circle Z 
12:14:47 1 
12:14:522 
12:14:59 3 
12:15:02 4 
12:15:07 5 
12:15:10 6 
12:15:12 7 
12:15:14 8 
12:15:17 9 
12:15:1910 
11 
12:15:2112 
12:15:2313 
12:15:2614 
12:15:2715 
12:15:2716 
12:15:3017 
Development, or with Mr. Zamzow individually, or 12 : 15 : 3 018 
with Mr. Kitamura individually? 12 : 15 : 3 31 9 
A. I don't believe dispute is right. From 12 : 15 : 3 7 2 0 
what I remember, we had him review the 
documentation. I don't remember the exact 
reasons why -- I can't answer that. I'm sorry. 
Q. Okay. 
A. I don't know. 
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Q. But you had him review the operating 
agreement. It looks like there was around $225 
billed. So, approximately, an hour or two of 
time. But you don't remember why he was 
reviewing that at all or--
A. A--
Q. Go ahead. 
A. No. 
Q. Or what the reason was that it would be 
listed as a dispute with Circle Z Development? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And turning the page, is this the 
check that paid that invoice? 
A. That is my signature. 
Q. And ifs a Big Bite Excavation check? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And the next page is the-- it looks 
like a stub. Does it go with that check; is that 
correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And that stub reads at the bottom, Piper 
Ranch Statement No. 7028; correct? 
A. Uh-huh, correct. 
Q. Now, does Big Bite have a dispute with 
Circle Z Development? 
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A. No. 
Q. So why is Big Bite paying Piper Ranch's 
bill? 
A. Probably, just an oversight on my end. 
However, our accountant is always instructed if 
there is anything that is not pertaining to Big 
Bite. Something that pertains to something else, 
or a personal draw that we would take. Those 
adjustments are made at the end of the year. 
Q. Okay. 
A. With respect to the notes receivables 
and notes payable to the stockholders. 
Q. Okay. So based on that, at some point 
then, was there a check from Piper Ranch to Big 
Bite to pay this amount? 
A. No. 
Q. What would the adjustment have been when 
it--
A. The adjustment would have been in the 
record keeping that the accountant keeps for us. 
Q. Okay. And that would all be attached to 
the tax return for 2008? 
A. I don't know if it would be or not. 
Q. Okay. Has Piper Ranch done a 2008 tax 
return? 
Page 125 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did it do a 2007 tax return? 
A. When did we form? I-- I believe so. 
Q. Okay. I haven't seen either a 2007 or a 
2008 tax return for Piper Ranch. 
A. Piper Ranch is put on our personal tax 
return. 
Q. Okay. So there isn't a separate tax 
return for Piper Ranch? 
A. No, there is not. 
Q. Okay. And there isn't a separate tax 
return in 2008 for Piper Ranch either? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. Piper Ranch is just included on 
your personal tax returns? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Okay. And to figure out how the 
adjustments would be made between Big Bite and 
Piper Ranch for Big Bite paying this invoice, who 
is the best person to talk to about that? 
A. Our accounting firm. 
Q. The accountant. Okay. Okay. In 
September 2008, did you receive a letter from 
T.J. about the Wandering Trails project? 
A. Possibly. 
(208) 345-9611 
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12:17:141 (Exhibit 15 marked.) 
' 12:17:152 Q. (BY :MR. CHRISTENSEN) I'll give you 
12:17:193 Exhibit 15. Is this a copy of the letter that 
12:17:23 4 you received in September 2008 from 
12:17:575 T.J. regarding that project? 
12:17:58 6 A. Yes, it is. 
12:18:02 7 Q. Okay. And in that letter, the second 
12:18:05 8 paragraph, T.J. says, "The purpose of bringing in 
12:18:119 Piper Ranch, LLC, (Piper), was to free up some 
12:18:1310 capital by having Piper completes some 
12:18:1711 infrastructure improvements so that we would not 
12:18:2312 need to finance them - those savings would have 
12:18:2513 financed our capital needs for the next year." 
12:18:2714 Was that your understanding why Piper 
12:18:3015 Ranch was brought into the project? 
12:18:3116 A. I don't recall. 
12:18:3317 Q. You don't recall whether that was your 
12:18:3518 understanding, or you don't recall whether that 
12:18:3719 accurately portrays what the understanding was? 
12:18:3920 A. I don't recall if that accurately 
12:18:4221 portrays what the understanding -- I don't recall 
12:18:4822 it -- let me start over. I don't recall it being 
12:18:5623 to -- to finance the capital needs. 
12:18:5724 Q. You don't recall --
25 A. I don't recall that ever being a reason 
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12:19:001 for our involvement. 
12:19:032 Q. Okay. What was your understanding of 
12:19:073 why Piper Ranch was involved? 
12:19:13 4 A. What was my understanding of why we were 
12:19:14 5 involved? 
12:19:16 6 Q. Uh-huh. 
12:19:217 A. We were brought in as a partner to do 
12:19:248 some infrastructure. 
12:19:269 Q. Okay. And the infrastructure that you 
12:19:2810 did was something that the company would then not 
12:19:3011 have to pay for; correct? 
12:19:3212 A. That -- which company? 
12:19:3513 Q. That -- that's a good question. I'm 
12:19:3614 sorry. 
12:19:3815 That Wandering Trails would not then 
12:19:3916 have to pay for? 
17 A. Would not have to finance? 
12:19:4218 Q. Correct. 
12:19:4319 A. Correct. 
12:19:4620 Q. Okay. So Piper Ranch comes in, and it's 
12:19:5021 going to -- it's going to do some infrastructure 
12:19:5322 work, or contract with someone else to do it. 
12:19:5623 It's obligated to either do it, or pay for it? 
12:19:5724 A. Correct. 
25 Q. And the work that Piper Ranch is 
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obligated to do is the work that Wandering Trails 
would then not have to pay someone else to do; 
correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. So at least with regards to 
everything up to the dash in that sentence, that 
is a correct statement as to the reasons that 
Piper Ranch was brought in? 
A. It would appear so. 
Q. Okay. And then everything after the 
dash, the savings, by not having to finance those 
infrastructure improvements, could be used to pay 
the capital needs for the next year; correct? 
A. That would be at T.J.'s disclosure. 
Q. Okay. Now, if those infrastructure 
improvements weren't actually done in 2008, that 
wouldn't free up the financing to be used for 
other capital needs; correct? 
A. Say that again. 
Q. If the bringing up of that-- if-- let 
me start over. 
The savings from not having to pay for 
the work that Piper Ranch was going to do, 
wouldn't be available if Piper Ranch didn't 
actually do the work that it was obligated to do; 
Page 129 
correct? 
A. The savings would not be available? 
Q. Right. 
A. I -- I don't know that I can agree with 
that. 
Q. Okay. IfPiper Ranch doesn't do the 
work it's obligated to do, who's going to do it? 
A. I guess Piper Ranch -- Piper Ranch was 
to do the work. 
Q. Okay. But there is work that needs to 
be done on the Wandering Trails project. Piper 
Ranch is obligated to do at least some of that 
work. If Piper Ranch doesn't do the work, it 
still needs to be done; right? 
A. Correct. 
Q. So Wandering Trails presumably is going 
to have to pay to have the work done? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Correct? So if Piper Ranch doesn't do 
the work that it's obligated to do, there isn't 
any savings to Wandering Trails that could be 
used to finance other capital needs; correct? 
:MR. DINIUS: Object to the form. 
TilE WITNESS: I --the financial 
situation, what monies were or were not available 
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12 : 2 3 : 0 3 1 was not something that we were involved in. 
12 : 2 3: 0 4 2 Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Okay. 
A. I guess, I can't answer the question you 
the way you want me to. I--
Q. Okay. But you can say that, by Piper 
Ranch obligating itself to do certain work, 
Wandering Trails would not have to pay to have 
that work done? 
A. Correct. 
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Trails may have set aside for paying for that 
could be used for other things? 
A. If that's --
Q. Or it could be left in the bank? I 
mean, it wouldn't have to be spent? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. The rest of this letter looks 
like a proposal to restructure things, dealing 
largely with the financing. At this point, 
September 2008, had any work been done on the 
project by Piper Ranch? 
A. No. 
Q. And are you aware of what the situation 
with the lenders was in September 2008? 
A. I believe that's about the time we were 
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made aware of the situation with the lenders. 
Q. Okay. And what was your understanding 
of the situation? 
A. That it was becoming difficult for 
T.J. to continue to make the payments. The loans 
were being close to maturity, if not already 
matured. I don't have the exact dates in my 
head. You know, and then his approach to us to 
start making the payments on one of those loans. 
Q. So the rest of this letter is 
essentially a proposal to try and stay afloat, 
for lack of a better term, proposal to keep the 
project going without the whole thing folding? 
Is that fair to characterize it that way? 
A. It would appear. 
Q. Okay. 
12:27:0911 
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12:27:47 1 
12:27:512 
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(Exhibit 16 marked.) 12 : 2 8 : 3 417 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Let me give you 12 : 2 8 : 3 71 8 
what's marked as 16. Do you recognize this? 
A. Yes. 
Q. This appears to be a proposed or a draft 
amendment to the operating agreement for 
Wandering Trails, LLC, which was attached to an 
email from T.J. Do you know if this amendment, 
12:28:4319 
12:28:5820 
12:29:0221 
12:29:1022 
12:29:1223 
12:29:1424 
2 5 or something like it ever was actually signed? 25 
A. It was not. 
Q. Okay. And this amendment, the terms of 
this appears slightly different from what was in 
the September letter, but essentially, the same 
concept of trying to rework the way the 
development was organized, and would proceed 
forward in order to keep it going. Is that a 
fair characterization? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And it looks like Mr. Bernier had 
approved the amendment as drafted. But for 
whatever reason, Piper Ranch never actually 
approved it; is that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Do you know why Piper Ranch didn't agree 
to the amendment? 
A. I believe our biggest concern was the 
terms of the fmancing, the length of the 
financing. There were also questions into --
Q. Now, let me just go back to that part. 
A. Okay. 
Q. The terms of the financing, you are 
talking about paragraph 2? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that's the financing that's already 
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in place? 
A. Oh, excuse me. Not paragraph 2, but I 
thought this stated where we would take over 
that. Am I missing it? 
us. 
Q. Maybe paragraph 1 under the Amendments? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. 
A. You know, that was a huge concern for 
Q. Okay. 
A. As it was not a part of our original 
agreement to be responsible for any of the 
financial loans associated with the project. 
Q. Okay. Well, were there other issues 
that Piper Ranch had with the amendment? 
A. I believe so, but I'll have to scan it 
really quick. I thought there was something on 
interest, but maybe not. Maybe this --
Q. Paragraph 4, it looks like there is 
something there about interest. 
A. Yeah, there was just a lot of things in 
here that we just didn't agree to. 
Q. Okay. But the biggest was taking over 
the loan payments from Alpha? 
A. I would have to say so, yes. 
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Q. Okay. And that was because 
Piper-- that wasn't part of the original 
agreement for Piper to pay some of those? 
A. Correct. We were under the impression 
that that was solidified. It was something that 
was not going to be a problem. 
Q. Okay. 
A. We never expected this to become an 
issue. 
Q. Okay. At some point, you paid at least 
one of the Alpha Lending payments; correct? 
A. Correct. 
(Exhibit 17 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) This is Exhibit 
17. Do you recognize this document? 
A. Yes. 
Q. It appears to be an email chain. In the 
middle is an email from T.J. to Steve Vaught, 
that is also cc'd to you, dated September lOth, 
2008. T.J. says, "Julie will be calling you to 
make the December payment. They are going to 
make the payments for a while while we get some 
lots paved and sold." 
That statement about, "they are going to 
be making the payments," I assume he's referring 
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to you and Tim, or Piper Ranch? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And was that statement based on some 
agreement that you had come to with T.J.? 
A. I know that we were kind of taking it 
one step at a time. 
Q. Okay. But at any point, I mean, is his 
statement false there, that you had said you were 
going to make some of the payments? 
A. I don't recall if we stated we would 
make several, one, two. I can't tell you. 
Q. Okay. In any case, you made one 
payment. And just for one payment; right? There 
weren't more beyond that --
A. Correct. 
Q. --right? And that payment was 
made -- turn the page. There is a page stamp on 
this, it looks like, December 11, 2008 --
A. Correct. 
Q. -- correct? 
(Exhibit 18 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) This is Exhibit 
18, which I'm handing you now, a copy of the 
check that paid that payment? . 
A. Yes. 
1 
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Q. And that was a Piper Ranch check; 
correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. 
(Exhibit 19 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Exhibit 19, I'm 
handing to you now. Do you recognize this 
document? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is it? 
A. It is our Piper Ranch check register. 
Q. Okay. And this is-- is this your 
handwriting? 
A. It is. 
Q. Okay. So it's not-- it's not a 
computer-generated thing? It's just like a 
little checkbook check register; correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Okay. The first entry on here, it looks 
like opening deposit, it has capital contribution 
in parenthesis above that. And $200 is what is 
listed as the deposit; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. The 200, I assume that was 100 from 
yourself, and 100 from Tim? 
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A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And then continuing throughout 
the rest of that year, it looks like some checks 
were issued, or ordered, and then there was an $8 
service charge that was tacked on monthly? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And once you get to the end of2008, 
there is an entry for Check No. 1001, dated 
December 11. It has Alpha Lending listed there 
for $2,600; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And then just below that, it says, "TC," 
and I can't read what it says under that? 
A. "Maria." 
Q. What is "TC Maria"? 
A. Telephone call. And Maria is one of the 
tellers at the credit union. 
Q. Which credit union was that? 
A. Valley Community Credit Union. 
Q. Okay. And then transfer from 5465. 
What is 5465? 
A. That's our personal account there. 
Q. Okay. And then it's got a capital call 
listed above that? 
A. Correct. 
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Q. And then the same amount, 2,600; 
correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. So just so I'm clear. Basically, that 
day, you called the bank, talked to Maria. And 
had her transfer from your personal account, the 
$2,600 into the Alpha Lending account-- excuse 
me, the Piper Ranch account. And then wrote the 
check to Alpha Lending the same day; correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Okay. Those funds didn't come from a 
Big Bite account, it was your personal account? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Okay. And I assume, again, that that 
would be 1,300 from yourself, and 1,300 from Tim; 
correct, the 2,600? 
A. It's a joint account. 
Q. Okay. But-- it probably doesn't 
matter. But just, it wasn't that you were 
contributing 2,600 in capital to the company, and 
Tim was contributing nothing? It was equally 
contributed? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And it looks like later on in May 
of'09, there was another deposit of 150, 
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basically, to cover those $8 a month payments, it 
looks like. And that also is listed as capital 
call. I assume the same thing from there, the 
funds for that came from that personal account, 
and not from a Big Bite account? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. 0 kay. So atthis point, the total 
that's been contributed to Piper Ranch by you and 
Tim is, approximately, 2,950? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And that would be the initial 200, the 
2,600, and the 150 later--
A. That's correct. 
Q. -- correct? And nothing more than that 
has been contributed to the company at this 
point? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Okay. Does Piper Ranch have its own 
checking account or savings account separate from 
you and Tim, individually? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that's at the Valley-- the credit 
union, Valley Community Credit Union? 
A. That's correct. 
(Exhibit 20 marked.) 
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Q. (BY .tvfR. CHRISTENSEN) Exhibit 20, which 
I'm giving you now. Do you recognize this? 
A. Yes. 
Q. It looks like a bank statement 
for-- for the account number is blacked out, so 
12 : 3 6 : 5 6 6 I can't tell you the account number. But a bank 
7 statement for an account that has got Piper 
8 Ranch's name on it; correct? 
12:37:00 9 A. Correct. 
12 : 3 7 : 0 110 Q. Now, the name on the account appears to 
12 : 3 7 : 0 4 11 . be Tim Schelhom, Julie Schelhom, dba, Piper 
12 : 3 7 : 0 512 Ranch, LLC; correct? 
12 : 3 7 : 0 5 13 A. Correct. 
12 : 3 7 : 0 814 Q. Is there any bank account that is not 
12 : 3 7 : 1515 listing Piper Ranch as a dba, but that is rather, 
12 : 3 7 : 1 6 1 6 Piper Ranch, LLC? 
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Q. Excuse me. 
A. And ifi can clarify that. That's how 
the credit union preferred to set it up. 
Q. Okay. Do you know why they do it that 
way? 
A. I don't believe they do actual business 
accounts. 
Q. Okay. At that credit union? 
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A. Correct. 
Q. And that-- and that-- Big Bite has 
accounts, I think, at Bank of the Cascades; is 
that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. So why wouldn't you open the Piper Ranch 
account at a bank that does business accounts? 
A. We just like our credit union. 
Q. Okay. At some point, did you try and 
find your own investor to get involved in the 
Wandering Trails project? 
A. Yes, Tim did. 
Q. Would Tim be the one to ask questions 
about that, too? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Do you know who it was? 
A. I could guess, but I would rather not. 
Q. Okay. Well, I already put the sticker 
on. So we're --
A. Okay. 
Q. --going to label it Exhibit 21. And I 
may come back to it. We'll see. 
(Exhibit 21 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Did you 
participate in a meeting with T.J. and the Alpha 
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that there was no time for performance on the 
part of counterclaim." 
I'm trying to figure out what the basis 
for that statement is. What acknowledgment are 
you referring to? 
A. In the agreement, there is no reference 
to a date as to when the work has to be 
performed. 
Q. Okay. And you're construing that as an 
acknowledgment that there is no time for it to be 
performed; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So the fact that the agreement doesn't 
contain a time is of the essence type clause, 
means that time isn't of the essence, and you can 
complete the work whenever you want; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And if you tum a couple of pages to 
page 8. This is a Request For Admission No. 2, 
regarding Piper Ranch filing tax returns. The 
request was, "Please admit that they did not file 
tax returns for 2007, 2008." That was denied. 
I believe your testimony previously has 
been that, in fact, there was no 2007 tax return 
filed for Piper Ranch, LLC. And there is no 2008 
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tax return filed for Piper Ranch, LLC; correct? 
A. Correct. There is no separate tax 
return for Piper Ranch, LLC. It is a part of our 
personal tax returns. 
Q. Okay. And that's true for both '07 and 
'08? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. Have you filed '08 personal 
taxes? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you get a copy of those to me? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Turning the page to Request For 
Admission No. 5, "Please admit that Piper Ranch, 
LLC did not have a bank account in its name." 
That was denied. Again, I believe we've covered 
this. The bank account is a dba style bank 
account. And I believe your testimony was, that 
that was at the request of the bank? 
A. Correct, 
Q. Correct? Okay. 
No.7, Request for Admission No.7, 
"Please admit that Piper Ranch, LLC, entered into 
business contracts and/or transactions without 
formal approval by company resolution." And that 
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request was also denied. 
I haven't seen a company resolution for 
the assignment agreement that was signed by Piper 
Ranch. Is there a company resolution for that 
agreement? 
lvfR. DINIUS: And I'm going to object. I 
mean, that calls for a legal conclusion -- mainly 
whether or not an LLC is required to have a 
resolution to enter into any agreement. 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) But the question 
is: Is there a resolution? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. In fact, there aren't any formal 
company resolutions for Piper Ranch, LLC; 
correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. Okay. I'm going to go back a 
little bit, almost back to the beginning. We 
talked about the projects that Piper Ranch has 
been involved in, either as owners, or as 
contractors. Now, I'm wondering about Big Bite. 
And what I'll do is try and limit it in scope to 
time. I don't necessarily want every project 
that Big Bite has ever been involved in. And 
I'll also limit it in type of involvement as 
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well. 
But the first question: When was Big 
Bite started? 
A. Big Bite was started in 1989. It was 
Tim's company. It was a sole proprietorship. It 
was incorporated in 1997. 
Q. Okay. Who are the shareholders in Big 
Bite? 
A. Tim and myself. 
Q. And has it been that way since 1997, you 
and him have been shareholders since '97? 
A. Correct. 
(Exhibit 3 I marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) I'm going to hand 
you Exhibit 31. Do you recognize this document? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is it? 
13 :58 : 5 618 A. It's the 2007 corporate tax return for 
13 : 58 : 5 819 Big Bite Excavation, Inc. 
13 : 59 : 0 0 2 0 Q. Okay. I'm looking at, specifically, I 
13 : 59 : 0 3 21 think it's page 6 of the exhibit. At the bottom 
13: 59: 0 922 it says, "Big Bite 87." I think one more. 
13 :59 : 10 2 3 A. (Witness complying.) 
13 : 59 : 14 2 4 Q. It says the K-1 that's in-- that's part 
2 5 of that tax return. K-1 is --list shareholder's 
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that project? Had he come to you for that 
reason, or was there some other reason he came to 
you? 
A. Well, initially, how I-- how we, Julie 
and I, came to find out about the project was, we 
were -- we were in a meeting with T.J. in regards 
to the bad debt collection for Gridiron. And at 
the end of the meeting, he had asked me ifl 
would be interested in looking at some budgetary 
numbers that he had for Wandering Trails, and I 
agreed. 
Q. Okay. 
A. I said, I would be glad to look at those 
numbers, you know, and see if I could assist you 
in any way or form. And at that time, ifl'm 
recalling right, he wasn't asking us to be a 
partner. 
Q. Okay. What was he asking you to do with 
regards to the budget numbers? 
A. He just wanted our opinion on the dollar 
amounts that he had received on those quotes. 
Q. Do you remember any specific quotes that 
he had given you? 
A. I don't. 
Q. Okay. 
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A. I don't. That's how I first came -- and 
dates, I can't recall. I don't recall. 
Q. Okay. That's fine. 
A. As-- go ahead. Sorry. 
Q. How did things roll from there? 
A. I'm trying to remember. That must have 
been about November of'07. And I think we had 
met with him one other time. He asked me about 
those numbers. And I told him those 
were -- those were quantity -- the quantities 
that they were giving. They weren't giving a 
specific scope of work. But the quantities, 
those were good numbers. 
And then, I believe, we had lunch at the 
Stagecoach. That's when he asked us if we would 
be interested in possibly being a partner. 
Q. Okay. Do you remember when the lunch 
was? 
A. No, I don't recall. I know that it was 
brought up earlier in here, but I don't recall 
the date. 
Q. Okay. And I don't remember that there 
was a specific date testified to before. 
Will you look at Exhibit No. 6? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. The one page thing, it should be close 
to the front. 
A. (Witness complying.) Okay. 
Q. Do you recall ifthat's the bid that 
T.J. asked you to take a look at? 
A. Yes, this was one of them. 
Q. Okay. And this one appears to be dated 
November 16, 2007, which fits generally the 
time line you said that was probably in November 
that he first came to you? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. And then sometime after that, there was 
a lunch meeting at the Stagecoach, probably, 
where it was discussed of actually getting 
involved in the Wandering Trails project; right? 
A. Ask me that one more time. 
Q. At some point, after you first saw this, 
there was a meeting at the Stagecoach where the 
discussion began as to you, and Julie, or one of 
your entities, or somebody, getting involved in 
the Wandering Trails project more than just 
reviewing that document? 
A. Yeah. Actually, he pro--- we-- this 
was one. There was two others that we had looked 
at--
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Q. Okay. 
A. --two other quotes. We didn't direct 
any attention, you know, we just kind of talked 
about -- one of the things that I was kind of 
stressing at that time to T.J. was, I would be 
full in. There would be no question. We would 
be whole, but we needed to collect money from 
Gridiron. In order for us to be whole, to put 
money into this project. 
And that was one of the things that was 
discussed, and I'm not trying to get off base, 
but -- so then we went from that, and we kind of 
directed him to looking at these additional 
budget numbers, and then referring back to 
November, we talked about quantities, and were 
these quantities good. And one of the questions 
that was asked was, in your opinion, can this 
type of work be done as far as the gravel base 
this time of year. And I told him, no, none. 
And what time of year was that; December? 
Q. November, December '07, probably. 
A. Yeah. So -- and then it just kind of 
escalated from there. I mean, we had some 
personal issues going on, which you know about. 
Q. Uh-huh. So at some point, the decision 
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was made for you all to get an ownership interest 15 : 1 9 : 2 0 1 
in Wandering Trails in exchange for some scope of 15 : 19 : 2 6 2 
work being performed; correct? 15 : 1 9 : 3 0 3 
A. Repeat that, please. 15 : 19 : 3 3 4 
Q. At some point, the decision was made for 15 : 19 : 3 8 5 
you, meaning the Schelhoms, or some entity to 15 : 19 : 4 2 6 
receive an ownership interest in Wandering 
Trails, LLC, in exchange for some work being 
performed or money being paid? 
A. Well, it was pitched that way, but we 
never solidified anything, as far as what was 
going to be ownership, how much percentage of 
what-- excuse me -- ownership. That 
was -- there was -- that was nothing defmitive. 
So part of your question is correct, yes, but 
part of it, no. 
Q. Okay. What--
A. Because I didn't have a defmitive line 
on that. 
Q. On what? 
A. On what percentage was going to get us 
25 percent. Because when it was initially 
pitched to us, we were going to get 25 percent of 
the project, for approximately 120,000. And then 
when we got the original contract from him, it 
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stated that 25 percent was going to take 160,000. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And I don't -- I don't recall when we 
got that first one from him, that first draft. 
But from when he had pitched it, and we talked to 
when we really got it, things had changed a 
little bit. 
Q. Okay. Why don't you look at Exhibit 10. 
A. (Witness complying.) 
Q. Exhibit 10 is the final signed 
assignment agreement. 
A. Okay. 
Q. And this one in paragraph 3 has got the 
160,000 figure that you are talking about. So if 
I understand you right, originally the 
understanding was that it would be $120,000 worth 
of work to get 25 percent of the company. But 
the ultimate final version has it as 160,000? 
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Q. Okay. Did you at any point go to 
T.J. and say, hey, I thought we were supposed to 
have 120 instead of 160? 
A. No. When he gave it to me, he addressed 
it verbally. He said, hey, you know, originally 
talked that you could get in for 120 for about 25 
percent. And he probably recalced some numbers, 
and figured it was going to take some more. He 
said, it doesn't need to be cash. You can work 
that additional40,000, or whatever that number 
was. I'm not saying it was 40. You can do that 
in services for work, and I'll make you 25 
percent--
Q. Okay. 
A. --owner. 
Q. Okay. 
A. So that's --
Q. And so ultimately, Piper Ranch was the 
entity that was given the 25 percent interest; 
correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And ultimately, Piper Ranch signed this 
agreement; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And this agreement has Piper 
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Ranch doing $160,000 worth of work for payments; 
correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Now, looking at paragraph 3 of 
this agreement, what's your understanding of what 
Piper Ranch was obligated to do under paragraph 
3? 
A. How do I interpret that? 
Q. Yes. How do you understand it? 
A. How do I understand it? Well, it's 
stating that we're going to get a percentage of 
the project for $160,000 gross. It looks like 
he's expecting $40,000 ofwork of some sort. And 
at the time that work is going to be done, he's 
going to get 60,000. And then we'll only have a 
capital account of 100,000. 
Q. Is there a value on the amount of work 
that Piper Ranch was expected to do? 
A. Yeah. And let me reiterate. 15 : 2 3 : 0 11 9 A. There was no value solidified, no. 
Approximately, that was a-- 120 was approximate. 
Q. Okay. Whatwasthe 120basedon? 
A. There was no basis. 
Q. Okay. 
15 : 2 3 : 0 4 2 0 Q. But in any case, on page 2 of the 
15 : 2 3 : 1121 agreement it says, there has got to be additional 
15: 23: 1422 work with the fair-market value of$59,254.08. 
15 : 2 3 : 1 7 2 3 So there is at least that much value placed on 
2 4 A. I don't know. There was no basis at 2 4 the work that Piper Ranch was doing; correct? 
2 5 that point. 
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fair-market value for 59. 
Q. Right. 
A. Am I reading that right? 
Q. It says what it says; right? 
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A. Yeah. Yeah. It says what it says. I'm 
not sure what he was alluding to with complete 
additional work for fair-market value of$59,000. 
Q. Okay. So there is no scope of what that 
additional $59,000 worth of work is going to be. 
It's just saying that there is going to be some 
work done in the future at some point that will 
have a value of 59 ,000? Or in other words, Piper 
Ranch will be doing 59,254 worth of work in the 
future at some point. What that work is yet, we 
don't know? 
A. Yes, it does appear to say that. 
Q. Okay. And the first stage of work that 
Piper Ranch was expected to do is what was 
provided on Exhibit A to the document; right? 
A. There is no Exhibit A on this document. 
Q. And that's been testified to. I don't 
want to necessarily get into that. But the way 
that paragraph 3 is set up is there is basically 
two stages of work required from Piper Ranch; 
correct? Stage A being, whatever Exhibit A is; 
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and stage B being, the $59,254.08; right? 
A. You are calling the 59,000 the stage B? 
Q. Stage B, yeah. And recognizing the 
document doesn't call it that. That's what I'm 
calling it now. 
A. What is this stage A referencing to, 
though, for the 40,745.20? 
Q. Well, I'm not in the 40,000 yet. I'm 
just saying, whatever Exhibit A is. 
A. Well, that's under Exhibit A, though. 
Q. Well, correct. And what I'm saying is, 
the amount of work for stage 1, or stage A, is 
whatever was depicted on Exhibit A. The way that 
that's allocate is what comes later. But that's 
separate from what the amount of work was; 
correct? 
MR. DINIUS: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: I can't give clarity to 
this 40,000 and the 60,000 for any scope of work. 
I know that there is blue sky back here with 59. 
I agree with that. But I don't know how we 
arrive at these two amounts. 
Q. (BY :MR. CHRISTENSEN) Okay. 
A. I don't know how he arrived at those two 
amounts. 
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Q. Okay. At the time, though, your 
understanding is that Piper Ranch is going to 
need to do work that has an approximate value of 
160,000 to it? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And that's going to be done in basically 
two stages, stage A, stage B; right? 
A. No. 
Q. When was-- okay. But you did 
understand that there is 160,000 worth of work 
that would be done? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And Piper Ranch was receiving its 
25 percent interest in the company from who? 
A. From Liquid Realty-- from Wandering 
Trails. 
Q. Well, it was receiving ownership 
interest in Wandering Trails, but it was Liquid 
Realty that was transferring part of its interest 
to Piper Ranch; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. At that point, Liquid Realty was a 75 
percent owner of Wandering Trails. And pursuant 
to this agreement, it was going to transfer 25 
percent of its interest to Piper Ranch; right? 
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A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. Had you had discussions with 
T.J. prior to signing this agreement regarding 
the projected value of the property? Ifyou go 
back one exhibit, does that jog your memory at 
all, Exhibit 9? 
A. Oh, Exhibit 9. 
Q. Yeah. It's a couple of pages. 
A. Okay. Repeat your question, please. 
Q. Had you discussed projected values with 
T.J. prior to signing the assignment agreement? 
A. Projected values on? 
Q. The Wandering Trails project. 
A. On lot sales? 
Q. Uh-huh. Yes. 
A. Prior to signing it? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Did we give him positive input? Did we 
give our two cents? 
Q. At this point, the question is just, did 
you discuss it with him at all? 
A. Yes, we did. 
Q. Okay. Did you give him input on what 
those projections should be? 
A. No, because we don't specialize in lot 
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A. Why would you pay closing costs twice? 
Q. That's what I'm saying. It looks like 
they are being deducted twice; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And going back to the first page. 
It looks like on the projection, both Phase I and 
Phase II were projected to be sold in 2008; 
correct? 
A. I don't know where that number arrives 
from. 
Q. If you look under where it says, "cash 
flows," about right there (indicating)? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You have Phase I cash flow, 79,176? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that's in the 2008 column? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Right? The same with Phase II? 
A. Where does that $316,629 come from? 
Q. Okay. For now, I'm ignoring the actual 
number. And just the·fact that it's in 2008? 
A. No, I totally disagree with that. 
Q. You disagree that Phase II's cash flow 
was projected to come in 2008? 
A. That's never -- that would never happen. 
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Q. Why? 
A. Well, there is no lots to-- to generate 
that cash flow. 
Q. Right And provided the work was done 
to get the lots done, it will come in whatever 
year that work is done; right? 
MR. DINIUS: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: No. 
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A. No. 
Q. Okay. So--
A. Fall-- fall--
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Q. So if the excavation work is not done in 
'08, there is no way those lots are going to sell 
in '08? 
A. Not for that price. 
Q. Okay. And if--
A. Not the way the market was. 
Q. And if the excavation work is not done 
on the frrst six lots, there is no way the next 
six lots are going to sell in 2008 either for 
that price? 
A. Well, I want to clarify something on 
excavation. 
Q. Well, let's answer that question frrst. 
A. What are you defming excavation? 
Q. Paving the road. Excavating, grading, 
and paving the streets in front of the lots. 
A. Well, I want to clarify, those are 
surfaces. 
Q. Correct. 
A. Excavation is getting the road -- the 
subgrade of the road to profile design grade. 
That was already done. 
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Q. Okay. If Piper Ranch didn't do the work 
that it was obligated to do in 2008, were those 
six lots going to sell for 70,000 a piece? 
A. There was no definitive scope of work of 
how many lots. We never came to that conclusion. 
Q. Okay. But nothing is going to sell in 
'08 if no work gets done; right? 
A. Nothing is going to sell in '08, is your 
15:38:18 9 
15:38:2010 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Okay. What's your 15 : 4 0 : 0 8 9 question? 
understanding of when Phase II was projected to 
15 : 3 8 : 21 11 bring cash into the company, based on this 
15:38:24 12 document? 
15 : 3 8 : 2 7 13 A. As soon as the first six lots were sold 
15 : 3 8 : 3 0 14 and closed, Phase II would proceed 
15 : 3 8 : 3 3 15 Q. Okay. And did the first six lots close 
15 : 3 8 : 4 1 1 6 and -- sell and close without the paving and 
15: 3 8 : 4 2 17 excavation work being done at the $70,000 price 
15: 3 8 : 4 4 18 that is projected? 
15 : 3 8 : 4 5 19 A. That year, no. 
15 : 3 8 : 4 9 2 0 Q. That's not what I'm asking. The 
15 : 3 8 : 53 2 1 question is: If the paving and the excavation 
15 : 3 8 : 55 2 2 work is not done, can those frrst six lots sell 
15:38:5623 for70,000apiece? 
2 4 A. In what year? 
2 5 Q. Any time. 
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Q. Right. Up in--
A. If no work is done? 
Q. No lots are going to sell for 70,000 a 
piece in '08, as projected, if no work gets done 
by Piper Ranch? 
MR. DINIUS: Object to the form. 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) You've still got 
to answer. 
A. That's a trick question. 
Q. It's an easy question. If Piper Ranch 
doesn't do its work, no lots are going to sell; 
right? For 70,000 a piece; correct? 
MR. DINIUS: The same objection. 
THE WITNESS: Well, that's the point 
2 4 I've been trying to make is, what lots, what got 
2 5 paved, what surfaces got improved? Piper Ranch 
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never had a solidified idea of what they needed 
to do. 
Q. (BYMR. CHRISTENSEN) Then why did it 
sign the assignment agreement? 
A. Because --
Q. If it had no idea what it had to do 
whether that agreement --
A. T.J. was the managing partner on that. 
He kept changing the scope of work. 
Q. But the assignment agreement says what 
it says; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Arid Piper Ranch signed it; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And Piper Ranch signed it not knowing 
what it was obligated to do? 
A. Not to the full scope of extent where 
I'd pull the trigger. 
Q. Then why did you pull the trigger, and 
sign the assignment agreement? 
15 : 4 1 : 2 7 21 A. Because he asked us to. He pressured us 
15: 4 1: 3 022 to. I was trying to help him out. 
15:41:3323 Q. Was Piper Ranch required to sign it? 
2 4 Could Piper Ranch say, no? 
2 5 A. It should have. 
Q. But they didn't; right? 
A. Correct. 
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Q. Okay. And absent Piper Ranch's work on 
that project, nothing is going to sell; right? 
MR. DINIUS: Object to the form. 
1BE WITNESS: Yes. 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Yes, to what? 
A. Yes, their lots would have -- could have 
sold. He had it listed to sell. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Without any paving. 
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could not happen; right? 
A. In2007? 
Q. '08. 
A. I'll say, no, in 2007. 
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Q. I didn't ask about 2007. 2007, Piper 
Ranch wasn't obligated to do anything. In 2008, 
Piper Ranch obligated itself to do some scope of 
work on the project. Absent doing that work, 
none of those lots were going to sell for 70,000 
a piece; right? 
MR. DINIUS: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: There is things that you 
haven't elaborated on that affect that. 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Like what? 
A. Paving. 
Q. Piper Ranch was obligated to do paving; 
right? 
A. No. 
Q. The assignment agreement says, 
excavation, grading, and paving. 
A. It was-- it was going to contract 
somebody to do those, but it never got that far. 
Q. Right, because it chose not to? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. Why did it never get that far? 
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A. Because the scope of work was never 
solidified. 
Q. And yet the assignment agreement was 
signed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Assuming the managing partner was going 
to solidify the area, the square footage, the 
lineal footage, and the dollar amount that was 
going to be needed to do that. 
Q. And did Piper Ranch ever contact the 
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Q. And were they listed to sell at 70,000 
per lot? 
15:44:0211 
15:44:0412 manager and say, hey, look. We don't even know 
13 what we're supposed to be doing? 
A. I didn't look at the MLS, but he had the 14 
whole project listed. 15 : 4 4 : 0 715 
Q. Okay. AndthatwasinFebruaryorMarch 15:44:0916 
of2008? 15:44: 1l17 
15:42:2018 A. Thatwasinfallof2007. 
15 : 4 2 : 2 519 Q. Okay. The projections, though, project 
15: 4 2: 2 82 0 that the first six lots are selling for 70,000 in 
15: 4 2 : 3121 2008? Absent Piper Ranch doing its work, that 
1 5 : 4 2 : 3 2 2 2 was never going to happen; correct? 
15:42:3523 A. Repeat that. 
2 4 Q. Absent Piper Ranch doing its work, the 
2 5 projected sale of the first six lots for 70,000 
15:44:1318 
15:44:1519 
15:44:2020 
15:44:2121 
15: 4 4: 2122 
23 
24 
25 
A. Yes, I had phone conversations with him 
about that. 
Q. When? 
A. In the summer of2008. And the last one 
was in August of2008, when I told him there was 
a huge asphalt increase, what would he 
like -- how would he like to proceed? And he 
said to hold off on the paving, verbatim. 
Q. And that was in a phone conversation? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And no writing from Wandering Trails or 
Liquid Realty saying, hold off on the paving? 
(208) 345-9611 
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A. Why do we need writing? He's an 
attorney. 
Q. He's not Piper Ranch's attorney at that 
point. 
A. He was my attorney. 
Q. He was Big Bite's attorney at that 
point? 
MR. DINIUS: And I'll interject an 
objection, because the record has already been 
established that he did work for Piper Ranch in 
the summer of2008. 
MR. CHRISTENSEN: Okay. 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) When did Piper 
Ranch plan on doing the work that it was 
obligated to do? 
A. Our intentions were initially that 
spring, when we signed the agreement. 
Q. The spring of'OS? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And why was the intention to have it 
done then? 
A. Well, I mean, we signed the agreement. 
Q. Okay. And so why was it not done in the 
spring of'OS? 
A. Lack of capital. 
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Q. Lack of Piper Ranch's capital? 
A. No. 
Q. Lack of whose capital? 
A. Lack of, as general and whole, my 
capital. 
Q. Okay. So did you, meaning-- and I 
assume by "my," you mean, Tim, not Big Bite or 
Piper Ranch; correct? 
A. That's right. 
Q. So did you, Tim, ever go to T.J. and 
say-- or any other representative of Wandering 
Trails, and say, hey, look. We can't do our 
work, because we don't have enough capital to do 
it? 
A. Yes. I said, how is Gridiron's debt 
coming? 
Q. Okay. 
A. When I initially entered into this 
contract with you, I told you that I was all in 
if we collected that. And you reassured me that 
we had a good shot at collecting that bad debt. 
Those were words were spoken over and over in 
conversations with T.J. 
Q. Okay. Was it your understanding that 
Piper Ranch's obligations under the assignment 
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agreement were somehow tied to Big Bite's 
collection of bad debt? 
A. Rephrase. 
Q. Was it your understanding that Piper 
Ranch's obligations under the assignment 
agreement were contingent on Big Bite's 
collection of its bad debt? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Why? 
A. Why? 
Q. Uh-huh. 
A. Whywhat? 
Q. Why would Piper Ranch's 
be -- obligations be contingent on Big Bite's 
collection? 
A. Because if-- if you don't have-- if 
you are struggling, and the economy is declining 
why -- and we've already absorbed the debt in 
excess we did in '06. Why would we go spend more 
money on development? 
Q. Okay. Big Bite and Piper Ranch are 
separate entities; correct? 
A. Sure. Sure. 
Q. So why would Piper Ranch enter into an 
agreement for which it didn't have the capital to 
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fulfill its obligations? 
A. Piper Ranch entered into that agreement 
as structured as Piper Ranch for liability 
issues. 
Q. Okay. But you just testified, it didn't 
have the capital to complete its obligations? 
A. Yeah, it did in the spring. 
Q. Of'OS? 
A. Yeah. When we initially did it, we 
thought -- we were banking -- we didn't have it 
in writing that we had the money from Gridiron, 
but we were assuming we were going to. 
Q. Okay. But again, the Gridiron money is 
Big Bite's money? 
A. Sure. 
Q. Okay. So why would Piper Ranch --
A. But doesn't that trickle-- it trickles 
down throughout the companies? 
Q. If Piper Ranch was obligating itself to 
perform or pay for approximately $160,000 worth 
of work, why would Piper Ranch's obligations for 
that be tied to Big Bite's money? 
A. It would not be. 
Q. Okay. So did Piper Ranch ever tell 
Wandering Trails, or Liquid Realty, or T.J., they 
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did not have the funds to fulfill their 
obligations? 
A. We insinuated it. 
Q. But you never told him? 
A. (Witness shaking head.) 
Q. Okay. And yet you--
A. No. 
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Q. --signed the assignment agreement--
A. Yes. 
Q. -- obligating yourselves to do that? 
Okay. Looking at this Exhibit 9, again. 
At the bottom there is a discount rate of 10 
percent. Do you have any reason to dispute that 
10 percent isn't a reasonable discount rate for 
discounting future profits? 
A. Ask me that question, again. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Yes, I see. I'm right here 
(indicating). 
Q. Right there. I'm not looking at the 
actual numbers. I'm just saying, when 
you're -- when you're discounting future profits, 
you get a current value of future profits, is 10 
percent a reasonable rate to discount those 
profits? 
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A. In 2007, it would be a reasonable rate. 
Q. Okay. And that's when this was -- well, 
this was created in January of'08? 
A. Oh. 
Q. As of January of'08, would that be 
a--
A. No. 
Q. Okay. What's a reasonable discount 
rate? 
A. You are asking me to project the market? 
Q. In January of'08. 
A. Am I understanding you right? You are 
asking me to project the market? 
Q. No. My question is: If 10 percent 
isn't a reasonable discount rate, what is a 
reasonable discount rate? 
A. I don't know. But that's not 
sufficient, though, 10 percent. 
Q. You are certain it's not 10 percent? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is it higher or lower? 
A. Higher. 
Q. 16, 20? 
A. I'm going to say, 25. 
Q. 25? 
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A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Is a reasonable discount rate for 
discounting future profits to get the current 
value? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what are you basing that on? 
A. The market. 
Q. Which market? 
A. The development market, and 
construction, in general. All markets at that 
time. 
Q. Okay. At the bottom of this, there is a 
disclaimer. It says, "The spreadsheet is based 
on assumptions and estimates that may be 
inaccurate. The company and its members/manager 
assume no responsibility for inaccuracies." 
Is that a correct reading of what's on 
it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Are you attempting to hold the 
company or its members or manager responsible for 
inaccuracies on the projections? 
A. Repeat that, please. 
Q. Are you attempting to hold the company, 
meaning Wandering Trails, or its members or 
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manager, meaning Liquid Realty, responsible for 
inaccuracies on the projections? 
A. Would I hold them personal or is Piper 
Ranch? 
Q. Are you right now, in this lawsuit 
that's currently pending, attempting to hold them 
responsible for those projections? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. In 2008, you talk about the 
projects that Big Bite was working on at that 
time period. Jfpiper Ranch had the funds, and 
had asked Big Bite to perform some of the work in 
2008, could Big Bite have done it? 
A. If Piper Ranch would have asked Big 
Bite? To what magnitude? 
Q. To whatever magnitude Big Bite could 
actually do stuff. So obviously --
A. Yes. 
Q. -- ifs been testified that they didn't 
do paving. But if Piper Ranch had gone to Big 
Bite and said, hey, can you do the excavation and 
grading work, could it have been done in 2008? 
A. Yes, we could have done a portion. 
Q. Okay. And you never told T.J. that you 
weren't planning on using Big Bite to do some of 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, and LIQUID ) 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, ) 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) 
) 
·VS• ) 
) 
BIG BITE EXCA VATION,INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho ) 
limited liability company, DOES 1-5, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
----------------------~----) 
CASE NO. CV09-5395C 
DEFENDANT PIPER RANCH, 
LLC'S RESPONSES TO 
PLAINTIFF WANDERING 
TRAILS, LLC'S SECOND SET OF 
DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
COMBS NOW, Defendant PIPER RANCH, LLC, by and through its counsel of record) 
the law firm of DINIUS LAW~ to respond to Plaintiffs' Second Set of Interrogatories and 
Requests for Production of Documents and First Set of Requests for Admission as follows: 
DEFENDANT PIPER RANCH, LLC'S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF WANDERING TRAIL, LLC'S SECOND 
SET OF DISCOVERY- I 
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to other requests. Defendant's ar~swers to any discovery requests herein do not constitute a 
waiver of Defendant's right to obj€:ct to any future additional, or supplemental discovery requests · 
regarding the same or similar matt(~rs. 
INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: Please identify all facts and documents which you contend support 
the allegations made in paragraph 6 of your Counterclaim regarding your entitlement to recover 
from Wandering Trails, LLC, or Liquid Realty, Inc., pursuant to indemnification and · 
contribution principles. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 11: Subject to, and without waiving the General 
Objections stated above, Counterdefendant represented that the real estate project was viable, 
when in fact it was not. Further, Counterdefendant knew, or should have known, that the reaJ 
estate project was insolvent. Cou.nterdefendant negotiated unfavorable terms and conditions with 
lenders. Counterdefendant• s actions are a breach of the fiduciary duty owed to Counterclaimant, 
Moreover, Counterdefendant acknt~wledges that there was no time for performance on the part of 
Counterclaimant. It is paten'lly unreasonable to begin p~rformance in the current economic 
climate with respect to real estate development. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 12: Please identify all facts and documents which you contend support 
the allegations made in paragraph 9 of your Counterclaim that the Defendants made specific 
representations and warranties regarding the profitability ofthe Wandering Trails property. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 12: Subject to, and without waiving the General 
Objections stated above, it was represented to Counterclaimant that Counterdefendant had the 
skill, expertise, and knowledge to purchase, finance, entitle and sell out the venture's real estate 
development. Counterdefenenl knew, or should have known, that the real estate project was 
insolvent. 
DEFENDANT PIPER RANCH, LLC'S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF WANDERlNG TRAIL, LLC'S SECOND 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Please identify all facts and documents which you contend support 
the allegations made in paragraph l 0 of your Counterclaim. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Subject to, and without waiving the General 
Objections stated above, Counterdefenda.nt represented that the real estate project was viable, 
when in fact it was not. Further, Counterdefendant knew, or should have known, that the real 
estate project was insolvent. Coun~eJ;'defendant negotiated unfavorable terms and conditions with 
lenders. Counterdefendant's actions are a breach of the fiduciary duty owed to Counterclaimant. 
Moreover, Counterdefendant aclm•Jwledges that there was no time for performance on the part of 
Counterclaimant. It is patently unreasonable to begin performance in the current economic 
climate with respect to real estate development. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Please identify all facts and documents which you contend support 
the allegations made in paragraph l8 of your Counterclaim. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Subject to, and without waiving the General 
Objections stated above, it was r~;:presented to Counterclaimant that Counterdefendant had the 
skill, expertise, and knowledge to purchase, finance, entitle and sell out the venture's real estate 
development. Counterdefenent knew, or should have known, that the real estate project was 
insolvent. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: Please identifY all facts and documents which you contend support 
the allegations made in paragraph 20 of your Counterclaim. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 15: Subject to and without waiving the General 
Objections stated above, upon information and belief, the real estate project is in foreclosure. 
Counterdefendant represented theu the real estate project was viable, when in fact it was not. 
Further, Counterdefendant knew, or should have known, that the real estate project was 
insolvent. Counterdefendant negotiated unfavorable terms and conditions with lenders. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Plea.se identify alrfa.cts and documents which you contend support 
the allegations made in paragraph 25 of your Counterclaim. including the existence of a 
confidential relationship between the Counterclaimant and the Counterdefendants, and the trust 
and confidence reposed by the Counterciaimant in the Counterdefendants. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 16: As a 25% member of the LLC, Counterclaimant 
is owed a fiduciary duty by Counterdefendant. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Please identifY all facts and documents which you contend support 
the allegations made in paragraph :~8 of yol.ll' Counterclaim. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Subject to, and without waiving the General 
Objections stated above, Counterdefendant represented that the real estate project was viable, 
when in fact it was not. Further, Counterdefendant knew, or should have known, that the real 
estate project was insolvent. Cowrlerdefendant negotiated unfavorable terms and conditions with 
lenders. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 18; Please identify all facts and documents which you contend support 
the allegations made in paragraph 31 of your Counterclaim, including a enumeration of the 
reasons you are entitle to a full anc complete accmmting of the Wandering Trails venture. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 18: As a 25% member of the LLC, Counterclaimant 
is entitled to an accounting pursu~:mt to Idaho Code § 30-6-410. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: Please identify the "agreement" described in paragraph 34 of your 
Counterclaim) including all the terms of said "agreement.1' 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 19: In exchange for a 25% interest in the LLC, 
Counterclaimant was assured profitability in the real estate development. Further, 
Counterclairnant was never to bo subject to or asswne liability for loans with respect to the 
financing of the development. Moreover~ Counterdefendant acknowledges that there was no time 
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for performance on the part of Cot1nterclaimant. It is patently unreasonable to begin performance 
in the current economic climate with respect to real estate development. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 20: Please identifY all consideration provided by all parties for the 
"agreement" referenced in paragr~1.phs 34 and 35 of your Counterclaim. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 20: Subject to and without waiving the General 
Objections stated above, the consideration was monies presmnably to be gained from profits in 
the real estate project. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 21: Please identify the source of the $2600.00 deposit 
identified on the document labeled "Schelhorn 172" on December 11~ 2008, including the 
meaning of the :reference ''Xfer :from #5465." 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 21: This entry represents a capital call 
to the member to be an outstanding balance to Alpha Lending. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTlO:t-. NO. 22: Please identify all facts and documents which 
reference, in any way, Piper Ranch, LLC's, involvement in the Sky Ranch project, referenced in 
the meeting minutes labeled "Piper Ranch 17 and 18.'' By this interrogatory we seek, among 
other things, a full explanation of the extent and reason for Piper Ranch 1s involvement in the Sky 
Ranch project. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 22: Objection. This request discovery 
request is not relevant nor is it reasonably designed to lead to admissible evidence. Subject to, 
and without waving this and the General Objections above, no action on the part of Piper Ranch, 
LLC was ever taken with regard to the Sky Ranch project. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 23: If your response to any Reque:st for Admission is 
anything but an unqualified "Adm~t/' please identify all facts and documents which you contend 
justify your response. 
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 23: See explanations provided with 
each Response below. 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: Please produce all documents identified in your 
Answers to No. 11-19 and 22. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: Counterclaimant is not in 
possession of documents responsive to this request. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: If your response to any Request for Admission is 
anything but an unqualified "Admit," please identify any and all documents which support your 
denial or qualified response. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: Counterclaimant is not in 
possession of documents responsive to this request. 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 1: Please admit that Piper Ranch, LLC, lacked sufficient 
capital from its creation through tl·1e filing of the Complaint in this matter to meet its obligations 
under the Assignment Agreement. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 1: Objection. This request is overly 
broad. Further, the phrase "lacked sufficient capital" is ambiguous. Without waiving these 
objections, deny. Piper Ranch LLC' was adequately capitalized according to Idaho law. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Please admit that Piper Ranch did not file tax returns for 
2007 or 2008. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST :FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Deny. Piper Ranch LLC was not 
fonned until 2008. The 2008 tax rc::turns have been filed and that production will be forthcoming. 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.3: Please admit that Big Bite Excavation, Inc., agreed to 
perform the excavation and de\relopment work required under the Assignment Agreement signed 
by Piper Ranch, LLC. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3: Deny. There was no agreement 
between Piper Ranch, LLC and Big Bite Excavation, Inc. with respect to the Wandering Trails 
Development. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.4: Please admit that Timothy and Julie Schelhom are the 
sole members of Piper Ranch, LL('. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.4: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION N(). 5: Please admit that Piper Ranch, LLC, did not have a bank 
account in its name. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 5: Deny. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 6: Please admit that Timothy and Julie Schelhorn were the 
sole officers of Piper Ranch, LLC. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 6: Deny. Piper Ranch LLC is an LLC 
and as such does not have "officerti.H 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.7: Please admit that Piper Ranch, LLC, entered into business 
contracts and/or transactions without forma] approval by company resolution. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FO.R ADMISSION NO. 7: Deny. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 8: Please admit that Timothy and Julie Schelhom do not 
take a salary from Piper Ranch) LI..C. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 8: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.9: Please admit that Timothy and Julie Schelhorn exercise 
absolute control over the management and operation of Piper Ranch, LLC. 
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 9: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: Please admit that~ as ofthe date of these requests, Piper 
Ranch, LLC, has only very minimal capital. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: Objection. This Request is vague as 
to the term "very minimal capital.1' Without waiving this objection, deny. As stated above, Piper 
Ranch, LLC is capitalized in accordance with the laws ofidaho. 
DATED this B~ay ofN(1vember, 2009. 
DINIUS LAW 
~ ... 
By:Z'/~ 
Kevi~inius 
Mich J. Hanby II 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Canyon ) 
I, Julie Schelhorn, a Member of Defendant Piper Ranch, LLC in the foregoing 
action, being first du1y sworn, do hereby declare to the undersigned authority that I have read and 
examined the foregoing document and, to the best of my knowledge and belief, it is true, correct 
and complete. 
VJJfuiX:Jrugh~ 
J · Schelhorn 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 2:-1.}1----day of November, 
2009. 
cm/T:\Clients\S\Schelhorn, Tim and Julie 24334\Discovery\Piper Ranch's responses to 2nd set of discovery.docx 
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Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos. 5974, 7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw. com 
mhanby@diniuslaw. com 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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TN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC> ar1 Idaho ) 
limited liability company, and LIQUID ) 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, ) 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) 
) 
-vs- ) 
) 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION,INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho ) 
limited liability company, DOES 1·5, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
--------------~-------------> 
CASE NO. CV09-S395C 
DEFENDANTS PIPER RANCH, 
LLC, AND TIM AND JULIE 
SCHELHORN'S RESPONSES TO 
PLAINTIFF WAN DERING 
TRAILS, LLC'S FIRST SET OF 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 
COME NOW, Defendants PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Tim and Julie Schelhorn by and 
through their counsel of record, the law firm of DINIUS LAW, to respond to Plaintiff 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC'S First Set of Requests for Admission as follows: 
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..... _ .r 
constitute a waiver of Defendants' right to object to any future additional, or supplemental 
discovery requests regarding the se.me or similar matters. 
RE.QUESTS FOR ADMISSION 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSTON NO. 1; Please admit that you received the email depicted 
on Exhibit A attached hereto (with its attachments). 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.1: Subject to, and without waiving the 
General Objections stated above1 admit only that this is Defendants email address, but deny 
knowledge of Exhibit A being the :.wtual attachments to that email. 
REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 2: Please admit that you signed the Agreement 
depicted on Exhibit B attached her,;}to. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Subject to, and without waiving the 
General Objections stated above, admit these appear to be Defendants, signatures, but deny that 
this is the original document they signed. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3: Please admit that the Agreement depicted on 
Exhibit B attached hereto required Piper Ranch, LLC, to perform services, or otherwise arrange 
for services to be performed, on the Wandering Trails development located on Goodson Road 
(the "Wandering Trails project"), 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.3: Subject to, and without waiving the 
General Objections stated above~ admit only that the document speaks for itself. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 4: Please admit that Piper Ranch, LLC, did not 
perfonn any services on the W andc:ring Trails project. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 4: Subject to, and without waiving the 
General Objections stated above~ aJ.mit only that Piper Ranch, LLC did not perform any services 
on the Wandering Trails project. 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 5: Please admit that no third party performed 
services on the Wandering Trails project at the direction of Piper Ranch, LLC. 
RESPONSE TO REQU:EST FOR ADMISSION NO. 5: Subject to, and without waiving the 
General Objections stated above, admit only that Piper Ranch, LLC did not direct anyone to 
perform services on the Wandering Trails project. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 6: Please admit that Piper Ranch, LLC, received a 
25% membership interest in Wandering Trails, LLC) in return for its agreement to perform 
services, or arrange for services to be performed, on the Wandering Trails project. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 6: Subject to, and without waiving the 
General Objections stated above, admit only that in exchange for a 25% interest in the LLC, 
Defendants were assured profitability in the real estate development. Further, Defendants were 
never to be subject to or assume liability for loans with respect to the financing of the 
development. Moreover, Defendants acknowledge that there was no time for performance on the 
part of Defendants. It is patently unreasonable to begin performance in the current economic 
climate with respect to real estate development. 
"-DATED this Ji... day of October, 2010. 
DINIUS LAW 
' 
By:~~~~-=;;..._ ___ _ 
Kevin . Dinius 
Mich l J. Hanby II 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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STATEOFIDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Canyon ) 
I, Julie Schelhom1 a Member of Defendant Piper Ranch, LLC in the foregoing 
action) being first duly sworn, do hereby declare to the undersigned authority that I have read and 
examined the foregoing document and, to the best of my knowledge and belief, it is true, correct 
and complete. 
~~ JU"SChelh(;ffi 
SUBSCRffiED AND SWORN TO before me this ..2lt.:::day of October) 2010. 
~Mivd~ ~Otary Public for Idaho '7 J It _/ 
1 1 My Commission Expires: ~6
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